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JOE C. ELLIOTT Ph.D.

rCOLOGICAL CO.NJSUI.TA.NJT

3918 Lincoln Road
Missoula, Montana 59802

406- 542-5014

Dear Reviewer:

Enclosed is a copy of the Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Fort Peck

Reservation Rural Water System that is proposed for development in northeastern

Montana. This Draft EA has been prepared in compliance with National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA). If you have comments or questions concerning the Draft EA, please

send them in writing, by May 31, 2002 to:

Rick Blaskovich

Bureau of Reclamation

2900 4"' Ave. North, Suite 501

P.O. Box 30137

Billings, MT 59107-0137

or

Joe C. Elliott

Ecological Consultant

3918 Lincoln Road

Missoula, MT 59802

After receipt, comments will be addressed and incorporated into the final EA that will be
completed by June 15, 2002. If there are no significant impacts expected as a result of
the analysis in this EA, the Bureau of Reclamation will prepare a Finding ofNo
Significant Impact (FONSI) by July 1, 2002 and the project will proceed. Thank you for

your participation in this review.

Sincerely,

Joe C. ElUiott
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Summary S-1

SUMMARY
This environmental assessment (EA) discloses

the effects of construction of the Fort Peck

Reservation Rural Water System (FPRRWS), a

municipal, rural, and industrial project in four

counties of northeastern Montana. The
proposed project would provide an adequate

supply of good-quality water for domestic and

industrial use and for livestock water in the Fort

Peck Reservation and Dry Prairie service areas.

The proposed project would consist of a water

withdrawal intake and treatment plant near the

community of Poplar, pumping stations,

pipelines, storage tanks, power lines, and other

ancillary facilities. The proposed project would

serve a future population of about 30,000 people

with water being pumped from the Missouri

River. Major Features of the project are

presented in Summary Table.

This EA is a programmatic document because

some pipeline alignments and other project

components have not been finalized. Additional

compliance with the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) may be required and would

tier to this EA.

The proposed project would not be likely to

adversely affect threatened and endangered

species (i.e., pallid sturgeon, bald eagle, piping

plover, least tern and whooping crane) or critical

habitat. Consultation with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (USFWS) was conducted under

Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act and

there was concurrence that the project would not

be likely to adversely affect federally listed

species with implementation of avoidance,

mitigation, and monitoring.

Viability of populations of species of special

concern (both plants and animals) would not be

jeopardized by the proposed action. Areas of

important habitat would be avoided or

construction would be timed to avoid sensitive

life-history stages of species of special concern.

Losses of larval fish and eggs as a result of

entrainment at the water intake would have a

negligible effect on fish populations in the

Missouri River. Average annual discharge of the

Missouri River in the project area is about 6.5

million acre-feet per year. The FPRRWS would

use about 6,202 acre-feet per year, about 0.09

percent of the annual Missouri River discharge.

Adverse effects from the proposed project would

be avoided or mitigated and would be negligible

for resources in the project area. Environmental

commitments that will be implemented to avoid

or mitigate potential adverse effects of

construction and operation of the project are

presented in this EA. Measures include those

recommended in the Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act Report prepared by the

USFWS.

Where practicable, wetlands would be avoided;

however, short-term losses in wetland functions

and values would occur in the project area

during and shortly after construction primarily as

a result of construction of the pipeline

distribution system. Replacement of topsoil and

reseeding with native species would restore

affected wetlands over the short term.

Additional wetlands mitigation would be

developed to compensate for wetlands that do

not respond adequately to topsoil replacement

and seeding.

Degradation of water quality from sediment

generated during construction would have a

negligible effect on the aquatic biota. Prairie

streams in the project area typically have high

levels of suspended and deposited sediment to

which native fishes have adapted. Timing

construction to take place during low-flow

periods would minimize the downstream
transport of sediment and would avoid sensitive

spawning periods for fish.

Pipeline installation on prime farmland soils

could cause short-term soil erosion and

compaction during construction. These effects

would be short term and eliminated by

cultivation and natural freeze-thaw cycles.

Because pipeline depth would be approximately

seven feet, prime farmland soils could continue

to be farmed without affecting their prime

farmland status. The presence of pipelines

would not affect the designation of prime

farmlands.

Native prairie would be disturbed as a result of

construction of the distribution pipelines,

Draft Programmatic EA
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System

(FPRRWS), a municipal, rural, and industrial

(MR&I) project, is proposed to serve the Fort

Peck Indian Reservation (Reservation) in

northeastern Montana and adjacent Dry Prairie

service area (Figure 1). The project would not

provide irrigation water for crops. This

environmental assessment (EA), prepared

according to requirements of the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the

Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA),

analyzes potential and anticipated impacts to the

environment from constructing and operating the

project.

The Department of the Interior, Bureau of

Reclamation (BOR) is the lead federal agency

responsible for overseeing compliance with

NEPA. The Montana Department of Natural

Resources and Conservation (DNRC) is a

cooperating agency responsible for overseeing

compliance with MEPA.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is also a

cooperating federal agency in preparation of this

EA. The BIA would use this EA to satisfy NEPA
compliance regarding leases, easements, rights-

of-way, and permits that the BIA may approve

regarding Indian trust land. The BIA could adopt

this EA or tier to its analysis to meet
requirements of future proposed actions.

The BOR, BIA, and DNRC will determine if the

proposed project has the potential for significant

effects on the quality of the human environment.

If it is determined that the proposed project

would not significantly affect the quality of the

human environment, a Finding of No Significant

Impact (FONSI) will be prepared by BOR. If

significant impacts are determined to be likely in

this EA, the environmental review process could

be expanded and an environmental impact

statement would be prepared.

This EA is a programmatic document because

some pipeline alignments and other project

components have not been finalized. Therefore,

comprehensive site-specific inventories were,

impractical for the entire project area. Additional

NEPA documents may be required that would

tier to this EA. An example of additional NEPA
compliance that may be required is acquisition

of easements to cross lands managed or under

easement to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Site-specific analysis of lands that would be

affected is required for easements granted by

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Additional

compliance with MEPA would also be required

for construction across state lands. After

submittal of an Application for Right-of-Way

Easement, the DNRC is required to prepare

environmental assessments for parcels of state

land that would be affected by construction.

The Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes

(Tribes) and Dry Prairie Rural Water Authority

(Dry Prairie), through cooperative agreements

with the BOR are conducting planning, design,

and environmental analysis for the proposed

project. The Tribes and Dry Prairie will consult

and coordinate with the lead federal agency,

state agencies, and other entities involved with

administrative and regulatory aspects of the

proposed FPRRWS project.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this project is to provide a

dependable supply of good-quality water for

domestic and livestock consumption, garden-

scale irrigation, and industrial use in

northeastern Montana through implementation

of the Fort Peck Rural Water System Act of

2000 (P.L 106-382). The FPRRWS would draw

water from the Missouri River to serve a 7,800-

square-mile region in northeastern Montana in

need of a sufficient supply of good-quality water

for domestic and livestock consumption, and

industrial utilization. The project is not intended

to provide irrigation water for agriculture or for

fire suppression. The project area includes

private land; land administered by state and

federal agencies; Indian trust land; and tribally

owned land, in Valley Daniels, Sheridan, and

Roosevelt counties.

NEED FOR THE PROJECT

Currently, individuals and communities in the

Fort Peck Reservation and Dry Prairie service

areas get most of their domestic water from

wells or from the Missouri River. Some
residents purchase bottled water. Well yields

Draft Programmatic EA
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are low and uncertain and intensive treatment is

required to make water suitable for human
consumption.

The Missouri River provides water for the

communities of Culbertson, Glasgow, and St.

Marie. Glasgow and St. Marie rely on a system

owned and operated by Boeing Company that

draws water from the dredge ponds immediately

downstream from Fort Peck Reservoir. The Fort

Peck Rural County Water District also draws

water from dredge ponds to provide municipal

water for the community of Fort Peck and a

surrounding 50-square mile service area. All

other communities in the Fort Peck Reservation

and Dry Prairie service areas rely on

groundwater.

Groundwater sources generally produce small

quantities of water relative to the demand and

water quality is uniformly poor. Dissolved solids

range from 748 mg/l (Brockton) to 2,332 mg/l

(Fort Kipp), and sulfates range as high as

1,120mg/l (Fort Kipp). These levels of dissolved

materials exceed the limits for drinking water set

by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In

addition, concentrations of iron and manganese
at many locations also exceed drinking water

standards. Extensive treatment of groundwater

is necessary, including iron and manganese
removal, ion exchange, and reverse osmosis.

Water supplies for livestock are sufficiently high

in minerals to adversely affect the livestock

industry, the primary source of income and

employment over much of the project area.

The most abundant source of groundwater in the

region is the Flaxville gravels. Although this

aquifer would provide adequate groundwater for

parts of the project area, as many as 80 percent

of wells drilled into this aquifer have nitrate

levels exceeding the maximum allowable limit in

drinking water. Nitrates can be removed from

drinking water by reverse osmosis or distillation,

but this is costly and is not considered an

alternative to the proposed project.

BACKGROUND

An adequate supply of good-quality drinking

water has historically been a problem in

northeastern Montana. In 1992, the Fort Peck
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes began work to

establish a water supply project for the

Reservation. When plans for the proposed

water development project were presented to

the Montana Congressional delegation for

federal funding, they suggested the project area

be expanded to include areas outside of the

Resen/ation that are also experiencing similar

water quality problems.

In 1997, a steering committee, consisting of a

county commissioner, a conservation district

memtDer, and one member at large was formed

for the off-Reservation part of the project. In

1998, an association of conservation districts

was formed to administer the off-Reservation

part of the project now called Dry Prairie Rural

Water. With passage of two state laws (1999

legislature) that created a funding mechanism
for regional water systems (SB 220) and the

creation of water authorities (SB 302), the off-

Reservation part of the project became the Dry

Prairie Rural Water Authority.

FORT PECK RURAL WATER
SYSTEM ACT OF 2000

Congress authorized and provided planning

appropriations for the proposed FPRRWS
project on October 27, 2000 through the Fort

Peck Rural Water System Act of 2000 (PL 106-

382, 114 Stat. 1451). Congress appropriated

$175 million for the project, with $124 million for

the Fort Peck Reservation service area and $51

million for the Dry Prairie service area. In

addition to federal funding, the State of Montana

and the Dry Prairie water users will each provide

an additional $8,475 million for the Dry Prairie

service area for a total proposed budget of

$192.1 million. Construction is proposed to

begin in 2002 and extend through 2011.

CONTAMINANT SURVEY

Department of Interior (DOi) policy requires that

contaminant surveys be conducted for land

transfers that occur between the DOI and non-

DOl entities. Transfers that involve acquisition

of land or buildings are surveyed for

contamination to ensure that DOI does not

acquire land with hazardous materials liabilities.

Possible land acquisitions for the FPRRWS
project could include locations for the water

treatment plant, pumping stations, storage

tanks. Forms for conducting contaminant

surveys are included in Appendix A.

Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System
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ISSUES DISCUSSED IN THIS EA

Issues discussed in this EA were identified from

comments submitted by state and federal

agencies and the public. The following are

potential project-related effects examined in this

document.

> Effects on threatened and endangered
species, critical habitat, and species of

special concern such, as the pallid sturgeon,

bald eagle, piping plover, and least tern.

> Effects on migratory birds

> Effects on native prairie vegetation and
associated wildlife.

> Effects on wetlands and waters of the United

States.

> Effects on soils and prime farmlands.

> Effects on cultural, historical, and
archaeological resources.

> Effects on the local economy and
government services.

> Effects on land use and development.

> Effects on noxious weed infestations.

> Effects on fisheries.

> Effects on wildlife.

> Effects on human health and quality of life.

> Cumulative effects.

> Mitigation requirements.

> Monitoring and environmental compliance.

ASSUMPTIONS OF ANALYSIS

Analysis and conclusions regarding potential

effects that could or would result from the

proposed FPRRWS project are based on the

following assumptions:

> Project sponsors would obtain necessary
easements, permits and licenses for

construction and operation of the project in

the Fort Peck Reservation and Dry Prairie

service areas.

> Private land owners will donate easements
for the project.

> Environmental commitments to avoid,

minimize, compensate, and monitor for lost

or degraded resource values would be
implemented.

> An interdisciplinary team _ consisting of

resource specialists representing state and
federal agencies and project sponsors would
monitor the project to ensure that

environmental commitments are

implemented and effective.

> Acreage estimates associated with the

project pipeline system are based on an
average pipeline right-of-way width 25 feet.

> Ninety percent of project construction

workers would be from the project-area,

four-county labor force.

> If the Proposed Action were not

implemented, individuals and communities
would continue to seek good-quality water

from wells and the Missouri River.

Draft Programmatic EA
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2.0 ALTERNATIVES

DEVELOPMENT OF
ALTERNATIVES

Various alternatives to fulfill the purpose and

need for the proposed FPRRWS were

considered and analyzed, but none were
determined less damaging to the environment or

to provide greater benefits for fewer costs than

the proposed action. Alternatives such as

hauling water and drilling wells to obtain

groundwater were rejected because they would

not meet the purpose and need of the project.

Therefore, all alternatives but the Proposed

Action and No Action were considered but

rejected.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT
REJECTED

The following engineering modifications were
analyzed as alternative methods for meeting the

purpose and need of the FPRRWS. They do not

represent alternatives to the proposed action

(e.g., hauling water or drilling new wells) and

could not be implemented in the absence of the

FPRRWS.

Intake at Fort Peck Reservoir or

Nashua

Although the Reservoir is at a higher elevation

than the project area (thus reducing pumping
costs), the distance over which water would be
pumped is substantially longer. Ninety percent

of water needs for the project would be pumped
from Nashua or Fort Peck, with 10 percent going

directly to Glasgow. Because of the increased

pipeline length, size, and volume of water, taking

water from the vicinity of Fort Peck Reservoir

would cost more, use more energy, and have

more environmental effects because of longer

large-diameter pipelines. Pumping costs from

an intake at Fort Peck Reservoir or Nashua
would be higher than for an intake at Poplar or

some other central location. An intake at Fort

Peck Reservoir or Nashua would be about $10
million more than an intake at Poplar because of

higher pipe and pumping costs.

Infiltration Gallery on Missouri River

An infiltration gallery was considered to address

fish entrainment concerns. Rather than diverting

water from the river channel, an infiltration

gallery would divert water from shallow

groundwater flowing along the bed of the river.

An infiltration gallery is a network of perforated

pipe laid horizontally and packed in gravel,

below the riverbed. Water would infiltrate

downward from the river by gravity, through the

packed gravel, and into the perforated pipe. To
construct an infiltration gallery, a portion of

riverbed would have to be temporarily

dewatered.

An infiltration gallery intake was considered but

Tejected because of problems with maintenance
and other factors. An infiltration gallery would
become clogged and not transmit sufficient

amounts of water without frequent maintenance
because of high sediment loads in the Missouri

River. An infiltration gallery would also draw
water from the alluvium of the Missouri River.

Water quality of alluvial groundwater in the

Missouri River, generally, is not as good as

surface water. There would be no cost savings

if an infiltration gallery were used as a water

intake.

"Looping" the Core Pipelines

Concerns were raised over the efficiency of

disinfection of water due to the long residence

time in some segments of the pipeline system.

The alternative of "looping" the pipeline was
considered but rejected because of cost and
limited potential to improve residence time of

disinfectants in pipelines. Long residence time

of water in pipelines is not desirable because
levels of disinfectant are depleted when water

remains in the pipe for extended periods.

Looping would involve constructing the pipeline

so that water would not remain in the pipeline for

extended periods of time. Looping would

require increased pipe diameters and more
pumping capacity, which would substantially

increase costs. It is unlikely that looping would

reduce formation of biofilms in pipes because

Draft Programmatic EA
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residence time in smaller pipes that are looped

would be comparable to residence time in

smaller unlooped lines Rather than looping

pipeline segments, flushing valves would be

used at dead ends in pipelines. Flushing valves

would accomplish the same purpose (i.e.,

reduce the potential for biofilm formation) as

looping pipeline segments. Addition of the

disinfectant chloramine would enhance

disinfection in the pipeline system where water

has a long residence time.

Gravity Water Intake

To save costs associated with pumping water

from the wet well at the project intake to the

water treatment plant, a gravity water intake was

analyzed. With a gravity intake, water would be

diverted from an intake near Wolf Point and

conducted in a 20-mile open ditch to the water

treatment plant near Poplar.

This alternative was rejected because of higher

construction, operation, and maintenance costs,

reliability concerns, and environmental mitigation

costs. The nsk of flow disruption due to freezing

in- winter and Missouri River flooding were

considered unacceptably high.

NO ACTION

NEPA requires that the proposed action and

other reasonable alternatives be compared to

the future without the project, or no action, to

determine the effects of project construction and

operation Under this alternative, the project

sponsors would not receive the necessary

federal and state permits and authorizations to

construct the FPRRWS.

PROPOSED ACTION

Congress authorized funding for the FPRRWS
under PL 106-382, 114 Stat. 1451 at $175

million, with additional funding from the State of

Montana and the Dry Prairie water users

contributing another $17 million. Considenng all

funding sources, the total projected cost of the

project in 1998 dollars is $192 million. Because

the project would be constructed over a 10-year

period, this authorized funding amount would be

adjusted for inflation.

When completed, the project would serve a

maximum of about 30,000 people. The 2000

census shows that the population for the

combined Fort Peck and Dry Prairie service

areas is 23,106 persons.

After the project is constructed, 25 full-time

employees would be needed for operation and

maintenance of both the Fort Peck Reservation

and Dry Prairie service areas, with a combined

annual budget of $3,572 million.

The Fort Peck Tribes have a federal reserved

water right for 1 million acre-feet from the

Missouri River dating from 1888. Most water

rights in the western United States have priority

dates based on when water was first put to

beneficial use (e.g., agriculture). However,

federal reser\/ed water rights for Indian

reservations and other federally reserved lands

have priorities dating back to at least as early as

establishment of reser\/ations, even if water use

on the reserved lands began at a much later

date. The proposed project would use about

6,200 acre-feet each year of the one million

acre-feet approved by the State of Montana

Reserved Water Rights Compact Commission.

The Tribes have agreed to provide the Dry

Prairie service area water from tribal water rights

at no cost for the life of the project.

The Proposed Action addressed in this EA
represents the maximum project development

authorized under the Fort Peck Reservation

Rural Water System Act of 2000. Consequently,

project effects analyzed in this EA reflect the

maximum project development that could take

place. The actual geographic extent and

population served by the project could be

smaller if communities in the Fort Peck

Reservation and Dry Prairie service do not

participate in the project.

Value Engineering Studies conducted by the

BOR, consulting engineers, and the project

sponsors indicate that there are several possible

pipeline and pumping station configurations that

may provide water to parts of the Dry Prairie

service at less cost than the Proposed Action.

Possible project reconfigurations are addressed

in the "Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water

Systems Accountability Report" (Watson

Engineering 2002).

Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System
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Two pipeline reconfigurations analyzed in the

Accountability Report provide water to Opheim
and Plentywood were determined to have

potentially lower electrical, operation, and
maintenance costs. The main features of these

reconfigurations include:

> Allocation of flow between the three main

core pipelines to eliminate the

interconnecting points at the northwest and
southeast points in the system.

> Relocation of reservoirs at higher elevations

between pumping stations.

> Variation of pipeline pressures at pumping
stations.

> Align pipeline between Highway 2

Scobey west of the Poplar River.

and

> Deliver water to Opheim and Plentywood

along a single " route of the main
transmission pipeline.

Although electrical, operation, and maintenance
costs would be lower with the Opheim and
Plentywood reconfiguration, pipeline costs would

be higher. The economic feasibility of the

reconfigurations will be analyzed in greater

detail when engineering design-level

investigations are undertaken for the project

prior to construction.

Major components of the Proposed Action

include the following:

INTAKE STRUCTURE NEAR POPLAR

A screened intake would be constructed in the

channel of the Missouri River near Poplar, for a

distance of about 150 feet, to withdraw water
into two 42-inch, non-metallic pipes. The intake

and mesh size (0.25 inches or smaller) of the

screen on the intake structure would be
designed so that water velocities entering the

intake would not exceed 0.50 feet per second.

The intake structures would be placed in a sump
and two 42-inch pipes would be placed in a

trench in the river bottom, excavated from a

barge (Figure 2).

Raw water would be conveyed in the 42-inch

pipes to a wet well located beyond the 100-year
floodplain. The gradient of the pipe would be

designed so that water would be delivered from

the intake by gravity. The wet well would be
constructed to a depth of about 30 feet to allow

gravity flow from the intake. The wet well would
be about 15 feet in diameter to accommodate
vertical turbine pumps placed in the well to lift

water to the treatment plant. Pumping units

would be housed in a facility with heat and
ventilation and would be equipped with cranes to

remove and repair the pumps. The water intake

also would be equipped with air for delivery to

the intake screens to keep them free from debris

that could restnct water intake.

The intake system would also include a facility to

add potassium permanganate solution to the

raw water stream before it reaches the water

treatment plant. Potassium permanganate
would oxidize organic materials that could impart

taste and odor to the water. Oxidation of

organic materials prior to chlorination in the

treatment plant would reduce the potential for

formation of trihalomethanes, chemical

compounds that can cause cancer and damage
internal organs. Project design would minimize

the potential for potassium permanganate to

contaminate Missouri River water.

Chlorination would be accomplished through the

addition of chlorine and ammonia during water
treatment to form chloramine. Chloramine is an
effective disinfectant for longer periods than

chlorine alone.

WATER TREATMENT PLANT

A conventional water treatment plant, occupying

from 5 to 10 acres, is proposed for the project.

Conventional water treatment involves

coagulation/flocculation, sedimentation, filtration

to remove suspended particles from the raw
water, and disinfection of filtered water to kill

microorganisms. Other conventional water

treatments may also include activated-carbon

absorption, alum and cation coagulation, pH
modification, corrosion inhibition, and
fluoridation. The water treatment would be
designed to treat a maximum of 13.099 million

gallons per day.

Conventional treatment combined with super

pulsator, clarifier, microfiltration, nanofiltration, or

media filtration may contribute to lower water

treatment costs and improve quality of the

treated water. Additional analyses and the final-
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design stage of the project will be undertaken to

adequately evaluate the relative merits of these

additional water treatment options.

Suspended sediment from treated water would

be transported to sludge ponds following

removal at the water treatment plant. The
sludge ponds would be about one acre in size.

At full operating capacity (diversion of 6,200

acre-feet annually), about 0.84 feet of sludge

(i.e., sediment and chemical coagulants) would

be deposited in the sludge ponds. Sludge would

be disposed of in an approved landfill.

PUMPING STATIONS AND
RESERVOIRS

Twenty primary pumping stations on the core

pipeline system and 90 smaller pumping stations

on branch lines are proposed to move water

throughout the project area. Each primary

pumping station would have four pumps. One
pump would have the capacity to provide one-

half the daily maximum demand. Each primary

pumping station would have backup pumps that

would be available for emergency use. Primary

and secondary pumping stations would together

occupy about 20 acres.

Pumping stations would be operated by

electricity from local distribution lines and would

be equipped with heating -and ventilation

equipment. Pumping stations with electrical

demands greater than 5 horsepower would
require three-phase power, whereas smaller

pumps would need one-phase power. Three-

phase power is currently availatDle for pumping
stations at all locations on the main pipeline

system. Some upgrades may be required on
existing electrical distribution systems along

branch lines off the main pipeline system. The
twenty primary pumping stations would have
diesel backup generators in the event of

electrical power failure. Pumping stations would
also be used as access points to add additional

chlorine to the system if necessary.

Each pumping station would have an associated

storage tank. Storage tanks would provide

water when short-term demands during peak-

use periods are greater than can be supplied by

the pipeline.

PIPELINE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The pipeline for the project (Figure 3) requiring

9,666 acres of right-of-way, would extend about

3,191 miles and have pipelines ranging from 2 to

24 inches in diameter (Table 1). Approximately

1,370 miles of pipeline would be placed in the

Fort Peck service area and 1,820 miles would
be in the Dry Prairie service area (Table 1).

Maximum pressures in the pipeline would be
250 pounds per square inch. Pipe sizes were
determined by use of a hydraulic model that

analyzed projected water demands at various

locations, topographic features that affect

pumping requirements, and electricity sources

and costs.

SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND
ACQUISITION (SCADA)
INSTRUMENTATION

Communication links to monitor and control

operation of pumping stations, reseni/oirs, and
the treatment plant would be provided

electronically by SCADA instrumentation.

Operation of project facilities would be

monitored from computers at control centers in

Poplar (Fort Peck Reservation service area) and

Culbertson (Dry Prairie sen^/ice area). Project

operators in the Fort Peck Reservation and Dry

Prairie service areas would be able to monitor

operation of all project facilities, but only project

operators on the Fort Peck Reservation would

be able control operation of the facilities on the

Reservation. Similarly, only Dry Prairie

operators would have access to controls of

pumping stations and reservoirs in the Dry

Prairie service area.

Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System
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managed and operated by the Fort Peck

Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes under contract

with the BIA as provided under the Indian Self-

determination Act (PL 92-638).

The Dry Prairie part of the project would be

owned, operated, and managed by the Dry

Prairie Rural Water Authority. The Dry Prairie

Rural Water Authority is a legal entity,

established by Montana Senate Bill 302, with

authority to supply water to districts and

municipalities, issue bonds, and carry out other

responsibilities necessary to manage and

operate the off-Reservation part of the project.

A cooperative agreement between the Dry

Praine Rural Water Authority and the Bureau of

Reclamation specifies the policy and

responsibilities for planning and construction of

the FPRRWS in the Dry Prairie service area.

Identification of future water users for both

service areas of the project has been ongoing

since 1998 and will continue through preparation

of this EA. Future rural water users in the Dry

Prairie service area have paid a fee of $100 to

register for the project. Each community that

chooses to receive water from the project has

paid a fee of $5.00 per service connection within

their water system. Each community that

chooses to receive water from the project would

have the option of maintaining existing water

supply facilities. However, the economic

advantages of receiving water from the project

may make it less desirable for communities to

maintain existing water-supply facilities. All Dry

Prairie Rural Water Authority contracts with

municipalities would have an exclusive water-

supply provision.

Once the project is complete, there would be no

monthly charge for water to residents in the Fort

Peck Reservation service area (both tribal and

non-tribal members). Legislation for the

FPRRWS authorizes appropriations to cover

monthly water and operation and maintenance

costs for water users in the Fort Peck

Resen/ation service area, whether they are tribal

or non-tribal members.

Water users in the Dry Prairie service area

would be billed monthly based on the amount of

water used. Each water user would have a

meter installed to record water usage. Rates for

Dry Prairie water users are estimated at $40 per

month.

There would be no taxes assessed to water

users in the Fort Peck Reservation or in the Dry

Prairie service areas for construction and
operation of the system. All costs for

construction, operation, and maintenance in the

Fort Peck Reservation service area would be

covered by federal appropriations.

Construction funding for the Dry Prairie service-

area facilities would be provided by federal

appropriation ($51 million), state appropriation

($8,475 million), and initial assessment to Dry

Prairie water users ($8,475 million). Additional

money necessary for construction, operation,

and maintenance of the Dry Prairie service-area

facilities would be generated from local bonding

using the water system itself as collateral.

Revenue bonds would be retired through money
generated by the system and not taxes.

Financing the local share (i.e., $8,475 million

from water users) of construction costs with

revenue bonds would allow for voluntary

participation in the project.

Although it is important to identify water users

prior to construction so that the system can be

sized to efficiently distribute water to all parts of

service areas, it is not possible to predict

locations for all future water users. If a person

or household chooses to receive water from the

project after the project is completed, fees to

hook up to water distribution lines would be

borne by the water user. Hook-up costs would

vary depending on the length of pipeline that

would be constructed from the distribution line to

the site of use. It is likely that the average cost

to hook up after the project is completed would

be $1,000 to $2,000 per water user. If a water

user chooses to quit receiving water from the

project after the project has been in operation,

there would be no fee assessed to terminate

services.

Because the intake structure and water

treatment plant would provide water to both

service areas, it would be necessary for Dry

Prairie to pay for part of the operation and

maintenance costs of these facilities. Costs to

Dry Prairie for operation and maintenance would

be prorated on amounts of water used in the Dry

Prairie service area.

Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System
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RIGHT-OF-WAY (ROW) EASEMENTS

Construction of pipelines for the project would

require obtaining ROW easements for crossing

public and private land in the Fort Peck

Reservation and Dry Prairie service areas. On
the Reservation, pipelines would cross trust

lands owned by the Assiniboine and Sioux

Tribes, lands of individual tribal members, and

private lands, no longer in trust.

Most land within the Dry Prairie service area is

privately owned, but there are parcels of state

and federal land distributed throughout. There

are relatively large blocks of state land in

Daniels and Valley counties (Appendix B and

Figure 3). Lands managed by The Bureau of

Land Management and U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service would be crossed between Glasgow and

St. Marie and in the Medicine LakeAA/estby area,

respectively, (Appendix B and Figure 3).

Easements would need to be obtained from

each federal agency to construct the project on

lands managed by that federal agency. NEPA
compliance for issuing easements to cross lands

administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service would probably require site-specific

environmental assessments for parcels

encroached on by the project. Parcels

administered include Waterfowl Production

Areas, the Medicine Lake National Wildlife

Refuge, and private lands for which the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service has easements.

Project sponsors assume that private

landowners would donate easements to the

project because of the benefits they and their

neighbors would receive from water delivery.

This has been a common practice on other large

MR&I projects in the Great Plains. If a

landowner chooses not to donate easements,

negotiations would be conducted to attempt to

accommodate concerns of the landowner. If a

landowner fails to provide the requested

easement, the project engineer would evaluate

the feasibility of routes around the parcel and

choose the best alternate route.

Generally, construction easements for the

project would be 75 feet wide with a permanent

operation and maintenance easement varying

from 5 to 35 feet, depending on pipe size.

Permanent easements on state lands typically

are 5 to10 feet for pipelines up to 12 inches and

20 feet for pipelines up to 36 inches. Permanent

easements allow access for repair of breaks or

other short-term maintenance activities.

Agricultural activities would be allowed within the

permanent easement, but no permanent

structures, tree planting, or other activities that

would hinder project operations would be

allowed.

Permanent easements are proposed for all

structures including pipelines. Pumping
stations, reservoirs, and other small facilities

would be on lands with permanent easements.

Large facilities such as the water treatment

plant, intake, and maintenance buildings would

be located on land purchased by the project.

WATER CONSERVATION PLAN

Water conservation is a standard and accepted

practice of contemporary municipal, rural, and

industrial water projects. Public law 106-382

provides that a water conservation plan be
developed that will ensure that Reservation and
Dry Prairie water users use the best practicable

technology and management techniques to

conserve water. The Water Conservation Plan

(Watson Engineering no date) prepared for the

FPRRWS is based on guidelines of the EPA,

mandated under the Safe Drinking Water Act of

1996, as amended.

EPA guidelines for the proposed project include

the following water conservation planning goals

and objectives:

> Eliminating, downsizing, or postponing the

need for capital projects.

> Improving the utilization and extending the

life of existing facilities.

> Lowering variable operating costs.

> Avoiding new source development costs.

> Improving drought and emergency
preparedness.

> Educating water users about the value of

water.

> Improving reliability and margins of safe and

dependable yields.
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> Protecting and preserving environmental connmunities in the project area. The Water
resources. Conservation Plan is directed at water

conservation during days of peak summer
It is not anticipated that increased availability of consumption, and would reduce rather than
good quality water would require expansion of expand the demand for sewage treatment,

existing sewage treatment facilities in

Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System
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3.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
PROJECT AREA

The project area for the FPRRWS includes all or

parts of Valley, Daniels, and Sheridan counties -

approximately 7,800 square miles in

northeastern Montana (Figure 3). The Fort

Peck Reservation covers about 3,200 square

miles, and the Dry Prairie service area covers

about 4,600 square miles. The project area is

bounded on the north by the Canadian border,

on the east by North Dakota, on the south by the

Missouri River, and on the west by an arbitrary

line that allows most of the residents of Valley

County to be included. Because the boundaries

are fixed as a result of the Congressional

authorization for the FPRWSS, changes would
require an act of Congress.

Tribal headquarters for the Fort Peck
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes are at Poplar,

Montana. The Reser^/ation includes parts of

Daniels, Valley, Sheridan and Roosevelt

counties. Land ownership of the 2,093,310

acres on the Reservation consists of about 27
percent allotted lands, 55 percent fee lands, and
17 Tribal trust lands.

The Dry Prairie service area includes portions of

Valley, Daniels, Shendan, and Roosevelt

counties. Together the Fort Peck Reservation

and Dry Prairie service area include all of

Daniels, Sheridan, and Roosevelt counties and
part of Valley County. The majority of land

ownership is private. The Dry Prairie Rural

Water Authority is headquartered in Culbertson,

Montana.

DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

The Missouri River is the source of water for the

communities of Culbertson, Glasgow, and St.

Marie. Glasgow and St. Marie rely on a system
owned and operated by Boeing Company that

draws water from the dredge ponds downstream
from Fort Peck Reservoir. Other communities
such as Bainville, Medicine Lake, Plentywood,

Poplar, and Wolf Point rely on groundwater.

The Missouri River provides 2,648,000 gallons

per day and wells provide an additional

7,823,000 gallons per day, for a total water

supply capacity in the project area of 10,480,000
gallons per day.

Existing water treatment includes settlement,

flocculation of suspended sediments, and
chlorination. Iron and manganese removal are

common in many communities that rely on
groundwater (e.g., Bainville, Medicine Lake,

Plentywood, Poplar, and Wolf Point). Green
sand filters are in use for iron and manganese
removal. Flaxville uses ion exchange for nitrate

removal. Frazer and Froid use reverse osmosis
for water treatment. Distribution systems are

generally in good repair.

Some larger communities in the project area

have investigated ways to improve their water

supply systems. For example, Wolf Point is

considering conversion to surface water from the

Missouri River and has begun a process to

obtain water rights from the State of Montana.
Boeing Company has undertaken investigations

to rehabilitate the intake at the dredge ponds
downstream from Fort Peck Reservoir,

pipelines, pumping stations, and treatment

plants to provide a more reliable water source

for Glasgow and St. Marie.

TOPOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND
SOILS

The project area lies within the Glaciated

Missouri Plateau section of the Great Plains

Physiographic Province (DeVelice et al 1995).

The southern boundary of this province is

defined by the southern extent of the continental

glaciation during the last ice age. The plains

primarily consist of relatively flat to gently rolling

sedimentary and till surfaces modified by stream

erosion and glaciation. Areas of dissected

topography (badlands and incised drainages)

exist along the Missouri River and in the

headwaters of Big Muddy Creek.

Pronounced landforms in the project area

include the Big Muddy Creek drainage, Medicine

Draft Programmatic EA
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Lake area, and Missouri Coteau prairie potholes

(Heidel et al 2000). Big Muddy Creek lies in a

broad valley formed as major outwash channel

near the margin of a glacial front. Terraces that

are both pre- and post-glacial in origin border

the broad stream valley, oversized for the

stream now occupying it. In the northern part of

the study area. Big Muddy Creek and its

tributaries cut into the Flaxville gravel and the

Fort Union Formation, made up of claystone,

calcareous siltstone, and sandstone.

Medicine Lake is located above the ancestral

Missouri River channel that originally flov^^ed

north to Hudson Bay. The last glacial activity

forced it to turn its course south as the glacial

sheet moved down from Canada. The sand

deposits around Medicine Lake originate from

the bed of the outwash channel. Most of the

sand deposits form a thin veneer over glacial till

and bedrock.

The outwash terrain around Westby and

collapsed moraine landscape around

Comertown make up the Missouri Coteau prairie

pothole area, with a high density and diversity of

wetlands (Heidel et al 2000). The area

experienced at least three periods of glacial

advances, the most recent of which left

hummocky, collapsed sediment fringed by

outwash channels.

Elevations in the project area range from about

1 ,900 feet south of Bainville to over 3,200 feet in

the northwestern part of the study area.

Grassland soils dominate the project area and

generally have dark surface layers with high

organic matter content. Soils with high clay

contents are most common throughout the

project area. These soils have high water- and

nutrient-holding capacities and some have

abundant salts. They often have high shrink-

swell potentials and may be unstable when wet

but the dry climate and gentle topography of the

project area has resulted in few problems with

pipeline integrity.

Medium- and sandy-textured soils are also

present and especially susceptible to wind and

water erosion when vegetation is removed.

These soils are common along the larger

streams and rivers. Soils formed in stabilized

sand dunes are present southeast of Medicine

Lake.

Long, steep slopes with high potential for

stability problems are relatively rare in the

project area and along the proposed pipeline

routes. Areas of potentially unstable soils are

usually limited to small areas and often can be

avoided.

Approximately one-fourth of the project area has

soils classified as "prime farmland if irrigated."

Less than five percent of these potential prime

farmland acres are being irrigated and,

therefore, are not classified as prime farmland.

Prime farmland soils in the project area include

the Bowbells, Grail, Harlem, Havre, Havrelon,

Trembles, and Williams soil series where they

exist on slopes of less than four percent. Most

of these prime farmland soils occur along major

rivers such as the Missouri and Poplar.

WATER RESOURCES

Major surface water resources in the project

area include the Missouri, Poplar, and Milk

rivers; Porcupine, Tule, Wolf, Smoke, and Big

Muddy creeks; and Medicine Lake. The
Missouri River, the proposed source of water for

the FPRRWS, has an annual average discharge

of 6 to 7 million acre-feet.

Streams within the project area generally are

turbid, low-gradient prairie streams with

relatively high concentrations of calcium,

magnesium, sodium, iron, sulfate, and total

dissolved solids (TDS). During the spring and at

other periods of high stream flows,

concentrations of dissolved ions and chemical

compounds are generally low. Concentrations

of dissolved constituents generally increase as

stream flows decrease.

Groundwater is present in Madison Formation

and the Flaxville Gravels. The Madison

Formation aquifer is salty and not suitable as a

drinking water source. Groundwater in the

Flaxville Gravel generally is too high in nitrates

for human and livestock consumption.

Groundwater has been contaminated in aquifers

near the city of Poplar with by-products of oil

drilling and oil production (primarily benzene and

brine) that have leaked from the East Poplar Oil

Field. Contaminants in groundwater are

migrating toward the Poplar. Pollutants have

been found in approximately 20 dnnking water
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wells and have rendered the v\/ater no longer

potable. Poplar's three public vi/ater supply wells

are potentially threatened as contaminants

continue to migrate toward the wells.

VEGETATION

Vegetation on the Reservation and Dry Prairie

sen/ice area is typical of the northern Great

Plains with an interspersion of native plant

communities and cropland (primarily hay and
small grains). Within the project area,

approximately 60 percent is cropland, 30
percent is rangeland, 5 percent is

riparian/wetland, and the remainder is

developed or barren land. Croplands produce

mainly small grains or hay, or are idle in the

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).

Because approximately 60 to 80 percent of

native grasslands in the Northern Great Plains

have been converted to croplands, remaining

tracts of prairie have become a valuable

resource for native plants of cultural and
medicinal value and for wildlife habitat. Many
wildlife species associated with prairie

grasslands have greatly declined in numbers
and geographic range because cultivation,

overgrazing, and noxious weed infestations

have eliminated or degraded native grasslands.

Native grasslands on the project consist of

Northern Grassland, complexes of Sandy
Grassland/Northern Grassland, Central

Grassland, and Northeastern Grassland on
eastern portions of the Reservation (Payne
1973). Dominant plants of native prairie

communities include western wheatgrass,

bluebunch wheatgrass, green needlegrass,

needle-and-thread, blue grama, little bluestem,

prairie sandreed, fringed sagewort, dotted

gayfeather, scurfpea, cudweed sagewort,

western yarrow, winterfat, and American vetch.

Common shrubs include big sagebrush, silver

sagebrush, rabbitbrush, greasewood, juniper,

rose, and skunkbush sumac.

Native prairie is present in relatively large tracts

in the western and central parts of the

Reservation (Figure 4). One tract of native

prairie, contiguous with federal lands adjacent to

the Reservation, is of national significance

because of its large size, good range condition.

and diverse plant communities (Brian Martin,

Nature Conservancy, pers. comm. 1998).

In the northeastern part of the project area,

sandhills and prairie potholes support distinctive

vegetation. Prairie potholes have diverse

vegetation and important ecological functions

and values. The sandhills are stabilized sand
dunes formed on the lee side (southeast) of

Medicine Lake and southwest of Froid.

Woody vegetation is largely confined to

floodplains of perennial rivers and streams (e.g.,

Missouri River, Milk River, Poplar River, Smoke
Creek, Wolf Creek, Porcupine Creek and Muddy
Creek) and woody draws that dissect uplands
(Hansen et al 1995). The most common riparian

forest communities are dominated by an
overstory of green ash or Great Plains

Cottonwood, with snowberry, chokecherry,

thorny buffaloberry. Wood's rose, and red-osier

dogwood being common shrub species.

Woody draws are composed predominantly of a
forest overstory of green ash and American elm,

with a diversity of shrubs and herbaceous
understory species. Woody draws mostly occur

in the upper reaches of Big Muddy Creek
(Redstone to Plentywood) and around
Culbertson. Typically, they occur where rolling

uplands have been eroded into incised

drainages.

PLANT SPECIES OF SPECIAL
CONCERN

Although not listed as threatened or endangered
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973,

plant species of special concern are considered

by the Montana Natural Heritage Program to be
vulnerable to extirpation across their range or

across the state due to rarity, significant loss of

habitat, or sensitivity to human-caused mortality

or habitat disturbances. Data obtained from the

Natural Heritage Program and a report by Heidel

et al (2000) identify species of special concern
known to be present or that could occur in the

project area (Table 2). Heidel et al (2000)

surveyed plants only in Sheridan County, but

some of the species they found could also be

present in suitable habitats elsewhere in the

project area.
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TABLE 2

Plant Species of Special Concern
Found in the Project Area
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both wetlands and non-wetlands that meet COE
criteria. The regulatory definition of wetlands

adopted by the COE and Environmental

Protection Agency is:

Those areas that are inundated or saturated by

surface or groundwater at a frequency and

duration sufficient to support, and under normal

conditions do support, a prevalence of

vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated

soil conditions.

The COE has determined that jurisdictional

wetlands must have a predominance of

hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland

hydrology. Recent legal decisions indicate that

jurisdictional wetlands must also have a

connection to interstate commerce. Generally,

wetlands associated with streams are

considered to have an interstate commerce
connection, but isolated depressional wetlands

(e.g., ponds, lakes, and potholes) do not.

Although the COE does not consider isolated

wetlands to be jurisdictional under the Clean

Water Act, the BOR for purposes of impact

assessment and mitigation addresses all

wetlands in this EA, irrespective of interstate

commerce connections.

Non-wetland waters of the U.S. include stream

channels (both perennial and intermittent), open

water (ponds, lakes, and reservoirs), and other

areas that do not support hydrophytic

vegetation.

Johnson (1966) distinguishes three general

wetland categories that occur in the project area;

glaciated wetlands, riparian wetlands, and

wetlands created by human activities (e.g.,

reservoirs, stockponds, and roads). Glaciated

wetlands exist in areas where retreating

continental glaciers left numerous permanent

and semi-permanent prairie wetlands, often

referred to as potholes. A high density of these

glaciated wetlands occurs in the northeastern

portions of Sheridan and Roosevelt counties.

Glaciated wetlands include both saline and

freshwater prairie pothole wetlands. Because of

variation in water chemistry, praine potholes

have diverse vegetation, structure, and species

composition. Ripahan wetlands, including

Cottonwood forest communities are most

extensive along major rivers like the Missouri,

Milk, and Poplar, and major streams like Big

Muddy, Porcupine, Tule, Smoke, and Wolf

creeks.

The most common wetland types are classified

as palustrine emergent (PEM) and palustrine

scrub shrub (PSS), according to the Cowardin

system and the HGM classification method.

Common wetland plants include cattail,

Nebraska sedge, foxtail barley, prairie

cordgrass, fowl bluegrass, spike-rush, curly

dock, bulrush, snowberry, peachleaf willow,

silver sage, wild rose, and plains cottonwood.

Pipelines associated with the proposed project

would not cross the Missouri River, an

exceptionally important wetland (i.e.. Class I);

however, the intake structure would have the

potential to affect aquatic biota (e.g., paddlefish,

blue sucker, sturgeon chub, and sicklefin chub).

Wetlands in the project area were classified as

Category I, II, ill, and IV based on ecological

functions and values (Berglund 1999). Category

I wetlands are exceptionally high-quality

wetlands and are generally rare to uncommon in

the state. These wetlands provide habitat for

federally listed threatened, endangered, or

candidate species, provide irreplaceable

ecological functions, exhibit high flood

attenuation and storage capability, or have high

ratings for other functions and values.

Category II wetlands-are more common than

Category I wetlands; they may provide habitat

for sensitive plants and animals, function at a

high levels for wildlife/fish habitat, or exhibit

uniqueness in a given region.

Category III wetlands are more common,
generally less diverse, and often smaller and

more isolated than Category I or Category II

wetlands. They can provide many functions and

values, but at a lower level than Category I and

II wetlands.

Category IV wetlands are generally small,

isolated, and lacking in vegetative diversity.

These wetlands provide minor wildlife habitat

functions and are often disturbed or adjacent to

disturbances such as roads, highways, or crop

fields.

Category I wetlands on the Reservation are

associated with the Missouri River. These high-

quality wetlands include sparsely vegetated
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both wetlands and non-wetlands that meet COE
criteria. The regulatory definition of wetlands

adopted by the COE and Environmental

Protection Agency is:

Those areas that are inundated or saturated by

surface or groundwater at a frequency and

duration sufficient to support, and under normal

conditions do support, a prevalence of

vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated

soil conditions.

The COE has determined that jurisdictional

wetlands must have a predominance of

hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland

hydrology. Recent legal decisions indicate that

jurisdictional wetlands must also have a

connection to interstate commerce. Generally,

wetlands associated with streams are

considered to have an interstate commerce
connection, but isolated depressional wetlands

(e.g., ponds, lakes, and potholes) do not.

Although the COE does not consider isolated

wetlands to be jurisdictional under the Clean

Water Act, the BOR for purposes of impact

assessment and mitigation addresses all

wetlands in this EA, irrespective of interstate

commerce connections.

Non-wetland waters of the U.S. include stream

channels (both perennial and intermittent), open
water (ponds, lakes, and reservoirs), and other

areas that do not support hydrophytic

vegetation.

Johnson (1966) distinguishes three general

wetland categories that occur in the project area:

glaciated wetlands, riparian wetlands, and
wetlands created by human activities (e.g.,

reservoirs, stockponds, and roads). Glaciated

wetlands exist in areas where retreating

continental glaciers left numerous permanent

and semi-permanent prairie wetlands, often

referred to as potholes. A high density of these

glaciated wetlands occurs in the northeastern

portions of Sheridan and Roosevelt counties.

Glaciated wetlands include both saline and
freshwater prairie pothole wetlands. Because of

variation in water chemistry, prairie potholes

have diverse vegetation, structure, and species

composition. Riparian wetlands, including

Cottonwood forest communities are most
extensive along major rivers like the Missouri,

Milk, and Poplar, and major streams like Big

Muddy, Porcupine, Tule, Smoke, and Wolf

creeks.

The most common wetland types are classified

as palustrine emergent (PEM) and palustrine

scrub shrub (PSS), according to the Cowardin

system and the HGM classification method.

Common wetland plants include cattail,

Nebraska sedge, foxtail barley, prairie

cordgrass, fowl bluegrass, spike-rush, curly

dock, bulrush, snowberry, peachleaf willow,

silver sage, wild rose, and plains cottonwood.

Pipelines associated with the proposed project

would not cross the Missouri River, an

exceptionally important wetland (i.e.. Class i);

however, the intake structure would have the

potential to affect aquatic biota (e.g., paddlefish,

blue sucker, sturgeon chub, and sicklefin chub).

Wetlands in the project area were classified as

Category I, II, III, and IV based on ecological

functions and values (Berglund 1999). Category

I wetlands are exceptionally high-quality

wetlands and are generally rare to uncommon in

the state. These wetlands provide habitat for

federally listed threatened, endangered, or

candidate species, provide irreplaceable

ecological functions, exhibit high flood

attenuation and storage capability, or have high

ratings for other functions and values.

Category II wetlands -are more common than

Category I wetlands; they may provide habitat

for sensitive plants and animals, function at a

high levels for wildlife/fish habitat, or exhibit

uniqueness in a given region.

Category III wetlands are more common,
generally less diverse, and often smaller and

more isolated than Category I or Category II

wetlands. They can provide many functions and

values, but at a lower level than Category i and

II wetlands.

Category IV wetlands are generally small,

isolated, and lacking in vegetative diversity.

These wetlands provide minor wildlife habitat

functions and are often disturbed or adjacent to

disturbances such as roads, highways, or crop

fields.

Category I wetlands on the Reservation are

associated with the Missoun River. These high-

quality wetlands include sparsely vegetated
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wetlands are typically dry for part of the year and

often surrounded by agricultural lands.

Most Category III wetlands are palustrine

emergent or palustrine scrub-shrub types based

on the Cowardin classification system. While

these wetlands are important for wildlife habitat,

and nutrient/sediment retention, they are rarely

used by threatened and endangered species

(e.g. whooping crane, bald eagle, peregnne

falcon, piping plover and least tern). Common
wildlife species associated with them are ring-

necked pheasants, red-winged black bird sharp-

tailed grouse, northern harners, coyotes, and

red foxes. Waterfowl and shorebirds frequent

these wetlands where surface water forms

pools.

Category IV wetlands occur at ephemeral

drainages and in depressions along highways

and roads, including barrow pits. These

wetlands are usually dominated by herbaceous

vegetation (e.g, cattail, canary reedgrass, quack

grass, and rushes. They have low values for

wildlife habitat and function primarily as

sediment/nutnent traps. Typically, they have

water only dunng part of the growing season

and are usually adjacent to roads or cultivated

fields.

WILDLIFE

The combination of native grassland, riparian

forest, and wetlands supports a high diversity of

wildlife, including mule deer, pronghorn

antelope, white-tailed deer, coyote, red fox,

striped skunk, badger, ground squirrel, sharp-

tailed grouse, Hunganan partridge, prairie

falcon, red-tailed hawk, ferruginous hawk,

Swainson's hawk, burrowing owl, mourning

dove, western meadowlark, long-billed curiew,

Baird's sparrow, upland sandpiper, Sprague's

pipit, horned lark, western meadowlark, and

other songbirds typically found on rangelands

and croplands. No prairie dog colonies were

observed during project field surveys or are

known to occur in the project area.

Rough-legged hawks are common winter

residents in the project area, migrating from

arctic and sub-arctic regions of North America.

Gyrfalcons and snowy owls are also periodic

winter visitors, particularly during severe winters

in northern Canada.

gravel bars and islands that provide nesting

habitat for the endangered piping plover and

least tern. The endangered pallid sturgeon,

several species that are candidates for federal

listing (eg., sturgeon chub and sicklefin chub),

and other uncommon Montana species (e.g.,

spiny softshell turtle, snapping turtle, and white

pelican) also inhabit the Missouri River. Forests

and wetlands along the Missouri River provide

important habitat for white-tailed deer as well as

nesting habitat for great blue herons and a

diversity of passerine birds. Semi-aquatic

mammals such as beaver, muskrat, and mink

are common.

Category I wetlands in the Dry Prairie service

area associated with the Missouri River, the Milk

River, Medicine Lake National Wildlife Refuge,

and numerous prairie potholes (e.g.. Brush

Lake, Salt Lake, Round Lake, Goose Lake, and

North Lake). Some of these prairie potholes

provide nesting habitat for the endangered

piping plover and wetlands at Medicine Lake

harbor at least 15 animal species of special

concern (Heidel et al 2000). The Milk River

within the project area may provide spawning

habitat for shovelnose sturgeon, paddlefish, blue

suckers, and other native fish species.

Category II wetlands are usually associated with

perennial streams or potholes that retain water

throughout the year. On the Reservation they

include the Poplar River, Wolf Creek, Big Muddy
Creek, Smoke Creek, and Mcllwain Lake.

Category II wetlands in the Dry Prairie service

area include the prairie potholes in Sheridan

County and wetlands associated with Big Muddy
Creek and the Poplar River. These wetlands

are important for wildlife habitat, native fish

habitat, wildlife species of special concern,

sediment/nutrient retention, flood attenuation

and storage, and groundwater

discharge/recharge. They often support diverse

populations of native fish and provide breeding

and foraging areas for waterfowl, shorebirds,

terns, and wading birds.

Based on the assessment of functions (Berglund

1999), most wetlands in the project area are

Category III wetlands. Although some are

prairie potholes, most Category III wetlands

occur along ephemeral and intermittent

drainages. These linear wetlands are often less

than 25 feet wide, usually with a narrow channel,

and often bordered by native prairie. These
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Northern harriers and American kestrels are the

most common raptors in the project area.

Northern harriers prefer to nest in marshy areas

near water but forage in all habitats. Typically,

Swainson's and red-tailed hawks nest in trees

and prairie falcons nest on cliffs. Potential

Swainson's and red-tailed hawk nesting sites

occur in cottonwood trees along drainages, in

woody draws, and shelterbelts. There are few

cliffs suitable for peregrine and prairie falcon

nests in the project area. Sumner (1995)

reported two prairie falcon nests, one red-tailed

hawk nest, and two golden eagle nests on the

Reservation. Butts (1995) observed ferruginous

hawks, goshawks, Swainson's hawks, red-tailed

hawks, and northern harriers.

Grassland and shrub habitats in the project area

provide excellent habitat for sharp-tailed grouse

and contain strutting grounds (leks) and nesting

habitat. Although no leks have been identified,

comprehensive surveys have not been

conducted in spring to determine if these

courtship areas occur near the proposed project

facilities.

Native prairie grasslands in the project area are

sought exclusively for breeding by Baird's

sparrows, Sprague's pipets, upland sandpipers,

bobolinks, burrowing owls, clay-colored

sparrows, and long-billed curlews. Many of the

remaining grassland areas in the project area

are in relatively small, discontinuous blocks

surrounded by cultivated land. Due to the loss

of native prairie in Canada and the United

States, resource agencies and conservation

groups are concerned for the viability of these

species.

Large parts of the project area have been
converted from native vegetation to agricultural

fields, primarily on fertile floodplains and upland

benches. Most farmland is planted to small

grains or is in the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP). Wildlife species associated with

farmland and adjacent native habitats include

Hungarian partridge, sharp-tailed grouse, ring-

necked pheasant, brown-headed cowbird,

American goldfinch, horned lark, and red fox.

Wetlands are found along perennial and
ephemeral drainages, in association with

reservoirs and stock ponds, and in poorly

drained depressions. Wildlife species

associated with wetlands includes: Canada

goose, mallard, black-crowned night heron,

chorus frog, and leopard frog. The Missouri,

Milk, and Poplar rivers provide habitat for

beaver, muskrat, mink, painted turtle, snapping

turtle, spiny soft-shell turtle, and white pelican.

Amphibians and reptiles present in the project

area include tiger salamander, Great Plains

toad, Woodhouse's toad, western chorus frog,

northern leopard frog, short-horned lizard,

painted turtle, snapping turtle, racer, western

hognose snake, smooth green snake, gopher
snake, western rattlesnake, common garter

snake, and plains garter snake (Reichel and
Flath 1995, and Stebbins 1966).

Waterfowl migrate through the area and nest on
ponds, reservoirs, and other wetlands. The
prairie potholes and associated uplands are

important waterfowl breeding habitat. The U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service manages numerous
waterfowl production areas in the Medicine

Lake- Plentywood area and secures easements
on private lands to enhance wildlife habitat.

ANIMAL SPECIES OF SPECIAL

CONCERN

Although not listed as threatened or endangered
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973,

animal species of special concern are

considered by the Montana Natural Heritage

Program to be vulnerable to extirpation across

their range or across the state due to rarity,

significant loss of habitat, or sensitivity to

human-caused mortality or habitat disturbances.

Species of special concern are listed in Table 3.

FISH

Primary fisheries resources of the project area

are the Missouri River, Milk River, Poplar River,

Big Muddy Creek, Porcupine Creek, Wolf Creek,

Smoke Creek, and Medicine Lake. Species of

special concern designated by the state within

the project area (Table 3) include the paddlefish,

blue sucker, pallid sturgeon, pearl dace,

shorthead sculpin, shortnose gar, sturgeon

chub, sicklefin chub and northern redbelly dace.

Appendix D lists fish species present in the

project area.
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Paddlefish are migratory in tine Missouri River

between Lake Sakakawea and \he Fort Peck

Dam (Ryckman 1995). Adult paddlefish move
upstream to spawn in the Missouri and

Yellowstone rivers and possibly the Milk River

(Scarnecchia et al 1994, Gardner 1992) in

spring and spawn over gravel bars during high

water. Adult paddlefish generally move
downstream in early summer to Lake

Sakakawea.

The river immediately below the dam is clear

and cold, unlike the warm, turbid Missouri that

enters Fort Peck Reservoir. The river begins to

reassume prairie stream characteristics as it

flows east and is joined by the Milk and Poplar

rivers that add warmer and more turbid water.

MILK RIVER

The Milk River supports a diverse fish population

(Appendix D), Recent fishery work indicates

that the Milk River may also be an important

spawning stream for Missouri River fish,

including paddlefish and shovelnose sturgeon

(Fuller 2000).

The lower portion of the river (approximately 65
miles) lies within the project area. The most

common forage species in this section are

emerald shiners, spottail shiners, and flathead

chubs, with larger fish consisting mostly of

goldeye, river "carpsucker, shorthead redhorse,

and common carp (Fuller 2000). Sport fish

include walleye, northern pike, sauger, and

channel catfish. A spring concentration of

shovelnose sturgeon near the mouth of the Milk

River may indicate this river is a spawning

stream for Missouri River fish (Fuller 2000).

POPLAR RIVER

Portions of the Poplar River and tributaries

provide a significant sport fishery for walleye and

northern pike, species introduced to the

drainage (Montana FWP 1976 and 1979;

Stewart 1981). Fisheries resource values are

class IV (moderate) from the mouth to river mile

17.8, class VI (limited) from river mile 17.8 to

river mile 78.2, and class II (high-value) from

river mile 78.2 to river mile 106.4 (MRIS 2001).

Montana species of special concern in the

drainage include northern redbelly dace,

paddlefish, and pearl dace.

BIG MUDDY CREEK

Big Muddy Creek forms the eastern boundary of

the Fort Peck Reservation. Limited fish sampling

indicates that the stream contains black

bullhead, blue sucker, burbot, channel catfish,

common carp, fathead minnow, goldeye, lake

chub, longnose dace, northern pike, northern

redbelly dace, river carpsucker, sauger,

shorthead redhorse, walleye, white sucker, and

yellow perch (MRIS 2001 and Bramblett 2001).

Fisheries resource values are class III

(substantial) from the mouth to river mile 38.4,

class IV (moderate) from river mile 38.4 to river

mile 182 and class VI (limited) from river mile

182 to the headwaters (river mile 194.4).

Smoke Creek enters Big Muddy Creek from the

northwest within the Reservation boundary.

Limited fish sampling indicates the presence of

northern pike, white sucker, and a hybrid

between northern redbelly and finescale dace
(MRIS 2001, Bio-West 1990 and Bramblett

2001).

Northern pike may have populated Big Muddy
Creek and tributaries as a result of downstream
migration of fish stocked in Medicine Lake

(Bramblett 2001) and this efficient predator may
be impacting populations of native fish in the Big

Muddy Creek drainage.

WOLF CREEK

Wolf Creek enters the Missouri River near the

town of Wolf Point. Limited fish sampling (MRIS
2001 and Gould 1997) found common carp,

creek chub, northern pike, pearl dace, a hybrid

between redbelly dace and finescale dace, river

carpsucker, sauger, smallmouth buffalo,

walleye, white sucker, and yellow perch.

Fisheries resource values are class IV

(moderate) from the mouth to the east fork (river

mile 22.8), and class V (limited) from river mile

22.8 to river mile 23.4 (MRIS, 2001).

Unpublished data indicates there is an eastern

brook trout population near the confluence of the

East, West and Middle forks of Wolf Creek and

that hatchery-reared rainbow trout have been

planted in the stream (Bio-West 1990).
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MEDICINE LAKE

Medicine Lake National Wildlife Refuge consists

of 8,700-acre Medicine Lake proper along with

numerous wetlands and upland habitats.

Medicine Lake is managed as a northern pike

fishery and the US Fish and Wildlife Service

plants northern pike annually. While there is

disagreement as to whether northern pike are

native to Medicine Lake, they provide a

significant sport fishery. Medicine Lake also has

a large carp population.

THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species protected under the Endangered

Species Act of 1973, as amended, that are

known to occur or have the potential of occur in

the project area include the bald eagle

(threatened), piping plover (threatened), least

tern (endangered), pallid sturgeon

(endangered), and whooping crane

(endangered). Critical habitat has also been

proposed in the project area for the piping

plover. The Montana Natural Heritage Program

database indicates the following federally listed

species as being present in the project area.

PALLID STURGEON

The pallid sturgeon exists in the Missouri River

upstream and downstream of Fort Peck Dam.

Populations of this fish in Montana are declining,

with no evidence of natural reproduction. Pallid

sturgeon between Fort Peck Dam and Lake

Sakakawea are an important portion of the total

population (Tews 1994). Adult fish in this reach

are nearing the end of their life expectancy and

may attempt reproduction only another time or

two (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2000a).

Pallid sturgeon move downstream from below

Fort Peck Dam to below the confluence of the

Yellowstone and Missoun rivers in summer and

tend to return to the Fort Peck tailrace in winter.

Most pallid sturgeon have been documented in

the Missouri River downstream from its

confluence with the Yellowstone rivers (Liebelt

1998) No pallid sturgeon spawning sites have

been identified in the Missouri River above the

confluence; however, there, may be suitable

sites in the Missouri and possibly in the Milk

River It is estimated that 50 to 100 pallid

sturgeon remain in the Missouri River above

Fort Peck Dam, and 200 to 300 pallid sturgeon

remain in the Missouri and lower Yellowstone

rivers between Garrison Dam in North Dakota

and Fort Peck Dam (Krentz 1997, Gardner

1994).

Mature pallid sturgeon eat primarily of fish and

aquatic organisms (Carlson et al 1985). It is

believed that immature pallid sturgeon mostly

eat benthic invertebrates.

Pallid sturgeon spawn in spring and early

summer (from April into July) releasing their

eggs at inten/als. Spawning is triggered by

increased flow from runoff. Increased spring

flows also initiate spawning by paddlefish and

shovelnose sturgeon. Adhesive eggs are

released in deep channels or gravelly riffles and

are left unattended. Newly hatched pallid

sturgeon become buoyant and active

immediately after hatching, floating downstream

with the current.

Observations of post-hatch pallid sturgeon in

culture conditions (U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Services 2000b) indicate that larval sturgeon are

poor swimmers that actively swim upward in the

water column until exhaustion and then settle

and drift. This activity is repeated until the larval

sturgeon develop sufficiently to maintain

themselves in the current It is estimated that

larval sturgeon drift 33 to 54 miles before

developing sufficiently to maintain their position

in the current (U.S. D.I. 2001).

The Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service 1993) has identified four

priority areas on the Missouri River for recovery

actions. These river reaches have remnants of

what is believed to be suitable pallid sturgeon

habitat, provided the hydrology and chemical

elements of the aquatic ecosystem, such as

temperature and turbidity, are restored. The

recovery priority areas are: (1) from the mouth of

the Marias River to the headwaters of Fort Peck

Reservoir; (2) from Fort Peck Dam to the

headwaters of Lake Sakakawea, including the

Yellowstone River; (3) from 20 miles upstream

of the mouth of the Niobrara River to the

headwaters of Lewis and Clark Lake; and (4)

from Gavins Point Dam to the Mississippi River.
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Regulated flows from Fort Peck Dam coupled

with lower water temperatures during spring and

early summer have failed to provide adequate

spawning cues for pallid sturgeon in the project

area. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

proposes to modify operations of Fort Peck Dam
to provide additional water from the surface of

Fort Peck Reservoir to stimulate spawning and

optimize spawning habitat for pallid sturgeon

and other native fish. A test release was
scheduled for 2001, but low reservoir levels

precluded the test. If storage levels allow, the

test will take place in 2002 and a full release of

19,000 cubic feet per second will occur in 2003.

A monitoring program will be in place to evaluate

effects of the spill.

In recent years, pallid sturgeon populations have

been augmented by release of hatchery-reared

fish. In 1994 and 1997, 7,000 and 3,000

fingerlings were released into the Mississippi

and Missouri rivers, respectively. In 1998, 745

hatchery-reared yearling pallid sturgeon were
released at three sites on the Missouri River

above Fort Peck Reservoir and 750 yearling

sturgeon were released near the confluence of

Yellowstone and Missouri rivers (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service 2000). Recently, the discovery

of iridovirus at the Gavins Point National Fish

Hatchery, where pallid sturgeon are being

raised, has resulted in cessation of the planting

program until the potential impact of the virus

can be determined.

PIPING PLOVER

The piping plover is a small shorebird that

occupies sand and gravel bars and beaches
along major rivers and around lakes, reservoirs,

ponds, and alkali wetlands (Reel et al 1989).

Females nest in small depressions scraped in

sand and gravel during March and April. Nests

are constructed on the higher parts of sandy

shores away from the water line and vegetation.

Critical habitat for piping plovers has been
proposed along the Missouri River, but this

designation has not been finalized (Federal

Register Vol 67, No. 55, March, 21, 2002).

Proposed critical habitat in the project area

includes islands in the Missouri River from the

community of Wolf Point downstream to the

Montana-North Dakota border. Numerous
potholes (usually saline or alkaline) and

Medicine Lake in the Dry Prairie service of

eastern Sheridan County have also been
proposed as critical habitat for piping plover.

The critical habitat designation would protect

piping plover nesting habitat.

The reach of the Missouri River from Fort Peck
Dam to Lake Sakakawea has a small breeding

population of piping plovers. The project area is

at the western extension of the piping plover's

range. Piping plovers have been reported from

the following sites on the Reservation (Montana

Natural Heritage Program data base): two miles

southwest of Wolf Point on a sandbar in the

Missouri River (nesting documented); two miles

southeast of Poplar on an island in the Missouri

River (nesting documented); and three miles

downstream from Brockton on a sandbar in the

Missouri River.

The Army Corps of Engineers (2001) estimates

that there are 50.4 acres of piping plover habitat

along the Missouri River on the Reservation.

Most of this habitat is between Wolf Point and
the eastern border of the Reservation. This

acreage is about 22 percent of all piping plover

habitat on the Missouri River from Fort Peck
Dam to Gavins Point Dam in Nebraska.

About 56 percent (2,725 of 4,824) of the piping

plover population on the Missouri River nests

outside of Montana on the river below Garrison

and Gavins Point dams. Around 16 percent of

the piping plovers nest in South Dakota on and
Lake Oahe and 15 percent nest on Lake

Sakakawea. The remaining 13 percent nest on

Fort Peck Lake, the Missouri River below Fort

Peck and Fort Randall dams, and on Lewis and

Clark Lake (Nebraska) (Army Corps of

Engineers 2001).

Piping plovers also nest in the prairie pothole

region of Sheridan County, Medicine Lake

National Wildlife Refuge, and the vicinity of

Comertown in the Dry Prairie service area.

Typically, piping plovers nest on the sparsely

vegetated shores of depressional wetlands in

prairie grasslands. Fort Peck Reservoir is the

western edge of piping plover habitat and the

westernmost record of piping plover nesting.

INTERIOR LEAST TERN

Interior least terns are water birds that feed

almost exclusively on small fish, crustaceans,

and insects they catch by skimming over the
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water surface or by hovering and diving from the

air (Reel et al 1989)^ Nesting of these birds has

been documented on the Reservation at the

following locations (Montana Natural Heritage

data base): a sandbar in the Missouri River, two

miles southwest of Wolf Point; island in the

Missouri River, three miles east of Wolf Point; an

island in the Missouri River, two miles southeast

of Poplar; six miles southeast of Poplar, along

the Missouri River; an island in Missouri River,

southwest of Brockton; along the Missouri River,

three miles downstream from Brockton; a sandy

island in the Missouri River at Brockton;

Like the piping plover, the Army Corps of

Engineers (2001) estimates that there are 50.4

acres of least tern habitat along the Missouri

River on the Reservation. Most of this habitat is

between Wolf Point and the eastern border of

the Reservation. This acreage is about 22

percent of all least tern habitat on the Missouri

River from Fort Peck Dam to Gavins Point Dam
in Nebraska.

About 59 percent (4,201 of 7,064) of the least

tern population on the Missouri River nests

outside of Montana on the river below Garrison

and Gavins Point dams. Around 16 percent of

least terns nest on Lake Oahe (South Dakota)

and 11 percent nest on the Missouri River

downstream from Fort Peck Dam. The

remaining 14 percent nest on Fort Peck Lake,

Lake Sakakawea (South Dakota), on the

Missouri River below Fort Randall Dam, and on

the Lewis and Clark Lake (Nebraska).

Fort Peck Reservoir is at the northwestern limit

of this tern's breeding range and contains little

suitable habitat for breeding terns. The best

breeding habitat along the lower portion of the

reservoir has been surveyed annually since

1987 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2000).

Biologists located four nests in 1991, the most to

date.

The Missouri River from Fort Peck Dam to Lake

Sakakawea also lies within the northwestern

fnnges of the least tern's breeding range. Tern

populations on that reach fluctuate with habitat

conditions, as they do elsewhere in their range.

Numbers peaked in 1997 when other habitat

along the Missouri River was inundated (U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service 2000).

Flows that scour vegetation from sandbars and

build sandbars create least tern habitat on the

Missouri River Construction of Fort Peck Dam
has altered these conditions by reducing the

frequency of flooding downriver and minimizing

sediment deposition. Erosion and inflows from

the Milk River have formed sandbars below its

confluence with the Missouri as a result of

deposition of suspended sediment. Sandbars

have formed below the Milk River confluence as

a result of deposition of suspended sediment.

The Poplar River also transports a considerable

amount of suspended fine sediments.

BALD EAGLE

No known bald eagle nests have been reported

on the Reservation by the Montana Natural

Heritage Program (search of data base). Bald

eagles are most frequently observed on the

Reservation along the Missouri River during

winter and spring, where they are migrants.

Bald eagles typically are attracted to open water

in winter because potential prey (i.e., fish and

waterfowl) is present and available. Bald eagles

also prey on jackrabbits and feed on carrion

(livestock and wildlife), especially deer killed by

vehicles. No known communal roosts or dense

feeding concentrations of eagles are known for

the project area.

Of the more than 170 bald eagle nesting

terntories in Montana, at least 29 occur along

the Missouri River above Fort Peck Reservoir.

However, breeding records below Fort Peck are

scarce, although parts of the floodplain have

suitable habitat (i.e., large cottonwood trees and

snags). The Montana Bald Eagle Management
Plan identifies a need for three additional

territories in this area. The only bald eagle

management zone in Montana that has not met

recovery goals established in the Pacific Bald

Eagle Recovery Plan encompasses the Missouri

River.

Montana ranks in the top 15 states in total

numbers of wintering eagles. Wintering

populations on the Missouri River in Montana

between 1993 and 1999 have ranged from a low

of 54 in 1987 to a high of 171 in 1999 (U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service 2000).
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WHOOPING CRANE

Whooping cranes breed in Wood Buffalo

National Park in Northwest Territories, and

winter along the Texas coast, primarily at the

Arkansas National Wildlife Refuge. Some
whooping cranes migrate through the

northeastern part of Montana, including the

Reservation in spring and fall. According to

Berglund (1997), two whooping cranes were

seen near Fort Peck Dam and in Sheridan

County in 1994. During migration, whooping

cranes rest at wetlands and feed on cultivated

grains.

SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS

SOCIAL LIFE AND DEMOGRAPHICS

The social and economic character of the project

area reflects differences in ethnicity, economic
conditions, and culture between the Fort Peck

and Dry Prairie service areas. Reservation

lifestyles are dominated by American Indian

culture and values, while non-Indian culture and

values dominate off-Reservation everyday life.

Traditions practiced among the Native people on

the Reservation, such as sweats, give-aways,

sun dances, songs, and dances, have been

passed down from generation-to-generation.

More celebrations (pow wows) are held on the

Fort Peck Reservation than any other

reservation in Montana. In the spring and early

summer, many tribal members gather berries,

wild turnips, and other edible plants for family

meals and special feeds throughout the year.

The loss of potable well water in some rural

areas of the Reservation changed the lifestyles

of the affected families. Some families have had

to purchase bottled water for in-home use and
haul water for livestock consumption. Gardens,

once relied upon as a source of fresh vegetables

and food for canning and drying, can no longer

be grown in areas where good-quality water for

irrigation is no longer available.

Off the Reservation, the social environment is

typical of rural lifestyles of the Great Plains.

Farming and ranching families, some
descendants of original settlers, provide a

dominant social influence in the sparsely

populated Dry Prairie service area.

The total population of the four-county project

area in 2000 was 24,417. Roosevelt County had

the highest population (10,620), followed by

Valley County (7,675), Sheridan County (4,105),

and Daniels County (2,017). The Reservation

population was 10,321 (U.S. Bureau of the

Census 2001a).

Sixty-two percent of the 10,321 people residing

on the Reservation are American Indian, mostly

of the Sioux and Assiniboine tribes. Fifty-six

percent of the population in Roosevelt County is

American Indian, reflecting the high percent of

Indian population on the Reservation. American
Indians represent a much smaller portion of the

population in Sheridan (1.2 percent), Daniels

(1.3 percent), and Valley (9.4 percent) counties

(U.S. Bureau of the Census 2001a).

Population of the Reservation is young
compared with the Dry Prairie service area.

Median age on the Reservation was 30.2 years

old in 2000, while, in Roosevelt County, median
age was 32.3 years, 41.7 years in Valley

County, 45.1 years old in Sheridan County, and

47.0 years in Daniels County (U.S. Bureau of

the Census 2001a).

The major source of income in Roosevelt and
Valley counties is government, whereas the

major industry in Sheridan and Daniels counties

is agriculture. Average annual unemployment
rates in 2000 in the four-county area ranged

from a low of 3.0 percent in Daniels County to a

high of 9.5 percent in Roosevelt County.^

Unemployment rates in Valley and Sheridan

counties were 4.1 percent and 4.4 percent,

respectively (Montana Department of Labor and
Industry 2001).

Estimated percent of people of all ages in

poverty in the state was 15.7 percent in 1998.

The unemployment rate for Roosevelt County, including

ttie Fort Peck Reservation, was based on ttie Montana
Department of Labor and Industry definition of "unemployed"

that includes all people able, available, and actively seeking

work within a specified boundary. The Bureau of Indian

Affairs (BIA) includes "discouraged workers" (people who are

unemployed, but may not be actively seeking work) in the

definition of "unemployed," thus the BIA unemployment rates

may be considerably higher than the rates reported by the

Montana Department of Labor and Industry (Shenkle 2001).
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Roosevelt County had the highest percent of

people in poverty of the four-county project area

with 31 7 percent, followed by Valley County

(187 percent), Daniels County (15.6 percent),

and Sheridan County (137 percent) (U.S.

Bureau of the Census 2001 b).

As reflected by 2000 Census data, the extended

family is an important part of the Native

American culture and daily life. Average

household size was lowest in Daniels County

(2,22 persons/household) among the four

counties and highest in Roosevelt County (2 89

persons/household). Similarly, percent of "other

relatives" present in households was lowest in

Daniels County (1.4 percent) and highest in

Roosevelt County (8.7 percent). On the

Reservation, average household size was 3.01

and percent of "other relatives" present in

households was 9.6 percent (U.S. Bureau of the

Census 2001a).

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Law enforcement in the project area is provided

by federal (Fort Peck Tribal Police), state

(Montana Highway Patrol), county (Roosevelt,

Daniels, Valley, and Sheridan county sheriffs

departments), and city (Poplar, Wolf Point,

Glasgow, Scobey, Fort Peck, Plentywood, and

Nashua police departments). The Highway

Patrol is responsible for patrol and other law

enforcement activities on Montana highway

systems, the sheriffs departments are

accountable for their respective counties

including unincorporated towns within the

counties, the city police departments are

responsible for their respective city limits, and

the Fort Peck Tribal Police is accountable for

law enforcement on the Fort Peck Reservation.

Total number of sworn officers per 1,000

population of the four-county project area in

2000 was as follows: Daniels County (1.0 sworn

officers/1,000 population), Roosevelt County

(1.61 sworn officers/1,000 population), Sheridan

County (2.15 sworn officers/1,000 population),

and Valley County (1.80 sworn officers/1,000

population). The statewide average was 1.45

sworn officers/1,000 population (Montana Board

of Crime Control 2001).

Ambulance services in the project area are;

Roosevelt County (Roosevelt Memorial Medical

Center Ambulance in Culbertson, Fort Peck

Tribal EMS in Poplar, and Northeast Medical

Health Services Ambulance in Wolf Point),

Valley County (North Valley EMS Inc. in

Opheim, STAT Ambulance and Air Service in

Glasgow, and St. Mane Bis NTU in Glasgow),

Sheridan County (Sheridan Memonal

Ambulance Sen»/ice in Plentywood), and Daniels

County (Daniels County Ambulance Service in

Scobey) (Montana Department of Public Health

and Human Services 2002). Critically ill or

injured patients in the project area needing

emergency hospitalization are transported to the

nearest hospital (Frances Mahon Deaconess

Hospital in Glasgow, Trinity Hospital/Northeast

Montana Health Services Inc. in Wolf Point,

Poplar Community Hospital/Northeast Montana

Health Ser\/ices Inc., Roosevelt Memorial

Medical Center in Culbertson, Daniels Memorial

Hospital in Scobey, and Shendan Memorial

Hospital in Plentywood). For specialized

emergency care not available in the project

area, many patients are air transported to

hospitals in Billings or North Dakota.

TEMPORARY HOUSING

Permanent and temporary housing are limited

on the Fort Peck Reservation, but more are

available in other parts of the project area. In

2000, the homeowner vacancy rate on the

Reservation was 1.6 percent and the rental

vacancy rate was 5.3 percent. In the four-

county project area, the homeowner vacancy

rate ranged from a high of 6.5 percent in Valley

County to a low of 1.2 percent in Roosevelt

County, whereas the rental vacancy rate ranged

from a high of 19.8 percent in Sheridan County

to a low of 7.9 percent in Valley County (U.S.

Bureau of the Census 2001a).

Privately owned mobile home and recreational

vehicle (RV) parks in the project area had a total

of 478 state-licensed spaces in July 2001. Of

the 478 spaces, 52 percent were in Glasgow

(Valley County), 13 percent were in Plentywood

(Shendan County), and the remaining 35

percent were dispersed throughout other

communities within the four counties (Table 4).

Public campgrounds are primarily near Fort

Peck Reservoir.

During the scoping process, concerns were

expressed about the capacity of temporary

housing (e.g., motels, hotels, and rooms) in the

project area being sufficient to provide

accommodations for FPRRWS project workers
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and other temporary visitors staying in [he

project area. A temporary housing inventory

was conducted to determine the number of

licensed hotel and motel rooms in the project

area and in the city of Williston, North Dakota,

nearby, but outside of the project area

boundaries.

Results of the temporary housing inventory

shovi/ed 639 motel/hotel/tourist rooms in the

project area during July 2001 (Table 4). The

majority (41 percent) of the rooms for rent were

located in Glasgow (located in Valley County),

followed by 19 percent in Wolf Point (Roosevelt

County), and 14 percent in Plentywood

(Sheridan County).

Williston, North Dakota, located in the

northwestern corner of North Dakota

approximately 19 miles from the Montana state

border, is a major trade center for residents of

the project area. The city of 13,500 people

offers more services and has a more abundant

supply of temporary and permanent housing

than the project area. Over 500 motel/hotel

rooms and a number of mobile home and RV
parks are available (Williston Convention and

Visitor Bureau 2001).

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC

Death by all accidents is the third leading cause

of death in Roosevelt County. The three-year

(1998-2000) average number of deaths from

motor vehicle accidents in the four-county

project area ranged from a low of 1.3 in Daniels

County to a high of 7.7 average number of

deaths a year in Roosevelt County. In Sheridan

County, the three-year average number of

deaths from motor vehicle accidents was 2.7

and 6.0 in Valley County (Montana Department

of Public Health and Human Services, Vital

Statistics Bureau 2002).

On Highway 2, from Glasgow to the North

Dakota border, 81 accidents were reported to

the Highway Patrol in 2000, an increase of 20

accidents from 1998. The number of non-fatal

accidents occurring on highways on the

Reservation may be under-reported; however,

fatalities are always reported to the Highway

Patrol (Williams 2002). Number of accidents in

2000 on other highways in the project area

included Highway 24 (Glasgow to Opheim), 10

accidents; Secondary Highway 248 (Opheim to

Scobey), 4 accidents; Highway 5 (Scobey to

Plentywood), 17 accidents; Highway 16

(Highway 2 to Plentywood), 14 accidents;

Highway 13 (Highway 2 to Scobey), 7 accidents

(Montana Department of Transportation 2001 ).

TABLE 4

Privately Owned Mobile Home/RV Park Spaces and
Motel/Hotel/Tourist Rooms
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resources are archaeological, historic,

architectural properties, buildings, structures,

objects, and districts, as well as properties of

traditional cultural importance to living

communities.

Cultural properties can be historic, prehistoric, or

both prehistoric and historic in age. Historic

properties are cultural properties that meet the

criteria for significance and integrity established

by the Secretary of the Interior and are eligible

for listing on the National Register of Historic

Places.

Some traditional cultural resources are cultural

properties that are eligible for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places because of

their association with cultural practices or beliefs

that are rooted in a community's history and are

important in maintaining the community's

cultural identity. Not all traditional cultural

properties are eligible for listing in the National

Register. To be eligible, traditional cultural

properties must also meet the National Register

criteria for significance and integrity.

The Montana Antiquities Act stipulates that state

agencies adopt rules to avoid adversely

affecting cultural resources, if state actions or

state-assisted or licensed actions would

substantially alter heritage properties or

paleontological remains on lands owned by the

state. Heritage properties are synonymous with

historic properties under the federal mandates
and must have significance and integrity

determinations specified under the National

Register of Historic Places.

Class I cultural resource surveys have been

completed for the Reservation (Stan Wilmoth,

Montana SHPO, pers. com. 2001) and the Dry

Prairie service areas (Brumley and Brumley

1999). Class I surveys are reviews of existing

information of cultural resources that are known

to exist in the vicinity of the proposed project.

They are not comprehensive, since studies have

not been done on many parts of the project

area. They include sites that may not be

affected by the project because the sites are

some distance from the proposed disturbance.

Prior to project construction, site-specific (Class

111) surveys portions of the project area would be

conducted to identify cultural resources that

could be affected. Tribal, allotted, and private

lands in the Fort Peck Reservation and private

lands in the Dry Prairie service areas to be

subjected to Class III surveys, would be

determined by the Fort Peck Tnbes, Bureau of

Reclamation, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Dry

Praine Rural Water Authonty. All federal lands

managed by the Bureau of Land Management
and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service would have

Class 111 surveys prior to constructing project

facilities on federal lands.

FORT PECK RESERVATION SERVICE
AREA

There are about 360 known cultural resources

sites on or near the Fort Peck Reservation

service area. Of these, 130 are historic sites

such as irrigation systems, railroads, stage

routes, residences and other buildings, and

pioneer dugouts and homesteads. There are

about 225 prehistoric sites, including tipi rings,

cairns, hearths, rock alignments, rock art, and

scatter of lithic debris. The most numerous
prehistoric sites are cairns and tipi rings. Very

few sites have been evaluated to determine if

they qualify for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places.

Almost all of the known cultural sites on the

Reservation occur in the vicinity of Highway 2 or

along the Northern Border Pipeline. Most other

areas of the Reservation (more than 90 percent)

have not been surveyed for cultural resources.

DRY PRAIRIE SERVICE AREA

Like the Fort Peck Reservation service area,

less than 10 percent of the Dry Prairie service

area has been surveyed for cultural resources.

There are 211 known cultural sites in the Dry

Prairie service area. Of these known sites, 148

are historic properties relating to Euro-American

settlement (eg., buildings, railroads, bridges,

mining, and irrigation) and 63 are prehistoric

properties (e.g., tipi rings, cairns, and lithic

scatter) associated with Native American

occupation.

Of the 211 cultural properties, three are listed on

the National Register of Historic Places, five are
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eligible for National Register, and six have been

determined ineligible. There has been no

determination of eligibility for the remaining 197

cultural properties.

LAND USE

Land use in the project area is primarily

agricultural (crop and livestock production), with

small communities and individual homes and

farms interspersed. Typically, most residents in

the project area live in communities. Some
individual families occupy residences outside of

communities on farms and ranches. Water
availability often limits where residents choose
to live.

Croplands primarily produce small grains and
hay or are idle in the Conservation Reserve
Program. Native rangeland and planted

pastures provide forage for livestock. Currently,

livestock obtain water from dugouts, wells, and

surface waters. At some locations, livestock use

of rangeland is reduced due to lack of water.

Adequate distribution of water allows rangelands

to be grazed more uniformly and often increases

forage.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Executive Order 12898 directs federal agencies

to identify and address disproportionately high

adverse human health or environmental effects

of its programs, policies, and activities on low-

income and minority populations. Environmental

justice issues were identified through public

involvement and scoping.

In preparation of this EA, public input from

persons or groups, regardless of race, income
status, age, or other socioeconomic
characteristics was considered. Public scoping

meetings were held on the Reservation. The
purpose of the meetings was to explain the

proposed action and alternatives to gain input

from the public. Individuals expressed concern

about who (Indians or non-Indians) would be
served by the water project and who (Indians or

non-Indians) would pay monthly water bills.

Census data for the study area reveal

socioeconomic characteristics of the

Reservation to be different from the state as a

whole. Unlike the state at large where the

majority of the population consists of non-

Indians, Indians make up about 54 percent of

the Reservation population.

The percentage of families below the poverty

level is significantly higher on the Reservation

(45.3 percent) than the state as a whole (15.6

percent). The high percentage of families below
the poverty level on the Reservation is due to an
unemployment rate of 30 percent, compared
with the statewide unemployment rate of 7

percent.

INDIAN TRUST ASSETS

Indian Trust Assets (ITAs) are "legal interests in

property held in trust by the United States for

Indian tribes or individual Indians" (memo,
Commissioner, Bureau of Reclamation, July 2,

1993). The Secretary of the Interior is the

trustee for the United States on behalf of Indian

Tribes. ITAs include land, minerals, timber,

ethnobotanical resources, hunting and fishing

rights, water rights, and in-stream flows. During

the NEPA process, the Bureau of Reclamation,

as the representative of the Secretary of the

Interior, must evaluate whether a proposed
action may affect ITAs. This policy reaffirms the

legal trust relationship and the government-to-

government relationship between the Secretary

of the Interior and Indian tribes.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
An important assumption in analyzing potential

effects of the No Action Alternative is that this

alternative would not provide an adequate

source of potable water for the project area;

consequently, communities and individuals

would continue ongoing attempts to obtain water

for municipal, rural, and industrial uses. Without

the proposed FPRRWS project, individuals and

communities would drill additional wells, acquire

new or upgrade existing water supply and

distribution systems, and continue to haul water.

Continued efforts to obtain potable water would
likely occur at many sites throughout the project

area and involve many individuals attempting to

satisfy their water needs in a variety of ways.

These activities would have the potential to

affect the natural and physical environment and
would have associated costs. Because it is not

possible to predict site-specific future activities

that would likely be associated with the No
Action Alternative, potential impacts for this

alternative are addressed in a general manner in

the following sections.

TOPOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND
SOILS

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Activities that would disturb the surface include

excavation and leveling of sites for pumping
stations, water reservoirs, and other structures;

temporary access roads; and installation of

pipelines. Pipelines would traverse a linear

distance of 3,191 miles. Assuming an average
construction right-of-way of 25 feet (construction

right-of-way would vary depending on pipe size

from 50 feet for the largest pipe to less than

three feet for the smallest pipe), approximately

9,669 acres would be disturbed. Pipe would be
installed by trenching at least six feet beneath
the surface to prevent freezing.

The proposed action would cause short-term soil

disturbance with the potential for minor soil

erosion by wind and water. Modern pipeline

installation equipment such as pipe plows would
reduce disturbance. Best-management practices

during pipeline construction can prevent most

erosion from normal storm events. Significant

sheet, rill, and gully erosion could occur if

intense rainstorms or snowmelt coincide with

construction activities that remove vegetation.

Slope stability is not likely to be a concern
unless slopes are over-steepened or soils with

high-clay content become saturated.

The corrosive quality of most soils in the project

area presents a problem for steel pipe

installation. This problem would be overcome
by using coated steel pipe and cathodic

protection.

Pipeline installation on prime farmland soils

could cause short-term soil erosion and
compaction. These effects would be eliminated

by cultivation and natural freeze-thaw cycles.

Because pipeline depth would be approximately

seven feet, prime farmland soils could continue

to be farmed. The presence of pipelines would
not affect their designation as prime farmlands.

Long-term impacts to soils generally would be
negligible, with required rehabilitation and
revegetation (see Section 5.4 Environmental

Commitments). Well-vegetated soils on level or

sloping ground (i.e., slopes less than five

percent) would have little risk of erosion and
slumping.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would disrupt soils

through additional drilling of wells and through

expansion of existing or construction of new
water treatment and distribution systems. The
existing demand for water would lead to

widespread attempts by individuals and
communities to secure water which could

adversely affect surface waters through

sediment production.

WATER RESOURCES

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed project would divert about 6,202

acre-feet from the Missouri River annually, about

0.09 percent of the river's annual discharge.
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During periods of low flow (eg., 5000 cfs),

diversion for the project would take about 18

percent (9 cfs) of the water in the Missouri River.

Pipelines would cross perennial and ephemeral

drainages and wetlands, resulting in minor,

short-term increases in suspended sediment

concentrations near construction sites. Adverse

effects would be negligible with required

avoidance, mitigation, and reclamation (see

Section 5.4 Environmental Commitments).

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in drilling

of new wells, upgrading and expansion of

existing facilities that divert Missouri water, and

continued water hauling. Groundwater pumping

would likely increase and most groundwater

would be subjected to expensive treatment to

remove nitrates and other impurities.

VEGETATION

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Vegetation would be removed during installation

of water pipelines and construction of facilities

such as pump stations, reservoirs, and electrical

distribution lines. Following construction,

pipeline hghts-of-way would be recontoured and

reseeded with native species; however,

permanent facilities (e.g., treatment plant,

pumping stations, and storage tanks) would

remain unvegetated for the life of the project.

The project area is located in prairie habitat;

therefore, few trees would be removed during

construction. Most of the land that would be

disturbed by construction and operation is

rangeland vegetated by prairie grasses and

broad-leaved herbaceous plants. Following

construction, segments of pipeline that have a

construction right-of-way five feet wide or more
would be seeded with a mixture of native

grasses that establish quickly to stabilize soils

and prevent proliferation of noxious weeds.

Assuming the project area is 30 percent native

prairie, it likely that about 957 miles of native

prairie (2,900 acres) would be crossed by the

pipeline distribution system within the Fort Peck
and Dry Prairie service areas.

In riparian areas, construction could remove
cottonwoods, willows, other trees and shrubs, as

well as herbaceous species. Following

construction, sod-forming, non-native species

such as smooth brome and Kentucky bluegrass

probably would rapidly invade, become
established, and stabilize ripahan soils. Pothole

and marsh vegetation dominated by cattail,

bulrush, and other wetland species would

quickly recover from disturbance. Plants

adjacent to the disturbed portion of the right-of-

way would provide seed or invade through roots

and rhizomes Seeding with native species

adapted to wetland conditions would enhance
re-establishment of hparian and wetland plant

communities. Effects on vegetation would be

negligible with required avoidance, mitigation,

and monitoring (see Section 5.4 Environmental

Commitments).

Executive Order 13112 directs federal agencies

to prevent and control the introduction and

spread of invasive species (in this project,

noxious weeds). Under this executive order,

federal agencies cannot authorize, fund, or carry

out actions that are likely to cause or promote

the introduction or spread of invasive species,

unless all reasonable measures to minimize nsk

have been analyzed and considered. Noxious

weeds are highly efficient at colonizing areas

from which native vegetation has been removed

or disturbed. Where noxious weeds grow

adjacent to the right-of-way, they could rapidly

invade and displace seeded plants.

Construction vehicles could also bring noxious

weeds into the project area or spread them to

parts of the project area that are currently weed
free.

The risk of spreading noxious weeds would be

prevented by requiring that contractors arrive at

construction sites with clean, weed-free

equipment and control weeds in a manner
specified in county weed management plans.

Monitoring noxious weeds and treating them

prior to, during, and following construction would

help reduce their spread.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in

continued efforts to obtain potable water.

Drilling of new wells and expansion of existing or

construction of new water treatment and

distribution systems would disrupt native prairie.
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croplands, and riparian areas. Soil disturbance

associated with this alternative would increase

the spread of noxious weeds.

WETLANDS

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Wetlands would be affected by construction of

the water intake structure and buried pipelines.

Pipelines would cross wetlands usually

associated with perennial and

ephemeral/intermittent streams, poorly drained

depressions, and stock ponds. Excavation of a

six-foot-deep trench, placement of the pipe in

the trench, followed by refilling the trench with

soils excavated from the wetland would disturb

vegetation and generate sediment. Surface

waters in wetlands would have increased

sediment and turbidity levels during and

following construction until vegetation becomes_
established and substrates stabilize.

Impacts to wetlands from construction would be

relatively short term (i.e., during construction

and one or two years following construction).

Typically, if soils and associated vegetation

removed during excavation are segregated and

replaced in original sequence, regrowth of

vegetation is rapid. Most ecological functions

and values degraded as a result of the project

would be restored within a year or two of •

construction.

It is not possible to accurately predict acreage of

wetlands that would be affected by the project

because precise locations of facilities have not

been surveyed and wetland locations verified on

the ground. However, based on analysis of NWI
maps (scale 1: 24,000) and field-survey data,

approximately 195 wetlands in the Reservation

service area and 252 wetlands in the Dry Prairie

service area would be filled or partially filled

during construction of the FPRRWS. Linear

distances of wetlands that would be affected by

the Reservation and Dry Prairie service areas

are 6.1 miles and 5.5 miles, respectively.

Approximately 18.5 acres of wetlands (assuming

a 25-foot-wide construction right-of-way) would

be crossed by the pipeline system in the

Reservation service area. Larger wetlands that

would be crossed include those associated with

the Poplar River, Muddy Creek, Little Porcupine

Creek, Wolf Creek, Smoke Creek, Tule Creek,

Snow Coulee, and Mcllwain Lake.

Approximately 16.7 acres of wetlands would be

crossed by the pipeline system in the Dry Prairie

service area. Some of the larger wetlands that

would be affected are associated with Porcupine

Creek, Hell Creek, Snow Coulee, Smoke Creek,

Medicine Lake, and prairie potholes in the

Dagmar-Westby area.

Most of the wetlands that would be affected by

the project are narrow, linear wetlands

associated with intermittent drainages;

consequently, they have water for only a portion

of the year and do not support important

fisheries.

Disturbance of wetlands would be avoided

where possible. Where unavoidable,

construction would be delayed until after July 15

to protect duck nests and broods.

To avoid or mitigate potential impacts in riparian

and wetland areas, construction would be timed

to coincide with dry periods when water tables

are low. Hard plugs or bentonite breakers would

be installed in the pipeline trench to prevent

wetland drainage through migration of water

along the ditch. Effects to wetlands would be

negligible with required avoidance, mitigation

and monitoring (see Section 5.4 Environmental

Commitments).

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in

continued efforts to obtain potable water.

Drilling of new wells and expansion of existing or

construction of new water treatment and

distribution systems would disrupt wetlands.

WILDLIFE

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed project would result in direct loss

of wildlife habitat used for hiding cover, foraging,

breeding sites, nesting cover, and thermal cover.

Construction of pipelines, pumping stations and

other facilities would directly remove or degrade

habitat. Wildlife species dependent on lost

habitat would die or be displaced. Displaced
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animals may be incorporated into adjacent

populations. Depending on variables such as

species, behavior, density, and habitat, adjacent

populations may experience increased mortality,

decreased reproductive rates, or other

compensatory or additive responses. In addition

to loss of habitat, wildlife species would be

displaced from unaltered habitat during

construction.

Construction activities would result in direct

mortality to species with limited mobility (e.g.,

mice, voles, reptiles, amphibians, and young
birds). More-mobile species such as deer,

coyotes, and adult birds move into undisturbed

adjacent habitat. Levels of mortality associated

with the project would not affect the viability of

local or regional wildlife populations.

The loss of migratory birds and their nests from

the proposed action would result from

construction through native prairie and CRP
fields, pastures, and riparian areas. Losses

could be minimized by timing construction to

avoid the period when birds are nesting and

reanng young (May 1 through mid-August) or by

avoiding known nest sites; however, it may not

be practicable to entirely avoid impacts to all

migratory birds. According to Executive Order

13186 (Protection of Migratory Birds), adverse

effects on migratory birds must be minimized to

the extent practicable and should include

restoration and enhancement of habitat,

development and implementation of

conservation plans, and other measures to

minimize mortality to migratory birds. Losses of

small numbers of migratory birds with the

proposed action would not jeopardize the

viability of local or regional populations.

Potential impacts to wildlife would result

pnmarily from construction activities. Impacts to

big game species (e.g., mule deer, white-tailed

deer, and antelope) would be minor and short

term.

Increased traffic during construction would

cause slight increases in direct wildlife mortality

from vehicle-wildlife collisions.

Sharp-tailed grouse leks (i.e., courtship breeding

grounds) and nesting habitat could be affected

where pipelines are constructed through

grasslands and upland coulees. Sharp-tailed

grouse would be especially vulnerable to

construction activities in spring when birds are

concentrated on strutting grounds. Disturbance

to courtship and breeding would be minimized

by delaying construction until after birds have
left the leks (usually by mid May).

Human disturbance may cause birds of prey

(raptors) to desert their nests Impacts to nesting

raptors would be minimized by timing

construction to avoid cntical incubation and
fledging penods (April through July).

Construction in and near wetlands could destroy

waterfowl nests and young. Impacts to nesting

waterfowl could be avoided by delaying

construction until after the young leave the nest

in June. Effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat

would be negligible with required avoidance,

mitigation, and monitoring (see Section 5.4

Environmental Commitments).

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in

continued efforts to obtain potable water.

Drilling of new wells and expansion of existing or

construction of new water treatment and
distribution systems would disrupt wildlife habitat

and displace wildlife from drilling and
construction sites.

FISHERIES

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Effects to fisheries could occur where pipelines

cross rivers, streams, and lakes and at the water

intake on the Missouri River. Localized impacts

from increased sedimentation could occur dunng
and immediately following construction. These
impacts would be minor and short term.

Typically, streams in the project area have high

sediment levels to which resident fish have

adapted.

The intake would pose a negligible risk to most
fish because water velocities would not exceed

5 feet per second and the intake would be
screened with 0.25-inch (6.4-millimeter) mesh to

prevent entrainment of fish. The intake may
entrain larval fish, fish eggs, and other small

aquatic organisms (e.g., insects, crustaceans

and algae).
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Because the intake would be constructed in the

deepest part of the river, larval fish and eggs

that typically reside near the bottom of the water

column would most likely be affected. Water

withdrawal would have the greatest probability of

affecting shoveinose sturgeon, paddlefish,

channel catfish, burbot, sicklefin chub, sturgeon

chub, blue sucker, sauger, and walleye

(Montana Department of Natural Resources and

Conservation 1999).

Egg sizes for these species range from 1.3 to

3.7 millimeters (Scott and Crossman 1979);

larval fish would be larger depending on their

age. Because larval fish have not developed

fully functional fins in the early stages of

development the current carries them
downstream. Until they grow larger than the

size of the mesh openings or develop to avoid

the current, they could be drawn into the water

intake. The extent to which this would occur

would probably not affect fish populations in the

Missouri River since natural mortality to fish

eggs and larvae is high under natural conditions.

Entrainment of larval fish and fish eggs would be

negligible.

Entrainment of zoopiankton and phytopiankton

is not a substantial concern with the proposed

water intake. These organisms do not represent

a limiting factor for fish production in the

Missouri River, and losses through entrainment

would not be large enough to affect fish

populations.

The potential for entrainment of small fish and

fish eggs at the water intake would be reduced

by screening the intake and designing the intake

so that water velocities at the intake do not

exceed 0.5 feet per second.

Prior to construction, the Natural Streambed and

Land Preservation permits would be acquired.

These permits incorporate recommendations of

Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks and conservation

districts to minimize impacts to fish and other

aquatic life. Effects to fisheries would be

negligible with required avoidance, mitigation,

and monitoring (see Section 5.4 Environmental

Commitments).

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in

continued efforts to obtain potable water.

Drilling of new wells and expansion of existing or

construction of new water treatment and
distribution systems could affect fisheries if

sediment from drilling or construction enters

streams or other surface waters with fish

populations. Existing facilities that withdraw

water from the Missouri River would continue to

operate and could expand if the FPRRWS
project is not constructed. These facilities would

continue to have the potential to entrain fish

eggs and larval fish.

THREATENED AND
ENDANGERED SPECIES

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

The Proposed Action would not affect critical

habitat (i.e., habitat specifically designated

under the Endangered Species Act of 1973) for

federally listed species, although habitat known
to harbor listed or candidate species is present

in the project area. See Biological Assessment
attached as Appendix H.

Pallid Sturgeon

The Proposed Action would not be likely to

adversely affect pallid sturgeon during

construction and operation. Because there are

no known spawning areas for pallid sturgeon

downstream from Fort Peck Dam, increased

sediment during construction of the water intake

at Poplar would not likely affect fish eggs or

larval fish because they would not be present

during the low-flow, construction period. Adult

pallid sturgeon are adapted to high sediment

levels in the river and would avoid the

construction area if sediment levels were higher

than they could tolerate.

The primary concern with pallid sturgeon is

uptake of juvenile (larval) fish by the water

intake in the Missouri River. It is generally

believed that pallid sturgeon have not

successfully spawned in the Missouri River

upstream from the proposed intake at Poplar

since construction of the Fort Peck Dam due to

altered stream flows and reduced sediment
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levels. Under current operating conditions of

Fort Peck Dam, it is unlikely that pallid sturgeon

eggs and juvenile fish would be present in the

vicinity of the proposed intake.

With proposed operational changes at Fort Peck

Dam to encourage reproduction of pallid

sturgeon (i.e., spring releases of larger volumes

of water from the top of the reservoir), it is

possible that pallid sturgeon could find suitable

spawning sites in the Missouri or Milk rivers

upstream of the proposed water intake at

Poplar, If this were to happen, it is possible that

the current could carry larval fish downstream to

Poplar. Because pallid sturgeon eggs are

adhesive, they would likely become attached to

bottom substrates at or near the spawning sites.

Upon hatching, young sturgeon could be carried

by the current to the vicinity of the water intake.

The proposed water intake at Poplar would

extend about six feet above the river bottom

(Figure 2) and is designed to prevent uptake of

juvenile pallid sturgeon and other species of fish.

The mesh over the intake would have openings

no larger than 0.25 inches (6.4 millimeters), with

intake water velocities less than 0.5 feet per

second. While the intake would not likely take in

juvenile pallid sturgeon, it could entrain larval

pallid sturgeon. Because of buoyancy of young

pallid sturgeon, larval pallid sturgeon may not be

present in the deepest parts of the stream where

the intake structure would be located.

Because it is uncertain if modification of Fort

Peck dam operations would successfully

stimulate pallid sturgeon to reproduce,

assessing future effects is speculative. It is also

uncertain as to where pallid sturgeon would

spawn, if changes in dam operation were to

induce spawning.

Because of uncertainties concerning the

presence of larval pallid sturgeon or eggs, the

intake structure would be monitored annually

between May 1 and June 15 by passing

volumes of water from the intake through a

mesh and collecting larval fish and eggs. Fish

and eggs retained by the mesh would be

identified to species and counted. Annual

monitoring reports would be prepared by the

project sponsors and submitted to the USFWS.
If pallid sturgeon or their eggs are found during

intake monitoring, consultation will be reinitiated

under the Endangered Species Act. With design

of the intake structure to avoid entrainment of

larval fish and eggs and annual monitoring, the

Proposed Action would not be likely to

adversely affect pallid sturgeon. See Section

5.4, Environmental Commitments, for

avoidance, mitigation, and monitoring.

Piping plover

Critical habitat for piping plovers has been

proposed along the Missouri River, but this

designation has not been finalized. Proposed

critical habitat in the project area would include

islands in the Missouri River from the community

of Wolf Point downstream to the Montana-North

Dakota border. Numerous potholes and

Medicine Lake in the Dry Prairie service, in

northeastern Sheridan County, have also been

proposed as critical habitat for piping plover.

Piping plovers nest at some prairie potholes in

Sheridan County (i.e.. Medicine Lal<e -Westby-

Plentywood area) that would be near the

proposed pipeline system for the FPRRWS.
However, no pipeline or other project facilities

would directly encroach on breeding habitat (i e,,

sparsely vegetated shore of potholes and other

wetlands). All construction activities would

occur more than 50 feet from known or potential

plover nesting habitat in the prairie pothole

region in the Medicine LakeAA/estby area. The

proposed water intake would not be located near

piping plover nesting habitat.

Although construction activities would not

directly alter piping plover nesting habitat, noise

from construction could disturb nesting birds. To
prevent disruption of nesting and brood rearing

because of noise and associated human
activities, construction activities within 0.5 miles

of piping plover nesting habitat would take place

after August 1. By August 1 young plovers

would be able to avoid areas with high levels of

human activity. The proposed project would
not be likely to adversely affect piping

plovers or modify or degrade critical habitat.

Section 5.4, Environmental Commitments, lists

required avoidance, mitigation and monitonng

for piping plovers.

Interior Least Tern

Interior least terns nest on islands or sparsely

vegetated shorelines of the Missouri River, but
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no nesting sites have been identified near

possible intake locations or near other project

facilities. Pipelines for the project would not

cross suitable nesting habitat for these species.

No project facilities would affect habitat or pose

a mortality risk to interior least terns. The project

would not affect least terns.

Bald Eagle

Migrant and wintering bald eagles might be

present near the intake at Poplar; however,

operational activities would pose negligible risk.

No roosting or nesting areas would be adversely

affected nor would the prey base be affected by

the project. Buried pipelines, pumping stations,

water intakes, and other facilities would not

affect to bald eagles.

Whooping Crane

Pipelines and powerlines may cross habitat

used by migrating whooping cranes. Because
the pipeline system for the project generally

parallels roads and highways, it is unlikely that

disturbances from the project would differ from

those currently posed by use of existing roads

an powerlines. Wetland and aquatic habitat

would be affected only for the construction

period with reclamation quickly restoring

affected habitat. The proposed project would
not affect whooping cranes.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in

continued efforts to obtain potable water.

Drilling of new wells and expansion of existing or

construction of new water treatment and

distribution systems could affect threatened and

endangered species through habitat alteration;

however, the likelihood of affecting threatened or

endangered species with this alternative is low.

SOCIOECONOMIC RESOURCES

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Social Life

The proposed action would improve quality of

life and provide economic benefits to the region.

Appliances using water would last longer with

good-quality water, livestock management and
grazing potential would improve, and good-
quality water would be available for residential

outside use and industrial purposes. Improved
water quality would benefit public health.

During the construction phase of the project,

there would be increased employment
opportunities, earnings, and local spending in

the economy of the project area. This would be

a positive impact on the residents and
businesses of the project area.

Community Services

Agencies and individuals expressed concerns

about potential impacts on community services

and temporary housing that could be created by

the project's construction work force. Interviews

were conducted with the Sheridan County
Planner (Doug Smith personal communication
2002) concerning effects of the completed

highway expansion project near Plentywood and
a former employee of the Fort Peck Dam Water
Project near Glasgow (Ron Miller personal

communication 2002). Both individuals

indicated that impacts to community services

and temporary housing associated with the

construction work force for these projects were
negligible.

The construction and operation phases of the

project would result in less than 20 workers

coming from outside of the local labor market.

Based on experience with other similar large

water developments (i.e., Mni Wiconi in South

Dakota), project sponsors indicate that 90
percent of the workers would come from the

project area. Therefore, negative impacts to

community services, such as law enforcement

and ambulance services, would be minimal.

Impacts to community services could result if

many workers and their families moved into the

project area hoping to obtain jobs during the

construction phase. Because project-related

employment opportunities would be limited,

workers coming to the project area seeking jobs

would not likely remain in the project area for

long periods.

Temporary Housing

If project construction were to occur concurrently

with peak seasons for tourism, hunting, and
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petroleum development, there could be

competition for lodging among FPRRWS
construction workers and other visitors to the

project area. Temporary housing may be difficult

to secure, especially close to construction

spreads in some parts of the project area (eg,

on the Reservation or near Opheim). However,

it is likely that some construction workers would

have RVs or other means to camp in or near the

project area in designated camping areas, on

public lands, or on private lands where

landowners have granted permission. Some
local residents also may board construction

workers in their homes for a fee on a temporary

basis. Since the number of in-migrating

construction workers is estimated to be fewer

than 10, little or no impact is expected to

temporary housing in the project area (Doug

Smith, Sheridan County Planner, personal

communication 2002). Proprietors of motels and

campgrounds and individuals renting rooms or

RV spaces to construction workers would likely

view the increased demand for temporary

housing as a positive effect of the project.

Traffic

There would be a slight increase in traffic during

the construction phase due to commuters
traveling to-and-from work and the hauling of

materials to construction sites. Impacts from

increased traffic on roads, bridges, and traffic

safety would be negligible.

Project Costs

Total project construction costs are estimated at

$192 million. Annual operation and maintenance

and replacement (OMR) costs are estimated at

$3.45 million. Annual construction and OMR
costs are estimated at $3,545 million. Project

construction and OMR costs were discounted

over a 50-year period at 4 percent to reflect the

construction and initial OMR costs for the first 10

years of the project. The present value of

project construction and OMR costs is estimated

at $130,813 million and $71,012 million for the

Reservation and Dry Prairie service areas,

respectively.

Employment and Earnings

Through construction of the entire project, an

estimated 1,535 person-years (full-time

equivalents) would be created Earnings income

is estimated at $49.99 million. The discounted

value of these earnings is $26,058 nnillion for the

Reservation service area and $14,094 million for

the Dry Prairie service area. OMR activities

would provide additional employment (25 full-

time employees) with total discounted earnings

for the Reservation service area of S13.518

million and $9,872 million for the Dry Prairie

service area.

The United States would receive an estimated

$3,231 million and $0,756 million in Social

Security and Medicare receipts, respectively, for

the Reservation and Dry Prairie ser*/ice areas.

These would be new revenues from employment

of an underemployed labor force on the

Reservation.

Montana would have estimated gross receipts

and income tax revenue of $422,000 and

$775,000 from the Reservation and Dry Prairie

service areas, respectively. These revenues

would offset the appropriation of funds by the

Montana Legislature to finance 50 percent of the

non-federal cost share of the project

construction.

Livestock

Improved water quality would increase livestock

weight gains by an estimated 30 pounds per

head per year. Increases in weight gain would

result in increased livestock income of $9,925

million and $10,416 million for the Reservation

and Dry Prairie service areas, respectively.

These values were derived assuming a 50-year

life of project at 4 percent discount rate. The

value of additional livestock weight assumed

$0.55 per pound, with water delivery to 40

percent of the land in each service area.

Avoided Costs

Implementation of the FPRRWS project would

avoid costs associated with future upgrading

and maintenance of existing water supply

systems in the project area. The FPRRWS
project would not eliminate these costs, but

would replace them with the cost of a regional

water system. Beneficianes of avoided costs

would be the state, federal, and local

governments, and consumers.
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Total costs for operation and maintenance of

existing water systems that would be avoided

with the FPRRWS would be about $28.2 million

for water treatment facilities and $11 million for

water sources (Watson Engineering 2001).

These costs are calculated over the lives of the

various existing facilities.

Other costs that would be avoided with the

FPRRWS include: water-softening costs of $6.9

million, excess costs of water heater

replacement of $1.1 million, bottled water costs

of $4.9 million, nitrate removal costs of $0.51

million, arsenic and sulfate removal and

monitoring costs of $4.2 million, and costs for

treatment of water contaminated with brine from

oil and gas extraction of $0.87 million (Watson

Engineering 2001).

Avoidance of Indian health-care costs would

also be a benefit of the proposed FPRRWS
project. Better quality water combined with

increases in per capita income from the project

would decrease illness and mortality within the

Reservation service area. Implementation of the

FPRRWS project would reduce health-care

costs, over the life of the project, by $12.71

million (Watson Engineering 2000).

On-Reservation Construction and
Employment

For project elements on the Reservation, the

Tribe would include a labor preference for tribal

members in construction specifications offered

to bidders, therefore, most employment would

be derived from Tribal members. Dry Prairie

service area would furnish construction

specifications that could reflect an agreement

with the Tribe for employment of tribal members,

but such an agreement does not exist.

Tribal Employment Rights Office

(TERO) Fees

The TERO office would be responsible for hiring

project employees on the Reservation.

TERO fees would be charged by the Tribes at a

rate of two percent of the project cost for

construction activities within the boundaries of

the Reservation.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

If the FPRRWS project were not constructed,

efforts to obtain good-quality water would likely

continue. New wells would be drilled and

existing water systems would be expanded and

upgraded resulting in costs to individuals and

communities. Some residents would continue to

purchase water for in-home use and haul water

for livestock.

With No Action, there would be inadequate

amounts of good-quality water for human and

livestock uses. Costs would not be expended for

construction, operation, and maintenance.

There would be no employment or earnings for

the Fort Peck or Dry Prairie service areas as a

result of project construction and operation.

The scarcity of good-quality water would remain

a concern among residents. Those who have

been directly affected by inadequate potable

water would be disappointed with the No Action

Alternative. Increased employment, earnings,

and local spending would not be realized under

this alternative.

No additional traffic would occur due to the

proposed project and impact to highways and

traffic safety would be negligible. There would

be no changes in the demand for temporary

housing.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation

Act specifies that federal agencies must

consider the effects of the proposed project on

historic properties within the project area.

Effects are evaluated through formal

consultation between the federal agency, the

State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), and

the Advisory Council on Historic Presep^/ation.

BOR is preparing programmatic agreements

with the Fort Peck Tribes and the Dry Prairie

Rural Water Authority that specify measures for

compliance with the National Historic

Preservation Act to ensure that the effects on

historic properties are considered. This

agreement will be in place prior to construction.
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Parties to the agreement are Reclamation,

SHPO, Advisory Council on Histonc

Preservation, the Fort Peck Tribes, and Bureau

of Indian Affairs. The agreement stipulates that

BOR will consult vi^ith the Fort Peck Tribes,

SHPO, and Bureau of Indian Affairs to identify

areas requiring and intensive Class III

inventories and decide if cultural resources

encountered qualify as historical properties.

Historical properties would be avoided to the

extent possible, and where avoidance is not

possible, steps would be taken to mitigate

impacts. On state lands, BOR would consult with

state archaeologists to identify, avoid, and

mitigate cultural resources.

Any burial site encountered on trust or public

lands would be treated according to provisions

of the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act and National Historic

Preservation Act. The significance of properties

of traditional or cultural importance would be
explored through consultation with tribal elders

or traditionalists.

During each phase of construction, BOR would

use the Class I file search to consult with the

Tribal Historic Preservation Officer to determine

which areas would require further Class III

inventories. All project areas that have not been
previously surveyed would be surveyed. These
inventories would be conducted by a

professional archaeologist under permit to the

Fort Peck Tribes and Dry Prairie Rural Water
Authority and be completed prior ground

disturbances.

BOR and the Tribes would consult with the

SHPO regarding locations and potential impacts

to properties of traditional religious and cultural

importance, information on such properties is

confidential and not available for public review.

It is BOR's responsibility to see that historic

properties (significant cultural resources) are

protected and avoided to the extent possible.

BOR in consultation with the Tribes and SHPO,
would determine appropriate avoidance or

mitigation measures prior to construction.

If unanticipated cultural resources are

encountered during construction, all ground-

disturbing activities in the immediate vicinity

would be stopped until BOR has consulted with

the Tribes to evaluate the resource.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would result in

continued efforts to obtain potable water.

Drilling of new wells and expansion of existing or

construction of new water treatment and
distribution systems could affect cultural

resources.

LAND USE

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Pipelines for the project would cross about 2.5

miles of land managed by the BLM and about 37
miles of land managed or under easement to the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Pipelines also

would cross about 70 miles of state lands.

Pipeline construction through croplands and
pastures could disrupt agricultural activities and
temporarily reduce production of crops and
livestock forage. Loss of crops on pipeline

rights-of-way would occur only during one
season (the season of construction), whereas
reductions in livestock forage would be realized

for three to five years (until successful

reclamation is achieved).

Increased supplies of water for livestock as a

result of the project could affect use of

rangeland and pasture and distribution of

livestock. Some land not currently being used
for livestock grazing may become suitable for

grazing with the proposed project. Increased

availability of stock water could also allow better

management and distribufion of livestock within

grazing units. Because livestock need water

daily, they often do not graze areas distant from

a water source; consequently, some areas of

rangeland are overutilized and some are not

grazed to their capacity.

Increased availability of water in parts of the Fort

Peck and Dry Prairie service areas that currently

do not have adequate supplies of potable water

may alter patterns of residential and commercial

development. New construction of homes and
businesses outside of existing communities

would probably increase. Such new
development could increase demands for

services such as fire protection, road

maintenance, and electricity.
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EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would likely maintain

existing land uses. Most of the project area's

population would remain in areas where water

can be obtained. Some residents may leave the

project area because of inadequate water

supplies. Out migration of residents in many
areas of northern Great Plains has led to

reductions in utilization agricultural lands for

crop and livestock production.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action would benefit tribal

members by providing good-quality water for

municipal, industrial and rural uses. Good-
quality water would improve the quality of life by

reducing inconvenience and costs associated

with high concentrations of dissolved solids

(e.g., discoloration of laundry, unpleasant taste

and odor, and shortened useful lives of hot

water heaters, dishwashers, and other

appliances using water).

Minority and low-income populations are present

on the Reservation; however, the proposed

action and alternatives would not

disproportionately change the demographics of

the existing population or negatively affect the

socioeconomic or cultural status population on

the Reservation.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative would not change
existing conditions.

INDIAN TRUST ASSETS

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION

Construction of the project on the Reservation

would not adversely affect trust lands and

associated resources (e.g., vegetation, wildlife,

and waters) of the Tribe or individual members.
These lands are ITAs because the United States

holds such lands in trust for the Tribe and
individual Indian landowners.

Permits or authorization would be needed for

facilities to be constructed on ITAs.

Approximately 610 miles of ITAs (i.e.. Tribal or

allotted lands) would be crossed by pipelines on

the Reservation.

The Tribes have water rights for significantly

greater amounts of water in the Missouri River,

its tributaries, and the aquifers of the

Reservation than would be utilized by this

project. The project would use part of the

Tribes' water rights.

Cropland on the Reservation would be crossed

after crops have been harvested to reduce

impacts. If this is not possible, affected parties

would be compensated for the lost value of

crops.

Native grasslands crossed would be reseeded

with native species following construction.

Seeding would occur in late fall or early spring to

maximize soil moisture.

Farmlands would not be adversely affected by

construction. Disturbed lands could be farmed
immediately following construction. Compacted
soils resulting from construction traffic would be

loosened with normal cultivation.

Impacts to wildlife would

Construction may kill small

species (e.g., small

amphibians, and insects),

would be temporarily

construction activities.

not be substantial.

,
relatively immobile

rodents, reptiles,

but larger animals

displaced during

Impacts to intermittent and perennial streams

would occur from sediment during construction

of pipelines and other facilities. Exposed soil

would be easily eroded by wind and rain and
would be carried by overland flow into streams

and other waters of the United States (including

wetlands). These impacts would be temporary

and would not affect important fisheries.

Pipelines would cross roads and highways.

Most county roads and all state and federal

highways would have crossings bored. These
crossings would not affect the physical integrity

of the roadway or use.

Avoiding important historical or cultural sites

would minimize impacts to these resources.
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There would be no significant long-term effects

to ITAs from any of the proposed alternatives.

EFFECTS OF NO ACTION

The No Action Alternative vi/ould result in the

Fort Peck Tribes not exercising a portion of their

water right.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Cumulative impacts are impacts to the

environment that would result from the proposed

action when added to other past, present, and

future actions. Cumulative impacts can result

from individually minor but collectively significant

actions taking place over a period of time.

Cumulative impacts analyzed in this EA are the

water releases from Fort Peck Reservoir

proposed by the Corps of Engineers, state and

federal highway expansion projects, and

irrigation water withdrawals from the Missouri

River.

RELEASE OF WATER FROM FORT
PECK DAM

Under current operation. Fort Peck Dam
releases cold water from the depths of the

Reservoir. This cold water, relatively free of

sediment, negatively affects spawning by native

fishes downriver and limits production of food

and forage species. Releases of cold water low

in sediment will continue to limit pallid sturgeon

recruitment and food supplies for bald eagles,

terns, plovers, and pallid sturgeon. Current

operations do not provide adequate spawning

temperatures in the river below Fort Peck Dam
targeted for pallid sturgeon recovery.

Historically, pallid sturgeon spawned in an

environment that gradually warmed in the spring

to temperatures above 60F (15.6 o C). Releases

of cold water from Fort Peck Dam prevent

attainment of optimum spawning temperatures

downstream.

Higher spring flows and warmer water

temperatures are needed to improve

environmental conditions for pallid sturgeon,

least terns, and piping plovers. The higher and

warmer flows would provide the hydrologic cue

for pallid sturgeon and other native fish to

spawn. Higher flows would also redistribute

sand for sandbars, inundate side channels, and

connect backwater areas, providing additional

nutrients, forage fish, and insects needed for

larval fish, terns, and plovers.

Higher flows and warm-water releases are

needed, on average, once every 3 years. The
proposed Fort Peck releases would only be

conducted in years of sufficient runoff and would

be timed to avoid lowering the lake during the

forage fish spawn (approximately mid-April to

mid-May). Higher spring discharges would

parallel higher spring inflows into the lake.

Peak discharges would range between 20,000

cubic feet per second (cfs) and 25,000 cfs and

persist for a minimum of three days. Warm-
water releases should continue for at least 30

days.

Under current conditions, pallid sturgeon do not

appear to reproduce in the Missouri River

downstream from Fort Peck Dam.

Consequently, the proposed water intake at

Poplar would not be likely to adversely affect

pallid sturgeon through entrainment of eggs and

larval fish. With proposed modification of

operations at Fort Peck Dam to stimulate pallid

sturgeon reproduction, pallid sturgeon eggs and

young fish could be carried in the current to the

intake at Poplar. Thus it is possible that

operation of the water intake at Poplar may
adversely affect pallid sturgeon, but only if

modification of operations at Fort Peck Dam
enhances pallid sturgeon to reproduce in the

Missouri River above the proposed intake.

Increased spring releases from Fort Peck Dam
could affect the dynamics of suspended and

deposited sediments, channel migration rates,

and water quality of the Missouri River at the

FPRRWS intake at Poplar. These changes

could alter the costs and efficacy of water

treatment for the FPRRWS project and affect

operation of the intake structure.

HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION AND
EXPANSION

The Montana Department of Transportation

(MDT) tentatively plans six highway

improvement projects on Highway 2 that would

take place from 2002 to 2006. These projects
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may affect a total of about 59.1 miles of Highway

in the vicinity of Nashua, Bainville, Oswego,
Brockton, Big Muddy Creek, and Glasgow.

These projects are under development and the

final scope and tentative construction dates

have not been set.

Upgrading and widening highways would

expand the width of the highway right-of-way

into agricultural area and residential areas.

Because the proposed pipeline system for the

FPRRWS would be placed immediately adjacent

to roads and highways, it is possible that some
adjacent property would be needed for both the

water project and highway improvements.

If highway and water project construction take

place at the same time, construction activities

from both would generate noise and dust. Some
residents living near construction sites could

have access to and from their property

temporarily disrupted. Dust from construction of

both projects could cause localized respiratory

and house-cleaning problems for residents near

construction sites. Restricting vehicle speeds
on construction sites and applying dust

suppressants or water to control dust would
reduce the impacts. Contractors for MDT
projects are required to mitigate for dust, access
disruption, and other impacts from highway
projects.

Although rights-of-way for the water project

pipeline would have restrictions placed on
landowners for some types of land uses (e.g.,

construction of buildings and excavations), most
surface uses associated with agricultural

activities would be unaffected.

IRRIGATION INTAKES AND
DIVERSIONS

Currently there are about 700 irrigation intakes

and diversions drawing water from the Missouri

River between the Fort Peck Dam and the North

Dakota border (Montana Department of Natural

Resources and Conservation file information

2002). There are 374 claims for water rights

that have been filed with the Department of

Natural Resources and Conservation for this

reach of the Missouri River, totaling 6,725 cubic

feet per second (3 million gallons per minute).

At any given time in the irrigation season,

irrigators with water rights could divert this

amount from the Missouri River.

Like the proposed water intake for the FPRRWS
project, these diversions have the potential to

entrain larval fish, fish eggs, and plankton.

Many of these intakes and diversions probably

also entrain larger fish because they do not have
protective devices such as small-mesh
screening or low velocities at intakes to prevent

uptake of larger organisms.

Under normal operating conditions, the water

intake for the proposed FPRRWS would
withdraw a maximum 13.1 gallons per day
(9,133 gallons per minute) from the Missouri

River. This would be 0.3 percent of the total

diversion that could be withdrawn from the

Missouri River, between Fort Peck Dam and the

North Dakota border at any given time by

irrigators. Impacts on aquatic biota resulting

from the FPRRWS project would have a

negligible cumulative effect when considered

with existing irrigation impacts.
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5.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

"Scoping", a process identified in Council on

Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations, is an

iterative process involving preparers of NEPA
documents, the public, Indian tribes, government

agencies, and other parties with an interest in

the proposed project. The purpose of scoping is

to identify public and agency concerns, to

facilitate preparation of the EA, and to define

issues and alternatives to be addressed in the

EA. Scoping has a large component of

public/agency involvement and is also a means
by which the analysis process in the EA is

streamlined and coordinated.

AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS

CONTACTED

SCOPING MEETINGS

The Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, the

Dry Prairie Water Authority, Bureau of

Reclamation, and State of Montana (Department

of Natural Resources and Conservation, the

lead State agency) sponsored public scoping

meetings at Glasgow, Poplar, Culbertson,

Plentywood and Scobey over a two-week period

from January 24 - January 31, 2001. Scoping

meetings with state and federal agencies were
held on March 7, 2001 and March 28, 2001,

respectively. A description of the project and
showing the locations of major project facilities

(Appendix F) was handed out at scoping

meetings and mailed to individuals and
agencies.

The public was informed of scoping meetings

through advertisements in local papers and over

local radio stations serving the five communities.

The following newspapers published notices of

the scoping meetings:

> The Searchlight

> Wolf Point Herald

> Glasgow Courier

> Daniels County Leader

> Sheridan County News

> Wotanin

(Culbertson)

(Wolf Point)

(Glasgow)

(Scobey)

(Plentywood)

(Poplar)

The following radio stations broadcast notices of

scoping meetings:

> KCGM

> KLTZ

> KATQ

> KVCK

(Scobey)

(Glasgow)

(Plentywood)

(Wolf Point)

A public service announcement was also placed

in the Great Falls Tribune. This announcement
described the project history, involved agencies,

and project facilities and requested public

comments.

In addition to announcements over the radio and
in newspapers, letters describing the project

were sent to state and federal agencies,

individuals, conservation districts, and project

participants for the Fort Peck Tribes and Dry

Prairie Rural Water Authority. Approximately 75

people attended the scoping meetings, with the

most attending the meeting in Glasgow (29

people).
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Persons and agencies contacted in person or by a letter describing the project included the following:

Harold Wentland, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parkes, Glasgow, MT

Lou Hanebury, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Billings, MT 59101

John Fahlgren, Bureau of land Management, Rt. 1-4775, Glasgow, MT 59230

Ted Gutzke, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 223 North Shore Road, Medicine Lake, MT 59247

Ray Mule, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Culbertson, MT 59218

Jean Ramer, Army Corps of Engineers, 301 S. Park Ave., Helena, MT 59601

Alan Steinle, Army Corps of Engineers, 301 S. Park Ave., Helena, MT 59601.

Larry Robson, Army Corps of Engineers, Billings, MT 59102

Mark Wilson, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 100 N. Park, Helena, MT 59601

Director, Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Building, Helena, MT 59601

Jim Satterfield, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Glasgow, MT 59230

Bill Wiedenheft , Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Glasgow, MT 59230

Rick Stellflug, Valley County Weed District, Glasgow, MT 59230

Michael Rabenberg, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Medicine Lake, MT 59247

Deb Madison, Environmental Program, Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, Poplar,MT 59255

Clint Jacobs, Dry Prairie Rural Water Authority, Culbertson, MT 59218

Tom Escarcega, Water Resources, Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes, Poplar MT 59255

Bobbie Roos, Daniels County Extension Agent, Scobey, MT 59263

Gary Steinberg, Sheridan County Weed District, Plentywood, MT 59254

Maurice Gonitzke, Roosevelt County Weed District, Culbertson, MT 59218

Dennis Whiteman, Superintendent, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Poplar, MT 59255

Indian Health Service, 802 Assiniboine, Poplar, MT 59255

Rick Knick, Dry Prairie Rural Water Authority, Culbertson, MT 59218

Miles Knudsen, Box 734, Culbertson, MT 59218

Charlie Cahill, Box 1172, Scobey, MT 59263

Jim Tande, Rural Route, Scobey, MT 59263
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Gordy Kampen, 1250 Rock Springs, Reserve, MT 59258

Jon Bolstad, 193 Big Lal<e Road, Honnestead, MT 59242

Allen Bunk, Box 333, Nashua, MT 59248

Marvin Tarum, 430 Tarum Road, Richland, MT 59260

Henri Headress, Fort Peck Tribes, Box 1027, Poplar, MT 59255

Mike Watson, Watson Engineering, Helena, MT 59601

Doug Smith, Sheridan County Planner, Plentywood, MT 59254

Linda Nelson, 469 Griffen Road, Medicine Lake, MT 59247

Daryl Toews, HC Box 34, Lustre, MT 59255

Mike Carlson, Eastern Plains RC&D, Sidney, MT 59270

Valley County Conservation District, 98 Highway 2 East, Rm. 2, Glasgow, MT 59230

Daniels County Conservation District, PO Box 605, Scobey, MT 59263

Sheridan County Conservation Distnct, 119 N. Jackson, Plentywood, MT 59254

North Valley County Water and Sewer District, St. Marie, MT 59231

Denise Biggar, Box 1269, Glasgow, MT 59230

FISH AND WILDLIFE COORDINATION
ACT

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
reviewed the FPRRWS project and prepared the

following recommendations from the planning

aid letter (PAL) in accordance with the Fish and
WIdlife Coordination Act (FWCA). The PAL is

attached as Appendix G.

Aquatic Resources

Aquatic resources in the project area could be
affected by installation and operation of the

intake structure, water distribution system, and
ancillary facilities. Impacts to streams will be
avoided by directionally drilling to install

pipelines under the Poplar and Milk rivers.

Fishery impacts in other streams will be reduced

by timing construction in streams to avoid high

runoff periods in spring and early summer,
potentially important periods for fish spawning
and movement.

Because there is potential for the water intake to

entrain larval fish and fish eggs, water diverted

from the Missouri River will be monitored each
year for the first five years of operation for the

presence offish eggs and young fish. Sampling

will be done three times each year between
Mayl and June 15. A known volume of water in

the wet well will be drawn from the throughout

the water column, passed through a screen or

mesh to retain fish eggs and larvae. Eggs and
larvae will be collected, preserved, counted, and

identified to species. A monitoring report will be

prepared after each annual sampling period and
submitted to the USFWS. If pallid sturgeon

eggs or larvae are found in samples taken from

the wet well, consultation will be reinitiated

under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

of 1973.

Wetlands

Wetlands will be avoided through route selection

and by constructing around wetlands. Many
wetlands will be avoided by crossing under
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roads. If wetlands cannot be avoided,

construction will be scheduled when wetlands

are driest (usually late summer or early fall).

Disturbed wetlands will be restored to

preconstruction contours.

Not all wetlands can be avoided; therefore

ecological functions of affected wetlands would

be degraded. To compensate for lost or

degraded wetland functions, a wetland

mitigation plan will be prepared that describes

the amount, location, and types of wetland

mitigation that will be implemented to

compensate for project losses. Wetland

mitigation in the Fort Peck Reservation service

area will follow the specifications identified in the

tribal wetland mitigation policy (Appendix H).

Wetland mitigation in the Dry Prairie service

area will be developed and implemented in

consultation with the Partners for Fish and

Wildlife, a USFWS team based at the Medicine

Lake National Wildlife Refuge.

A field review team, composed of members of

the Fort Peck Tribes, BIA, Dry Prairie Rural

Water Authority, BOR and USFWS, will be

convened prior to each construction season.

The team will conduct field reviews of proposed

pipeline alignments and make recommendations

regarding avoidance of wetlands and restoration

of wetland functions and values.

Threatened and Endangered Species

Impacts to piping plover and least tern-nesting

habitat on sandbars and islands of the Missouri

River would be eliminated by timing construction

of the intake to avoid the critical nesting period

of May 15 to July 30 or by selecting an intake

site at least 0.5 miles from potential nesting

habitat. Locations of nesting habitat for least

terns and piping plovers is dynamic; therefore,

the USFWS will be contacted to obtain the latest

information regarding nesting locations prior to

making a final site selection or starting

construction.

Raptor proofing new or upgraded powerlines will

prevent electrocution of bald eagles and other

large raptors.

Monitoring of the intake for the presence of

pallid sturgeon eggs or fry will be implemented.

Based on this EA and the Biological Assessment
prepared under the Endangered Species Act,

the USFWS has determined that the proposed

action is not likely to adversely affect listed

species or proposed critical habitat for piping

plover.

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

Terrestrial Resources

The use of road rights-of-way will minimize

impacts to terrestrial resources and is the

preferred location of pipelines. An exception

would occur where the pipeline will be rerouted

in grassland or cropland to avoid wetlands.

Impacts to grasslands or woody vegetation

would be of short duration and would be

minimized through appropriate reclamation.

The intake structure would have the potential to

affect riparian habitat. This habitat is important

to a wide range of wildlife species. Avoidance of

hparian habitat when selecting the treatment site

is preferred to minimize impacts. Powerlines

required for the intake structure, pumping

stations, and other facilities will be constructed

according to raptor protection guidelines

(Olendorff et al 1981).

The following regulations, authorizations, and

approvals are applicable to the proposed

FPRRWS project and will be complied with.

FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND
POLICIES

National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 (NEPA)

This act requires federal agencies to consult

with each other and to employ systematic and

interdisciplinary techniques in planning and

decision making. NEPA requires full and honest

disclosure of all environmental impacts

associated with the proposed alternative.

Endangered Species Act of 1973

This act requires consultation with the USFWS
for federally listed threatened and endangered
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species identified to exist or potentially exist in

the project area. If a project may affect a

federally listed species or critical habitat, Section

7 consultation must be initiated between

Reclamation and the USFWS.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

This act implements various treaties and

conventions between the United States,

Canada, and Mexico, and Japan for the

protection of migratory birds. Under the Act,

taking, killing, or possessing migratory birds is

illegal.

Executive Order 13186 Protection of

Migratory Birds

This order directs federal agencies to take

actions to implement the Migratory Bird Treaty

Act. Federal agencies must develop and

implementMemorandum of Understanding with

the USFWS to promote the conservation of

migratory birds.

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of

1958

This act requires that whenever the federal

government authorizes, sponsors, or issues a

permit to impound, modify, divert, or otherwise

control waters of any body of water, the federal

entity authorizing the project must consult with

the USFWS.

Clean Water Act of 1972 - Section 401

This section of the Clean Water Act, although

administered by the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), is the responsibility of the states

and Indian tribes to develop and enforce.

Section 401 provides states and Indian tribes

authority to grant or deny certification for a

federally permitted or licensed activity that may
result in discharges to waters of the United

States.

Clean Water Act of 1972 - Section 402

and by Montana on non-tribal lands. Section

402 regulates point-source discharge of

wastewater into waters of the United States.

Under this section of the Clean Water Act, a

National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit could be required during the

construction phase of the project.

Clean Water Act of 1972 - Section 404

The Corps of Engineers (COE) administers

section 404, with oversight by the EPA. All

activities involving the placement of dredged or

fill material into waters of United States,

including wetlands, are subject to the COE
permitting process. Because the proposed

project would result in dredging and filling

wetlands and other waters during construction, a

404 permit will be required. The COE will

determine if a Nationwide or Individual 404
permit will be issued for the project when a 404
permit application has been submitted.

Rivers and Harbors Act - Section 10

The Corps of Engineers administers section 10.

An authorization is required for construction of

an intake structure in the Missouri River, a

federally listed navigable river.

Clean Air Act of 1972

This act requires that any federal entity engaged
in activities that may result in discharge of air

pollutants must comply with applicable air

pollution control laws and regulations. Under

this act, the EPA must publish national primary

air-quality standards to protect public health and

secondary standards to protect public welfare.

Measures will be incorporated into contract

specifications for the project to ensure

compliance with air quality standards.

Safe Drinking Water Act of 1996

This act directs the EPA to prepare guidelines

for preparation of Water Conservation Plans for

MR&I projects.

This section of the Clean Water Act is

administered by the EPA on Indian reservations
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American Indian Religious Freedom
Act of 1978

This act of requires federal agencies to consider

impacts of projects on the ability of American

Indians to continue their traditional cultural and

religious practices.

Archaeological Resources Protection

Act of 1979

Permits are required to remove archaeological

resources from federal and Indian lands.

Permits may be issued to educational and
scientific institutions if removal of archaeological

resources would increase knowledge of cultural

resources.

Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and

Liability Act

Authorizes the identification, assessment, and
cleanup of hazardous waste sites.

Executive Order 11593, 1971,

Protection and Enhancement of the

Cultural Environment

Requires federal agencies to avoid inadvertently

destroying cultural properties.

Executive Order 11988 (Floodplain

Management, 1977)

Archaeological and Historic

Preservation Act of 1974

This act authorizes federal agencies to protect

historical and archaeological resources that

might be lost as a result of a federally authorized

activity.

National Historic Preservation Act of

1966

This act establishes federal policy concerning

protection of historic properties. The Act

designates the SHPO as the responsible entity

in each state for administering the Act. The
1992 amendments to the Act require federal

agencies to consider impacts of projects on

properties of traditional religious and cultural

importance to American Indians and to involve

tribes in the consultation process.

Native American Graves Protection

and Repatriation Act

This act establishes federal policy with respect

to Native American burials and graves located

on federal or Indian lands Federal agencies are

required to consult with and obtain concurrence

with appropriate tribes when projects may
disturb bunals and graves on federal and Indian

lands.

Requires federal agencies to avoid

developments on floodplains when practicable

alternatives exist. If a facility is located within

the floodplain, action shall be taken to minimize

potential harm to or within the floodplain.

Executive Order 13112 (Invasive

Species 1999)

Requires federal agencies to prevent the

introduction of invasive species and provide for

their control and to minimize economic,

ecological, and human health impacts that

invasive species cause.

Federal Water Project Recreation Act

of 1965

Requires federal agencies to consider potential

outdoor recreation or fish and wildlife

enhancement benefits that water resources

projects may provide.

Compatibility Determination 50 CFR
29.21

A compatibility determination is required for a

right-of-way easement across lands managed or

under easement by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. This determination must be made for

easements across wildlife refuges (e.g..

Medicine Lake National Wildlife Refuge),

waterfowl production areas, and easements on
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private lands to protect wetlands and native

prairie.

STATE REGULATIONS,
AUTHORIZATIONS, AND POLICIES

State regulations, authorizations, and policies do

not apply to actions associated with the project

on the Reservation, but they do apply to project

activities in the Dry Prairie service area.

Montana Floodplain and Floodway
Management Act

Construction activities within a designated 100-

foot floodplain require a permit from DNRC or

local Floodplain Coordinator,

Montana Land-use License or

Easement on Navigable Waters

The construction, placement, or modification of a

structure or improvement on lands below the

low-water mark of navigable streams requires a

permit from DNRC. A Land Use License is

required for construction activities on state lands

such as pipelines, pumping stations, and other

facilities.

Public Water Supply Act

Prior to operating, constructing, altering, or

extending a public water supply, the applicant

must submit an engineering report with the

necessary plans and specifications to DEQ for

review and approval.

Montana Department of

Transportation Crossing Permits

Facilities crossings of state highways, including

directional drilling, require either a Utility

Occupancy or Encroachment permit from MDT.

MPDES Wastewater Discharge
(Surface Water)

All discharges to surface waters, including those

related to construction, dewatering, suction

dredges, and hydrostatic testing, require a

permit from DEQ.

Storm Water Discharge

Industrial, mining, and construction activity,

meeting a minimum acreage requirement, that

discharge storm water to state waters require a

permit for the DEQ.

Turbidity Authorization

Any activity in state waters that will cause
unavoidable short-term increases in turbidity or

sediment (usually associated with construction

projects) must have an authorization from DEQ.

The Natural Streambed and Land
Preservation Act of 1975-310

Permit/SPA(124)

Any activity that physically alters or modifies the

bed or banks of a stream requires a permit from

the local Conservation District. Government
agencies require SPA authorization from

Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks.

3A Authorization

Construction of segments of the water

distribution system would increase suspended
sediment and turbidity to levels above
established standards. Therefore, a short-term

exemption from surface water quality standards

(3A authorization) from the Montana DEQ would

be needed before project construction.

401 Certification

Any federally permitted activity that may result in

a discharge to state waters (including

jurisdictional wetlands) must have certification

from DEQ that the federal permit does not

conflict with state regulations, authorizations, or

policies.

County Noxious Weed Control Act

This state law identifies noxious weeds and

requires that each county have a noxious weed
control plan. All projects that disturb soils need

to comply with each county's noxious weed
management plan.
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Non-game and Endangered Species

Conservation Act 87-5-101

Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks is responsible for

protecting indigenous wildlife that is endangered

within the state,

ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITMENTS

Environmental commitments to avoid mitigate,

and monitor environmental impacts have been

developed in consultation with state and federal

agencies and project sponsors. These
commitments will be implemented before

construction and operation of the project, unless

otherwise specified.

The Fort Peck Tribes and BIA will obtain the

necessary permits, easements, and licenses for

construction and operation of the project in the

Fort Peck Reservation service area. The Dry

Prairie Rural Water Authority will obtain the

necessary permits, easements, and licenses for

construction and operation of the project in the

Dry Prairie service area.

Environmental commitments will be included in

contract specifications for construction of the

proposed project.

To help ensure that these commitments are

implemented and successful, a team of resource

specialists representing state and federal

agencies and project sponsors will be

assembled prior to initiation of construction

activities. This team will monitor construction

and operation phases of the project for

compliance with environmental commitments.

Costs to implement these environmental

commitments have been included in the Final

Engineering Report (Watson Engineering 2001).

Environmental mitigation is budgeted at about

S5.63 million. These measures would be

carried out before construction, during

construction, or in the same calendar year.

TOPOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND
SOILS

Mitigation measures that

geology, and soils are:

> Construct pipelines next to existing roads to

eliminate or reduce the need for new
maintenance or access roads.

> Mound soil over pipeline to compensate for

settling.

> Control erosion by reseeding the trenches of

large-diameter pipelines as soon as possible

after construction.

> Strip topsoil from the trenches of pipelines

larger than 12 inches in diameter ( to a

depth of 12 inches in deep soils, or to

whatever depth topsoil extends in more
shallow soils, and stockpile to prevent

mixing with the less productive subsoils.

Replace topsoil as the last step in backfilling

the trench, so more productive soils will be

returned to the surface soil horizon. Topsoil

of trenches of small-diameter pipelines will

not be segregated and replaced on the

surface unless requested by the landowner

or land management agency.

> Install temporary and permanent slope

breakers and sediment barriers (such as soil

berms or staked hay bales) to reduce water

erosion on slopes greater than 5 percent.

> Leave undisturbed buffer strips of natural

vegetation on waterway banks and bottoms

and at road crossings until construction is

ready to proceed.

> Where necessary work topsoil with disc,

chisel plow, or similar implement to reduce

compaction or crusting before seeding.

> Leave topsoil in roughened condition until it

is seeded to prevent wind erosion.

> Hydroseed and mulch steep slopes;

mulching areas prone to wind erosion, at a

rate of 1.0 ton per acres, with straw free of

noxious weed seeds.

> Anchor mulch use a mulch crimper; and use

soil stabilization materials such as jute

netting, geotextile, and excelsior blankets.

> Install water bars to divert runoff from

disturbed areas.

affect topography.
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> Place subdrains in trenches that intercept

flowing groundwater to divert flows away
from the trench.

> Backfill immediately after pipe is placed in

trenches.

> Implement best-management practices to

reduce erosion will be implemented.

WATER RESOURCES

Mitigation measures that affect water resources

are:

> Place silt fabric barriers to control sediment

on slopes in excess of five percent at stream

crossings and adjacent to wetlands.

> Stockpile soil from the trench out of the

water at waterway crossings and replace it

after pipeline completion.

> Stockpile spoil at larger stream crossings on

the downstream side of the trench, leaving

gaps for flowing water.

> Select stream crossing sites where the

channel is relatively stable and not

sidecutting (these sites generally occur at

inflection points between meanders or along

straight channel segments, with vegetated

banks).

> Construct stream crossings perpendicular to

the axis of the stream channel.

> Restore original streambank contours.

> Service and refuel construction equipment at

least 250 feet from all water bodies and

wetlands.

> Riprap banks where flow conditions prevent

vegetation stabilization.

WETLANDS

Mitigation measures that affect wetlands are:

> Avoid wetlands during construction where
practicable.

> Where wetlands cannot be avoided,

implement mitigation measures to help

ensure no net loss of wetland habitats.

> Follow the tribal wetland mitigation policy the

Fort Peck Reservation.

> Delineate wetlands and assess their

functional capacity prior to construction.

> Place pipelines in road shoulders through

wetlands, with the trench bottom above the

impermeable layer if feasible.

> Install cutoff collars (or diaphragms) around

the pipe on both sides wetlands if pipeline

profiles indicate possible draining of

wetlands.

> Use temporary supporting platforms such as

landing mats or planking to prevent

equipment form cutting ruts or sinking into

wetlands.

> Directionally drill under major perennial

streams (e.g., Poplar and Milk rivers)

beneath the scour depth of the rivers.

VEGETATION

Mitigation measures that affect vegetation are:

> Reseed native rangeland with native species

at rates to ensure rapid revegetation.

> Broadcast seed where appropriate to

minimize visual impact of drill rows.

> Drill seed in areas adjacent to noxious weed
infestations and areas prone to wind

erosion.

> Identify and treat noxious weed infestations

prior to construction.

> Prepare and submit a noxious weed control

plan to each county weed control district.

> Equip construction equipment with mufflers

and spark arresters to reduce risk of fire.

Draft Programmatic EA
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FISH AND WILDLIFE

Mitigation measures that affect fish and wildlife

are:

> Time construction to avoid disturbing grouse
ieks, and nesting raptors and waterfowl.

> Prepare a Memorandum of Understanding

with USFWS to protect and conserve

migratory birds.

> Avoid electrocution of raptors by

constructing power lines according to

Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection

on Powerlines (Olendorff et al 1981).

> Time construction to avoid impacts on
spawning fish.

> Maintain flows in streams during

construction of stream crossings.

> Monitor the effectiveness of the intake

screen in preventing the uptake of larval fish

and eggs.

> Directionally drilling the Poplar and Milk

rivers for pipeline placement.

> Design the Missouri River water intake so
that water velocity does not exceed 0.5 feet

per second and the mesh over the intake is

0.25 inches.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED
SPECIES

Mitigation measures that affect threatened and
endangered species are:

> Construct all facilities more than 50 feet from
piping plover and least tern nesting habitat.

> Schedule construction within the line of sight

of piping plover and least tern nesting

habitat to take place after August 1

.

> Monitor the intake annually between May
and June 15 for the presence of pallid

sturgeon eggs and larvae.

> Reinitiate consultation with USFWS if pallid

sturgeon eggs or larvae are found in the

intake.

LAND USE AND OWNERSHIP

Mitigation measures that affect land use and
ownership are:

> Route pipelines to avoid golf courses,

cemeteries, recreation areas, airports,

sewage lagoons, buildings, and hazardous
waste sites.

> Consult with EPA to delineate hazardous
waste sites before acquiring rights-of-way or

property.

> Conduct contaminant survey of sites for

permanent facilities.

> Bore under highways, roads, and irrigation

ditches unless otherwise permitted.

> Minimize time trenches are left open.

> If livestock are present, fence trenches to

prevent them from falling in trench.

> If construction occurs prior to or during the

growing season, negotiate with landowners
for compensation of crop losses and
temporary losses of productivity.

> Contact local utilities prior to construction to

avoid buried facilities.

> Cross state roads and highways
perpendicular to the roadway.

> Submit a traffic control plan to the MDT if

work on the project would be within the

rights-of-way of state highways.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Mitigation measures
resources are:

that affect cultural

Consult with the Fort Peck Tribes, BIA, Dry

Prairie Rural Water Authority, and SHPO to

identify lands requiring intensive (Class III)

cultural resources sun/eys.
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> Consult with the Fort Peck Tribes to avoid

construction in areas of cultural or spiritual

significance in the Fort Peck and Dry Prairie

service areas.

> Issue stop-work orders if archaeological or

paleontological resources are encountered.

> Adher to stipulations in the Programmatic

Agreement concerning cultural resources

SOCIOECONOMIC RESOURCES

To the extent possible, hire local workers to

reduce influx of people and demands on

community services.
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Low-intensity

Rural, Residential, Crop/Agricultural, etc.

Real Property Questionnaire Checklist

Phase I

INSTRUCTIONS: CIrcte fof each qoeslkxi. Exptain brteny on back K a "yes" °f 'unknown" are circied. Indkaite wtvettier a p^la« II assessment wiU be

recomn>en«Je<J. Attach a legal description of ttie real estate property covered tiy tJite survey.

A. Background Information.

Region

Project
.

Property ID County State

.

Owner(s)

Date of survey _

Question Owner/and or Occupant Ob««rved during

_^___^ vitual Inspection

1. Con»r<)y or kilho pm4 has the prjperty Of any •c^oininflproportyb^no or tweo u»ed tor an Y»« No Unk Ym No Uni

ktdustrial u*« ujch ax: gaxoUne statkxi, moioi repair fadTrty, Juntcyard or landTiU, or rocycfirtg

facflit/?

2. Ara ttvore currootly, or »o the bost ol your knowtedoo have there b»«n prsviousJy, any Ye* No Unk Yos No Unk

damaged or discarded vehk:^ batteries, or pestkade*, paints, or other chemicals (disregard

petroieum products) ki kxfrvidual containers of greater than 2S gal in volume or 100 gal ki t>>e

•Ogregale, stored on or used on the pruperix or at the facility?

3. Are there currentJy, or k> the be«t of yojr knowledge have there been previously, any drums Yes No Unk Ye* No Unt

(typically 55 gal or sacks of ctwmicals nsrterials stored on the prt>perty or at the lacility?

<. Has BSmatBrla/ been brooght onto die property that originated from a hazardous materiaJ Yes Uo Unk Yes No Vnk

contaminaled site?

5. Are ttwrecunentty, or to l>M best of your knomtedge have ttwre been previously, any pfts. Yes No Unk Yes No Ur*

ponds, ortogooru localed on the prvporty associated with waste treatment or waste disposaT?

6. Is there currently, or to the best of your knowiedge has there been previously, any significantly Yes No Unk Yes No Unk

stained soils on the pmpefty?

7. Are there currently, or to the best of your knowledge have there t>oen previously, any leaking Yes No Unk Yes No Unk

storage tanks (above or underground) kxated on ttw prDpoit/i

8. If the property is served by a private well or norvpublic water system, have contaminants been Yes No Unk Yes No Ur*

Identified ki the wed or system that exceed guidefines appTicabie to the water system?

9. To the best of your kTUwledge, have any haxardDus su6stanc»s or pefrofeumprDdt/cts, Yes No Ur>k

uruderrtified waste malertais, tires, ai/torTK>tive or kviustrial batteries or any other waste materials

been dumped above grade, buried arKt/or tximed on the property?

10. To the best of your kmwledge, has any part of the area been used as a spray operation Yes No Unk
base: air strip, eqinpmertf parking area?

1 1

.

Is their currently, or to the best of your knowledge has their t>een structures containing Yes No Unk Yes No Unk

•stieslot localed on the property •nilof has any asbestos been t>uried on the property?

12. 1» their evidence o< chemical contamirulloo«.g., vegolatlon diflorent (rom surrounding (of no Yet No Unk Yes No Unk

apparent reason, t>are grtxjrKJ, sterile vnter bodies etc?

13. Is there a transformer, capacitor, or any hydraulic equipfr>ont for whk* there is Yes No Unk Yes No Unk

documentation kidicating the preserwe of PCBs?





High-Intensity Use

Industrial, Commercial, Feedlots Etc.

Real Property Questionnaire Checklist

Phase I

(Criteria mofe restrictive tfan Low-rrtertsity are underiirted)

INSTRUCTIONS: Circie (of eocJi questioo. Explain brtefty on back If a ya' of •unknown" are crcted. Indicate wt>ettief a phase II assessment will be

recommended. Att3Cti a legal description of the real estate property covered by Uiia »urvey.

A. BackgrooTKl InfofTTHtion.

Region

Project
^ _____^___

Property ID.

Owner^s)

County
_

Stale

Date o( survey
_

Question Owner/artd or Occupant CX>s«rve<i Durir>g Visual

Inspection

1. b ttw pfl5p«rty or to t^» l)o«l or your knoModoe. has ttia pn?p«fty Of any »<4b»Wi5 prap«V u*ed tor Ye« No Unk

an IndustrW u»e?

Z h or to the best o( your knowtedoe has the pr::(>orty or any aO/oining pmporty used as s gasoine Yes No Unk

statjofi, motor repair tacilitY. comT'erpgi ynritinc fyalitv pry dcarny^. phcto d^»Tkx»"a JabofBtory.

)unVY?rj Of fetncW. or w » wag; trwtjTKMTL Boraoe. Qtwiosgl. Droges?*TC Of ncyctng tacity?

3. Art ttief»c»jrrerit»y. Of tothel)e«toryot»kro«tedoe h»v«thw«boen prevtoosty, any damaoodor Yes No Unk

Oacaned »UomoO.« or inOuitrtal boOefies, or pesticides, paints, or othef chemicals In indivUual

corita«Tefx o( oreolef than 5 pal ki wiume or 50 pal in the aocegate, stored on of used at ttie praparty

or at the (acSity?

A. A/e there oxrertty, of to the test ol your knoMedoe have there been poevtoutfy. any kidurtial drums Yes ' No Unk
(Typicaty 55 gal or sacki of cheiracal* kscated on the property of at ttw facility?

5. Has « materia/ been brouotit onto the property that originated Jrom oorrtaminBled tKe?

6. Are then cunerOy. or to the best ol your kncwtedoe have there been previousiy. any pAs. ponds, or

<a0Doru kcated on the pmperty In connection with vnnite treatment or waste dsposar?

7. ts there currertty, of to ttw t>est of yoor kncwtedoe tat there boon pfevtoutty. any sJonificardy Yes No Unk

sained soS af>dAy Qeod vroetalion on the proporYy?

a. Are then c»*Tarit)y. Of to the best of yoor knowteboe hav» ttiere tjeen pfevwuily. any teekino storBge Yes t4o Unk

tanks (above or urxiefsjfoind] bcated on the properly?

9. Arc tt^erg currentty. or to tt>e be;t o( voor kncwtedpg ha^e tt^ere t)een prcvKx/slY. Brrv v^rA pipes, fill Yes No Unk
pipes Of pccess way^ irxjcalifxa a fifl pipe p^o^ruOinQ frorri the QnxffvJ on tt>e prtipeffv or adiacenl to any

Ttructure kxate<3 on tt^ property?

to. Are there cunrntty. or to tt>e best of yomt kry>Xe<toe have ttiefe been prevxxisJY any ftooring. Yes No Unk

drains Qf walls kicated wWiin the faciWv that are ttaJr>ecl t>v »ut>staf>oes ott>ef the" wo^y cr arr emittino

chemcal type toot odors?

11. IT the property is served by a private weS or norv-poWic water system, have contaminants been Yes No Unk
k)entifted In the vtei or system ttiat exceed gutdelirtes applicatite to the water system?

12. [>3es the CMoer or c»;cuparjt of the prrjperfy have arrv' knowledge 0<00Ne<TVTverit3l rxjtrfVatkyi Yes No Ur^

re<alina to past or recvnent vkjtatwns cX errvironmental taws with respect lo ttie propel or any faciity

tocatedonthe prt>p<)rTy7

t3. Poet tht owner pr oogiPdnf c< tt^ proc>»ty have pny kr>?McdQe o< any <>nY«T»7xyi(af ale Ye« No Unk
ass»?yT>enf pf t^e pnpperTY y tadtrty thai indicaled the pre^i^nce of ha7art^oc/s SiJbsianccs or pgf/D^ecgri

pnjcXcJs on. pf cpntaminaiion of, ttve pnape^Ty or recommended further pssessnvent or tt>e pvT)Pertv?

\4. Does the property d'tscharpe v/aste w^ler on or adiaoent to t>>e pnx>efTy ottier ttan stofm warter Into Yes No Unk

a sanhary sc*r< system?

15. To ttie best of yoor kno»(edoe, tiove any ha^anious substanxs or poUVeum products, unkjentified Yes tk: Unk
wrasle materials, tires, automotive or industrial batteries or any ott«r waste maleriais t)een (Jumped

above orade. buried and/or burned on ttie propoft/?

16. Is tf>efe 8 transformer, capacitor, or any hydraul'c equipment tor vttiich tr>ere are any records Yes No Unk
indioalina the presence of PCSs?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Ho

No

No

Yes hkj

Yes No

Unk _

Yes





PuMtc Recor(U/Hl«toric*I Source* Inquiry
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Request for Public Comment
Proposed Fort Peck Reservation Rural

Water System Project

January 10,2001

This announcement is to invite interested parties to submit written or oral comments

about the Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System (FPRRWS), proposed by the Fort

Peck Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes and the Dry Prairie Rural Water Authority (see

attached map). The project area includes the Fort Peck Reservation and areas outside of

the Reservation (Dry Prairie region) in Roosevelt, Sheridan, Daniels, and Valley

counties. Your comments are being requested as part of the public involvement process

for the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Montana Environmental

Policy Act (MEPA). Comments should be sent by February 29, 2000 to either address at

the end of this announcement.

Congress authorized and provided planning appropriations for the proposed project on

October 27, 2000 through the Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water System Act of 2000

(PL 106-382, 1 14 Stat. 1451). The proposed FPRRWS vv^ould provide safe and adequate

drinking water to the Fort Peck Reserx'ation and Dry Prairie region of northeastern

Montana. The project would also provide industrial, commercial, and livestock water to

the two service areas (see attached map of proposed project). Funding for Fiscal Year

2001, which was appropriated by means of other federal legislation, includes monies for

completion of environmental studies.

The Fort Peck Tribes and the Dry Prairie Rural Water Authority, through cooperative

agreements with the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, are

conducting planning, design and environmental analysis for the project. The Bureau of

Reclamation and the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation are the

lead agencies responsible for overseeing compliance with NEPA and MEPA,
respectively.

Funding levels authorized by Congress for construction of the proposed project totals

$175 million, with $124 million for the Fort Peck Reservation service area and $51

million for the Dry Prairie service area. In addition to federal funding for the project, the

State of Montana and an association of local water users will each will provide an

additional $8 million dollars for the Dry Prairie area for a total proposed budget of $191

million dollars. Construction is proposed to begin in 2002 and extend through 201 1 for

completion.

Major components of the proposed FPRRWS:

• Installation of pumps and intake structures to divert water from the Missouri River

(average water withdrawal 5.5 million gallons per day) near Poplar, Montana.



• Construction of a water treatment plant at Poplar, Montana.

• Installation of about 3 1 00 miles of buried water transmission pipeline, ranging from

2-24 inches in diameter.

• Construction of 20 primary pumping stations.

• Construction of overhead powerlines to pumping stations if necessary.

Interested parties are welcome to provide written comments to identify environmental

concerns and suggest reasonable alternatives. Please send written comments to either the

Fort Peck Tribes or the Dr\' Prairie Rural Water Authority at the following addresses.

Mr. Tom Escarcega

Water Resources Department

Fort Peck Tribes

POBox 1027

Poplar, MT

e-mail 2tefpmni@nemontel.net

Mr. Clint Jacobs

Dry Prairie Rural Water Athority

POBox 517

Culbertson,MT 59218

e-mail dprw@nemontel.net

Public scoping meeting will also be held in Glasgow, Poplar, Culbertson, Scobey and

Plentywood in January and February 2001 at dates to be announced on the radio and in

local newspapers.

A draft environmental assessment (EA) will be available for public review after June

2001. The Bureau of Reclamation and the Montana Department of Natural Resources

and Conservation will use the draft EA and comments to the draft EA to determine if the

project would have significant impacts on the human and natural environment. If no

significant impacts are identified, the Bureau of Reclamation and State of Montana will

issue a final EA and a Finding ofNo Significant Impact (FONSI), as is required under

NEPA.
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ECOLOGICAL SERVICES

100 NORTH PARK, SUITE 3 20

HELENA MT 59601

ES-61130-Billings
M.04 - BR Informal

July 7, 1995

MEMORANDUM

To:

From:

Area Manager, Montana Area Office, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Billings, MT

Field Supervisor, Montana Field Office, Ecological Services,

Helena, MT

Subject: Fish and Wildlife Planning Aid Letter for Fort Peck
Reservation Rural Water System

This Planning Aid Letter provides the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service's
(Service) assessment of the effects of the development of a proposed water
development system for the Fort Peck Reservation. This system was authorized
by Congress in Public Law 103-126. The Fort Peck Tribes have asked the U. S.

Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau) to prepare a planning report that will be used
by the Tribes to seek funds and operate the system.

These comments have been prepared under the authority of and in accordance
with provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958 (16 U.S.C.
661 et seq. ) and the Endangered Species Act of- 1973, as amended, (16 U.S.C.
1531 et. seg. ) . Submission of the planning aid letter is in accordance with
the Interagency Transfer of Funds Agreement for Fiscal Year 1995, No. 5-AA-60-
05400, Modification No. 007.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation are
pursuing development of a domestic rural water system on the Fort Peck
Reservation. The Bureau of Reclamation is providing technical assistance in

determining the feasibility of the proposal and providing engineering
assistance in developing a project design. The project initially would supply
domestic water to approximately 96% (12,940 people) of the Reservation's
population. All small communities and outlining populations and all rural
residents below Township 29 North as well as the communities of Wolf Point and
Poplar could be served. The system would also supply a large portion of the
Reservation's livestock needs. The system design would be sized to
accommodate the needs of the entire Reservation and potential customers off
the Reservation. Two service options and five potential sizing alternatives
have been considered. The preferred alternative encompasses a Bed-Mounted
Infiltration Gallery in the Missouri River, a water treatment plant and a

pipeline distribution system.



DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT AREA

The environment of the northern Great Plains is harsh. Precipitation levels

are low with temperature extremes and strong winds being the norm. European

settlement resulted in significant alteration in vegetation native to the

area. Large acreage of native grasslands and riparian vegetation along steam

valleys have been converted to cropland. Annual crops include wheat, barley

and oats. Grasses of the upland prairies include green needle grass, western

wheatgrass, rough fescue, little bluestera prairie sandreed and needle-and-

thread. Blue grama, sandberg bluegrass, prairie junegrass, cheatgrass and

Kentucky bluegrass, clubmoss, fringed sagewort, cactus and weeds can occur on

many sites depending on the intensity of domestic livestock grazing. Natural

and man made wetland sites occur in some areas. Wetlands occur primarily

along streams, poorly drained upland sites and near the prairie-pothole region

along the eastern portion of the project area. Woody draws occur along

ephemeral creeks and other areas where water is present. Bottomlands along

the Missouri River contain woodlands, mixed prairie grasslands, shrub/scrub

land, marsh and prairie. Cottonwood forest has been extensively cleared.

Over bank flooding which is required for cottonwood regeneration has been

eliminated as a result of construction and operation of Fort Peck Dam. Some

cottonwood regeneration is still occurring as a result of channel migration

(DNRC 1994)

.

EVALUATION l^THODOLOGY

A field reconnaissance of the project area was completed by an interagency

team on May 1-3, 1995. Team representatives included Rick Blaskovich and

Kurt Groeple, Bureau of Reclamation; Karl Fourstar and Henry Headdress,' Fort

Peck Tribes; and Steve Oddan and Dennis Christopher son, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. Based on this field evaluation and the type of project being,

proposed the Service does not believe that a detailed habitat evaluation study

is warranted.

FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES WITHOUT THE PROJECT

Aquatic Resources

Aquatic resources in the project area include those of the Missouri River and

its tributaries. A major tributary to the Missouri River is the Poplar River.

Creeks, palustrine wetlands, and man-made lakes and ponds are also distributed

across the Reservation.

The Missouri River has been classified by the Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks as a Value Class I stream. A Value Class I stream is

considered to have highest value fishery resources. The Poplar River within

the project area is a Value Class III stream with substantial fishery

resources (MDFWP 1980). The Missouri River includes habitat of the endangered

pallid sturgeon and four other species that are listed by the Montana Natural

Heritage Program as species of special concern. These include the paddlefish,

shortnose gar, blue sucker and sicklefin chub. Sturgeon chub, northern

redbelly-f inescale dace and pearl dace are other species of special concern

that occur on Fort Peck Reservation. Common gamefish in the Missouri River



below Fort Peck Dam and in the Poplar River include walleye, sauger,
shovelnose sturgeon, northern pike and smallmouth bass (Brown 1971).

Stock water ponds or dams and other man-made wetlands occur in pastures, in
conjunction with road side ditches and in association with water courses
throughout the Reservation. These wetlands provide migration habitat as well
as production habitat for waterfowl.

Terrestrial Resources

Uplands in the project area are primarily short grass prairie and cropland.
Grasslands are grazed by domestic livestock. Riparian vegetation occurs along
the Missouri River and Poplar rivers. Riparian habitats along water courses
are very important for many species of resident and migrant wildlife.

Common game animals and furbearers include white-tailed and mule deer,
pronghorn antelope, ring-necked pheasant, sharp-tailed grouse, muskrat,
beaver, and mink. Migratory birds including waterfowl are common.

Endangered Species

Seven Federally listed threatened or endangered species occur or may occur
within the proposed project area.

The bald eagle ( Haliaeetus leucocephalus ) is listed as endangered in Montana.
This species occurs as a migrant and probably winters in the project area. No
known nest territories have been established on the Missouri River below Fort
Peck Dam or along the Poplar River. A wintering population of bald eagles
occurs immediately below Fort Peck Dam.

The black-footed ferret (Mustela niqripes ) is listed as endangered in Montana.
Black-tailed prairie dog colonies or complexes of colonies of over 80 acres
are considered potential habitat for this species. Prairie dog colonies
provide the primary food source for black-footed ferrets. The burrow systems
provide shelter and are used by black-footed ferrets to rear young.

The endangered peregrine falcon ( Falco peregrinus ) occurs in the project area
only as a migrant.

Piping plover ( Charadrius melodus.) a threatened species nests in limited
numbers on unvegetated sandbars on the Missouri River. Most nesting
observations have been on sandbars located between Wolf Point and Poplar
(Figure 1). Nests are initiated between May 15 and June 30. Chicks have
generally fledged by July 30. Piping plovers began their migration from the
area during August with most birds having left by the end of August. Nesting
hcLbitat for this species and least terns has been adversely affected by
construction and operation of the Fort Peck Dam. Formation of new nesting
islands is limited as a result of the sediment free discharges from the dam.
Many nests are inundated and avian and mammalian predators destroy nests.

The Missouri River between Wolf Point and Poplar is an extremely important
area for breeding least terns (Sterna antillarum ^ in Montana (Figure 1)

.
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Figure 1. Fort Peck Indian Reservation Alternative B - III.



Least terns are colony nesters and select the same type of nesting habitat as

piping plovers. Nests of both species often occur on the same unvegetated
islands. Least tern nests are generally initiated from June 1-30 with some
renesting occurring in early July. Least tern chicks fledge by mid-August
when migration commences. River discharges appear to be the most important
factor affecting breeding of least terns.

The whooping crane ( Grus americana) is listed as endangered and occurs in
Montana only as a occasional spring or fall migrant. The birds use cropland
and pasture, wet meadow, shallow marshes, shallow portions of rivers, lakes,
reservoirs, and stock ponds, and alkaline basins for both feeding and loafing.

The endangered pallid sturgeon ( Scaphirhvnchus albus) remains one of the
rarest fish in the Missouri River. The fish requires turbid, free-flowing,
riverine habitat with rock or sandy substrate. Little is known about
reproduction or spawning activities of pallid sturgeon. No spawning beds have
been located and larval pallid sturgeon have not be recorded (USFWS 1993).

Many Federal agencies also have policies to protect candidate species from
further population declines. Although candidate species have no legal status
and are accorded no protection under the Act, they are included here to alert
your agency of potential proposals or listings. Candidate species that may
occur within the project area include:

Common Name

Spotted bat

Scientific Name Category

Euderma maculatum 2

Expected Occurrence

S, central MT - shrub-
steppe, conifer
parkland

North American
lynx

Felis lynx
canadensis

W, central MT -

montane forest

Small-footed
myotis

Myotis ciliolabrum Statewide - rocky
areas in various
habitats; caves

Long-eared myotis Myotis evotis Statewide - various
habitats; caves, mines

Long-legged myotis Myotis volans Statewide - riparian
forest

Pale Townsend's
big-eared bat

Plecotus
townsendii
pallescens

Statewide - shrub-
steppe, forest edge,
caves

Swift fox Vulpes velox E of divide - prairie,
grasslands



Northern goshawk Accipite r gentilis Statewide - conifer
forest

Baird's sparrow Ammodrafnus bairdii

Western burrowing

owl

Athene cunicularia
hvpuqea

Ferruginous hawk Buteo reaalis

E of divide —

shortgrass prairie

E of divide - prairie,
grasslands

E MT - prairie,
grasslands

Mountain plover Charadrius
montanus

E MT - shortgrass
prairie

Black tern Chlidonias niqer Statewide - lakes,
marshes

Trumpeter swan Cygnus buccinator SW MT- Centennial
Valley lakes

White-faced ibis Pleaadis chihi

Eastern short- Phrvnosoma

horned lizard douglassii
brevirostra

Northern sagebrush Sceloporus

lizard qraciosus
graciosus

Spotted frog Rana pretiosa

2

2

E MT - marshes

E MT - sandy soils,
dunes

SE MT - rocky/brush

W, central MT -

streams, lakes,

coniferous forest

Blue sucker Cvcleptus
elongatus

Missouri River

Western silvery
minnow

Plains minnow

Sturgeon chub

Hvboqnathus
arqyritis

Hvboqnathus
placitus

Macrhvbopsis
(=Hvbopsis> gelida

Missouri, Yellowstone
River drainage

Missouri, Yellowstone
River drainage

Lower Yellowstone,
Powder, Missouri
Rivers

Sicklefin chub Macrhvbopsis
(=Hvbopsis') meeki

Missouri River



PlatvQobio
(=Hvbop5is)
gracilis

Polyodon spathula

Oreohelix strigosa
berrvi

Phyciodes batesi

Speyeria idalia

Flathead chub

Paddlefish

Berry s

mountainsnail

Tawny crescent
butterfly

Regal fritillary
butterfly

PLANTS

Barr s railkvetch Astragalus barrii 3C

None Carex microptera 3B
var . crassineryja

Cirsium 2

longistvlum

Rorippa calycina 2

Missouri, Yellowstone
River drainage

E, central MT -

Missouri, Yellowstone
Rivers

Big Snowy Mtns

;

conifer forest

E MT - moist meadows,
riparian areas

E MT - extirpated?

SE MT - buttes

,

hilltops

W Central MT -

mountains

Central MT- meadows'

Central and E MT
riverbanks

Long-styled
thistle

Persistent sepal
yellowcress

Category Codes:

1 - Taxa for which the Service has on file sufficient information on
biological vulnerability and threats to support proposals to list as
threatened or endangered.

2 - Taxa for which the Service has information indicating that proposing to
list is possibly appropriate but for which conclusive data on biological
vulnerability and threat currently are not available to support a
proposal to list.

3 - No longer considered candidates for listing:

3A - Taxa for which the Service has persuasive evidence of extinction.

3B - Names that, on the basis of current taxonomic understanding (usually
as represented in published revisions and monographs), do not
represent distinct taxa meeting the Act' s definition of species.

30 - Taxa that have proven to be more abundant or widespread than
previously believed and/or those that are not subject to any
identifiable threat.

PT - Taxa already proposed to be listed as threatened.

PE - Taxa already proposed to be listed as endangered.



FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES WITH THE PROJECT

Aquatic Resources

Aquatic resources within the project area could be affected by instailation
and operation of the intake structure, withdrawal of water for project
purposes and construction of the distribution system.

A Bed-Mounted Infiltration Gallery withdrawal system will be used to supply
water for the project. The infiltration gallery will be installed in the
Missouri River at a undetermined site. Preferred sites are areas where the
river channel is stable and bedload movement is minimal. Water will be

supplied through approximately 260 feet of screens buried about 3-5 feet below
the stream channel bottom. Screens would be covered with gravel. Maximum
intake velocity at the interface of the infiltration gallery and stream bottom
would be 0.05 ft/sec. (Johnson per. comm. ) Installation of the infiltration
gallery would require use of coffer dams in the Missouri River.

Use of the infiltration gallery for water withdrawal will minimize impacts to
fishery resources in the Missouri River. Intake velocities of 0.05 ft/sec.

will prevent impingement of larval fish. Short term increases in sediment
would be anticipated during construction and removal of coffer dams. Use of

sheet piling for coffer dams would minimize instream sedimentation.

The Bureau of Reclamation has estimated that approximately .3 , 000, 000 gallons
of water per day will be required for the project. Minimum releases from Fort
Peck Dam are 3000 cfs. and maximum powerplant capacity is 15,000 cfs. A water
depletion of 4.65 cfs (3,000,000 gal/day) would not adversely affect fishery
resources in the Missouri River during periods when minimum discharges are
being released from Fort Peck Dam.

Sizing of the main line of the distribution system will be dependent upon
location of the water withdrawal system. The main east/west distribution line
will require a pipe approximately 42 inches in diameter. The pipe would be
buried seven feet deep and would require excavation of a six foot wide trench.
Lateral lines will be reduced in size and will vary from 26 inches down to 12

inch lines serving stock water facilities. These lines will also be buried
approximately seven feet to prevent freezing. Construction of the pipeline
system to convey water could have negative effects where the lines cross
drainage, streams or wetlands. Impacts to stream courses can be avoided by
boring under the stream bed when installing the line. This method would be
the preferred construction method for crossing the Poplar River. Fishery
impacts can be reduced on other streams by avoiding the periods of high runoff
which corresponds to periods of spawning and fish movement. These periods
generally occur during spring and early summer. Roadside ditches will be used
for pipeline corridors. The May field review of the proposed pipeline
corridors identified 30 wetlands associated with roadside ditches (Figure 1).

Most of these wetlands were created by road construction where the road bed
serves as a dam or dike or the roadside ditch holds water on permanent or
semi-permanent basis. A formal jurisdictional wetland determination to
determine whether section 404 of the Clean Water Act was applicable to these
wetlands was not conducted. Consensus of field review team was that most if



not all wetlands delineated would be classified as jurisdictional wetlands.
The Bureau of Reclamation has indicated that location of the pipeline route as

well as specific location of the pipeline within the selected route is

flexible. As a result wetland impacts can be minimized by avoiding wetlands
in many cases. Impacts to wetlands that cannot be avoided can be reduced by
constructing the pipeline when seasonal wetlands are low or dry. Care to
avoid filling or draining wetland basins during reclamation of disturbed areas
following pipeline construction will be required. A wetlands field review
team composed of representatives from the Fort Peck Tribes, Bureau of

Reclamation and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should be convened prior to
each construction season. This team should conduct a field reconnaissance of

proposed pipeline alignments and make recommendations regarding alignments
and/or site specific recommendations regarding restoration of wetlands that
will be impacted by construction activities. If wetlands are impacted by

project facilities. Corps of Engineers section 404 permits may be required.
In that event, depending on permit type and other factors, the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service may be required to review permit applications and will
recommend any protection or mitigation measures to the Corps of Engineers as

may appear reasonable and prudent based on the information available at that
time.

Terrestrial Resources

The use of road right-of-ways for the pipeline corridor will minimize impacts
to terrestrial resources and is the preferred location for pipelines. An
exception would occur where the pipeline could be rerouted in grasslands or

cropland to avoid wetlands. The limited impacts to grassland or woody
vegetation occurring along roadside rights-of-ways will be of short duration
and can be further reduced with appropriate reclamation of disturbed areas.

The water treatment plant will be constructed near the point of water
withdrawal and is estimated to require approximately 2 to 2.5 acres of land
(Johnson per. comm. ) . Because the treatment plant will be located near the
systems intake facility there is a high probability that the treatment plant
could be located in riparian habitat. This habitat type is very important to
a wide range of wildlife species. Avoidance of riparian habitat when
selecting the treatment site is preferred in order to minimize terrestrial
impacts. Powerlines required for the treatment plant should be constructed
according to raptor protection guidelines by Olendorf et al. (1981).

Endangered Species

Construction of the infiltration gallery has the potential to impact habitats
utilized by pallid sturgeon, least terns and piping plovers. The Recovery
Plan for pallid sturgeon recommends that new point-source water intakes
serving industry, irrigation, and public water supply be screened with a 1/4-

inch (6.35 mm) mesh and have an intake velocity of less than 0.50 ft/sec, or
be placed at water depths greater than 15 feet to protect against entrainment
or impingement of pallid sturgeon larvae and fingerlings (USFWS 1993). The
proposed infiltration gallery would meet these requirements.
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Impacts to piping plover and least tern nesting on sandbar habitat in the

Missouri River can be eliminated by timing construction of the infiltration
gallery to avoid the critical nesting period of May 15 to July 30 or by
selecting an infiltration gallery site that is located at least 1/2 mile away
from potential nesting habitat. Location of nesting habitat for least terns
and piping plovers is dynamic, as a result the Service should be contacted to
obtain the latest information regarding nesting locations prior to making a

final site selection or starting construction of the facility.

Raptor proofing of new or upgraded powerlines installed for the project will
prevent electrocutions of bald eagles and other large raptors.

Mitigation

Mitigation for a project includes avoiding impacts, then minimizing impacts

and finally offsetting impacts that were unavoidable by compensatory
mitigation. Analysis of potential impacts associated with the Fort Peck Rural
Water System indicate that most all potential impacts to fish and wildlife
resources can be avoided or minimized.

Avoidance and Minimization

The following measures should be implemented to avoid or minimize impacts to

fish and wildlife resources:

(1) The proposed Bed-Mounted Infiltration Gallery should be used for the
surface water intake for the project. Use of road ditches as pipeline
corridors will minimize impacts to habitats of importance to wildlife.

(2) The infiltration gallery should be located at least 1/2 mile away from
habitat being used by nesting least terns or piping plovers. Impacts to
these birds can also be avoided by timing construction of the intake
facility to avoid the critical May 15 - July 30 nesting season.

(3) Pipelines should be installed by boring under the Poplar River and other
streams if possible. When trenching is used to cross streams the
pipeline route should be perpendicular to flow and accomplished in a

manner to reduce soil erosion and disturb as little vegetation as is

possible.

(4) Impacts to wetlands should be avoided through route selection and by
going around wetlands occurring in designated routes. Many wetlands
could be avoided by crossing under road to the adjoining roadside ditch.
If wetlands cannot be avoided construction should be scheduled when the
wetland is dry. Wetlands that will be disturbed should be restored to
pre-disturbance contours and elevations during reclamation of the
disturbed areas.

(5) A wetlands field review team composed of representatives from the Fort
Peck Tribes, Bureau of Reclamation and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
should be convened prior to each construction season. This team should
conduct a field reconnaissance of proposed pipeline alignments and make
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recommendations regarding alignments and/or site specific
recommendations regarding restoration of wetlands that will be Lmpacted
by construction activities.

(6) Woody vegetation (brush, trees, etc.) encountered along the pipeline
route should be avoided by altering the alignment of the pipeline route.

(7) Reclamation of vegetation disturbed during pipeline construction, should
occur immediately following construction and be done with seed mixtures
indigenous to the area.

(8) The water treatment facility, associated parking lots and roads should
be located to avoid riparian vegetation to the extent possible. Impacts
to nesting birds resulting from disturbance of grassland and riparian
vegetation that cannot be avoided can be minimized by scheduling
construction activities that result in vegetation disturbance prior to
May 1 and after July 1.

(9) All powerlines constructed or upgraded should be raptor proofed
following guidelines in "Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on
Power Lines; Raptor Research Report No. 4.

Enhancement Opportunities

A number of projects for wetland and waterfowl enhancement for lands on the
Fort Peck Reservation have been developed under auspices of the North American
Wetland Conservation Act (NAWCA) . These projects are currently included in
the Northeastern Montana Wetland Project which is being discussed with the
Tribal Government. Projects developed under the NAWCA are required to have a

non-Federal match in dollars or in-kind services. Competition for NAWCA
funding is great. Development of these wetland enhancement proposals as
enhancement projects in conjunction with the Fort Peck Reservation Rural Water
System should be considered. The following includes a summary of these
projects:

Frazer Lake

BACKGROUND

Frazer Lake, originally called Little Porcupine Reservoir, is located
approximately 0.5 miles southeast of Frazer, Montana. The lake was originally
constructed (1924) as an irrigation iropoundment within the little Porcupine
irrigation unit. The original design included a diversion dam on Little
Porcupine Creek and a feeder canal.

The lake has a 3,549 acre-feet capacity, and covers 382 surface acres when
full. In addition, there are 218 surrounding acres that are owned by Fort
Peck Tribes.

The original intent was to store water from Little Porcupine Creek in the lake
for later irrigation use. Prolonged drought conditions in the Little
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Porcupine Creek drainage caused the Irrigation Unit to abandon this part of

their project. In 1964, the irrigation needs of most of the Unit were

supplied through the construction of a pump station and canal that supplies

water from the Missouri River. Currently, the Irrigation Unit has a need for

only 240 acre-feet of additional storage to fully address their irrigation

needs

.

Frazer Lake (and the surrounding Tribal land) is well known for its waterfowl

production capabilities and migration use. When water is available the area

is exceptional. Waterfowl production is high and migratory stopovers are well

documented. In addition, in earlier years, when the lake was routinely full,

it provided a very good fishery to the local community.

GOAL

The goal of this project is three-fold. First, improve the production
capability and reliability of Frazer Lake and the surrounding uplands for

migratory waterfowl and shorebirds. Second, provide an acceptable

recreational fishery for the enjoyment of the local community. Third, provide

a reliable source for the 240 acre-feet need for the Little Porcupine

Irrigation Unit.

PROPOSAL

All of the previously mentioned goals require the establishment of a reliable

water source for Frazer Lake. Unfortunately, Little Porcupine Creek is not an

acceptable solution. The most realistic alternative is the Little Porcupine

Relift Pump and canal that currently provides Missouri River water to the

Irrigation Unit. The Tribes currently control 500,000 acre-feet of water in

this system.

This proposal would involve the installation of a pump and pipe system to

bring the needed water from the existing canal to Frazer Lake (roughly .75

miles). The water would be provided to the lake in the fall, just before the

relift pump and canal are shut down. Each fall the lake would be full before

freeze-up.

In the spring, waterfowl breeding and production needs would be provided by

the presence of extensive shallow water wetlands around the perimeter of the

lake. Reliable water throughout the summer will provide very valuable brood

rearing and fall migration staging areas.

To provide a sustainable warm-cool water fishery, the Frazer Lake will have to

provide depths of at least 10 feet over at least 15% of the surface of the

lake (roughly 57 acres). Minor dredging would be done on the lake to remove

70 years of siltation in select locations that will assure them minimum
acreage and provide accessible fishing opportunities throughout the summer.

The location of the dredging can be manipulated to minimize human disturbance
to nesting and young waterfowl. In addition, dredged material will be used to

construct waterfowl and shorebird nesting islands.
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Irrigation draws on the lake will be restricted to 240 acre-feet annually. To

minimize the impact of this draw on waterfowl and the fishery, the Iri-igation

Unit will assure that full lake levels are maintained until June 15. This

will allow bass/bluegill spawning to take place undisturbed. This will be

accomplished by either avoiding irrigation use until after June 15 or

additional spring pumping to offset irrigation draws.

EXPECTED RESULT

This project is expected to fulfill the three goals of this project.

Waterfowl production will be greatly enhanced. The lake will provide a

limited recreational fishery, readily accessible to the local community of

Frazer. Finally, the Little Porcupine Irrigation Unit will be provided the

capability to realize the full benefit of their irrigation project.

COST ESTIMATE - $225,000

Partners for Wildlife

BACKGROUND

Montana Partners for Wildlife is administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The program provides financial and technical assistance to private
landowners for enhancing wildlife habitat. Partners for wildlife is strictly
voluntary. The program relies on flexibility, creativity, and a cooperative
approach to develop wildlife habitat on private lands.

Partners for Wildlife will assist landowners on a variety of projects. In

eastern Montana, projects may include stockdam construction, pothole

restoration or range improvements. In western Montana, the program focuses on

stream habitats. The landowner's economic objectives "are always considered
before completing a project. For instance, a range improvement project or

reservoir construction is designed to benefit livestock and wildlife.

Partnerships are the cornerstone of the program. Partnerships initially
develop between a Partners staff member and the landowner. They then expand
into other areas. Many projects have multiple funding partners. Funds are

leveraged between the landowner, agencies, and conservation organizations (eg.

Ducks Unlimited)

.

Landowners can be apprehensive about working cooperatively with the

government. Concerns are reduced by using a simple 3-page contract called a

Wildlife Extension Agreement. Farming and grazing are normally allowed. The
landowner controls access. Hunting is allowed at the landowner's discretion.

The program is successful because each project is "tailored" to fit the needs

of a landowner and wildlife. This approach has worked well. To date, over

500 Montana landowners, primarily farmers and ranchers, have participated in

the Partners for Wildlife Program.

PROPOSAL
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PROPOSAL

Constructing stock ponds or assisting in range management will improve

livestock grazing conditions and enhance wildlife habitat. Improved grassland

conditions are important to livestock, antelope, deer, and grouse. Waterfowl

will be attracted to the new water areas. The rancher has improved range

conditions and Ft. Peck Reservation has abundant wildlife populations.

The Montana Partners for Wildlife Program is seeking approval from the Ft.

Peck Tribal Board to explore opportunities for habitat improvement projects

within the Ft. Peck Reservation. The program will work cooperatively with the

tribal board and tribal members to improve wildlife habitat on private lands

within the reservation. All activities and projects will be coordinated with

the appropriate tribal office.

Specifically, the proposal would provide funding to support a Tribal employee

for the purpose of promoting Partners for Wildlife activities within the

boundaries of the Reservation. Training and technical support for this

employee would come from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Montana Department

of Fish, Wildlife and Parks employees currently involved in Partners for

Wildlife activities in northeastern Montana. This proposal includes funding

to pay salary of employee and to carry out the habitat opportunities

identified for a two year period.

COST ESTIMATE FOR TWO YEARS - $150,000

CONCLUSION

Potential impacts associated with this project will be negligible if the

avoidance and minimization recommendations included in this report are

incorporated into the project. Fish and wildlife benefits would accrue with

development of the enhancement features.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conservation Strategy Purpose

The purpose of the Wetland Conservation Strategy for the Fort Peclc Tribes is to establish

a framework to guide and facilitate the protection, conservation, and management of

wetlands for present and future generations in partnership with private landowners,

federal, tribal, state and local governments, economic interests and conservation

organizations.

Wetlands - Vital Resources

For many years, wetlands in around the nation were viewed as wastelands. With support

and encouragement from the federal government, ranchers and farmers converted their

marshes and wetlands to what were then deemed more "productive uses"— pastures and

croplands. No definitive assessment of the numbers of acres of wetlands converted to

these and other uses has ever been completed. One commonly cited study (Dahl 1990)

however, estimates that 27 percent of Montana's original wetlands have been lost since

colonial times.

Because wetlands comprise less than 1 percent of the total surface area of Montana, this

loss estimate appears significant. The Montana Department of Health and Environmental

Science biennial report (1982) to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency stated,

"Precious little is known about Montana wetlands except that they are disappearing."

Despite laws enacted to protect them, Montana wetlands continue to be lost and degraded

each year. In addition, considerable pressure is exerted on wetland functions and values

which adds to the decline and degradation of Montana's wetland base.'O'

The intrinsic value of wetlands were not recognized until their loss started to reveal

problems. For example, sportsmen gradually began to notice a decline in the numbers of

fish and wildlife. Flooding along rivers and shorelines increased over historical levels.

Some of the nation's most valuable waterfowl production areas are the prairie pothole

region of the northern Great Plains, including wetlands of northeastern Montana's Fort

Peck Tribes. The Fort Peck Tribes have begun to recognize that wildlife habitat, water

pollution control, groundwater recharge and flood control are direct benefits of wetland

preservation.

Strategy Purpose and Guiding Principles



The purpose of the Fort Peck Tribes Wetlands Conservation Strategy (Strategy) is to

establish a framework to guide and facilitate the protection, conservation, and

management of wetlands on Tribal lands for present and fijture generations in partnership

with private landowners, federal, state and local governments, economic interests and

conservation organizations. The Strategy purpose is based on the recognition that healthy

wetlands are important to present and fiature generations of Tribal members and that

maintaining flilly functioning wetlands should be a conservation priority.

The Wetland Conservation Strategy has been designed to be a comprehensive, flexible

guide for use by wetland managers, landowners, private industry and others to foster

responsible wetland stewardship and wetland conservation. The Strategy also

recommends specific wetland conservation activities and sets priorities for

implementation. The Strategy was developed with the following guiding principles:

• Wetlands provide important fijnctions and benefits to Tribal members and should

be conser\'ed for fiature generations.

• Wetland conservation efforts should be practical, flexible, and creative, while

allowing for economic growth and development when possible.

• Wetlands education and public outreach should be conducted in a clear,

understandable and balanced manner to provide information and increase public

awareness of wetlands issues.

• The best scientific information available should be used to promote understanding

of wetlands and to improve wetland decision making.

• Cooperative voluntary conservation efforts should be promoted to conserve,

protect, restore, enhance, and manage privately owned wetlands.

• Existing successful wetlands protection and conservation programs should be

supported, and partnerships with private conservation efforts should be promoted

rather than development of new governmental programs.

• Where unavoidable impacts to wetlands occur, wetland replacement and/or

restoration should be promoted within the watershed and monitored to ensure that

lost wetland ftinctions and values are recouped. Existing native wetlands should

be given conservation priority over restored, enhanced or created wetlands

because native wetlands have higher high biological diversity than restored,

enhanced or created wetlands.

• Although accurate information on the amount of wetlands lost in Montana is

unavailable, it is recognized that significant losses have occurred (Dahl 1990).

Wetland conservation efforts should be promoted to prevent additional losses, and

wetland restoration and creation should be promoted to compensate for losses.



II. BACKGROLIND

What is a Wetland?

A farmer's definition of a wetland, just after his tractor has sunk to its axles in the muck,

obviously would be different from that of a school teacher presenting the values of

wetlands to a class. Each wetland is unique. Wetlands include: marshes, swamps,

potholes, wet meadows, fens, impoundments, ponds, and sloughs. Wetlands can be

present in many settings including; riparian areas, flood plains, and upland forested areas.

Some wetlands hold fresh water, some are saline, and others are created by underground

water that is very close to the surface. Wetlands can be vegetated or non-vegetated.

They are wet long enough and often enough to have unique natural ftinctions, though

they can be dry part of the year.

Because wetlands occupy the transitional areas between open waters and dry uplands,

wetlands could be considered "fringe environments. "As described by R.L. Smith (1980),

wetlands are a halfway world between terrestrial and deepwater aquatic ecosystems and

exhibit some of the characteristics of each. Basically wetlands form part of a continuous

gradient between uplands and open water. They may be bordered by both wetter areas

(deepwater habitats) and by drier areas (non-wetlands). As a result, in any definition the

upper and the lower limits of wetlands has arbitrary boundaries. Consequently, few

definitions adequately describe all wetlands. In fact, the introductory statement of

Cowardian and others (1979) remains a challenge:

There is no single, correct, indisputable, ecologically sound definition for

wetlands, primarily because of the diversity of wetlands and because the

demarcation between dry and wet environments lies along a continuum.

Because reasons or needs for defining wetlands also vary, a great

proliferation of definitions has arisen including structural attributes,

functional considerations, and jurisdictional criteria.

Despite the difficulty defining wetlands, they generally have the following

characteristics:

• Water on or near the surface, all or part of the year.

• Distinctive poorly drained soils that develop certain physical

characteristics

due to the presence of water (referred to as hydric soils).

• Vegetation composed of species (referred to as hydrophytes) adapted to

life in wet soils.

Wetlands are identified for various legal, scientific and economic purposes, including

regulation, functional assessment, ecosystem and landscape management, and human use.

In general, Vv'etland definitions have evolved from two main sources; the general public



and entities which have a regulatory responsibility relating to wetlands. In regulatory

progi-ams, wetland definitions and delineation are usually interpreted consepv-atively. In

an ecosystem context, such as wetland habitat assessment, a broader interpretation is

needed. The intent and purpose of a wetland definition is fijndamental to its

interpretation and application.

Federal government agencies; the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Environmental

Protection Agency, Corps of Engineers, USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

(previously Soil Conservation Serx'ice) have developed their own wetland definitions

This led to significant confusion between the agencies and the regulated public. The

federal government recognized this situation and in response developed a universal

definition and means of identifying and delineating wetlands. The definition is based

upon: hydrology, soils, and vegetafion.

The 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual describes the process that is used to determine

whether a site meets the requirements to be defined as a wetland in accordance with

federal regulation. The manual, written by COE, is used by EPA, COE, NRCS and

USFWS. The 1987 Manual is used when a wetland delineation is required. If a site

meets specific vegetation, soils and hydrologic criteria then it is considered a federal

jurisdictional wetland. (For more detailed information see Appendix H). The 1987

manual definition of a wetland is;

Wetlands are those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or

ground 'water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that

under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation

typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally

include swamps, marshes bogs and similar areas.

Montana Wetland Types

Wetlands vary in type according to differences in local and regional hydrology,

vegetation, water chemistry, soils, topography, and climate. The general wetland types in

Montana are currently being defined by wetland scientists and wetland managers. Using a

variety of classification systems, the following types occur in Montana.

1

.

Riverine - associated with flowing water of rivers and streams.

• riparian areas

• backwater sloughs

• spring-fed creeks

• wet, low-lying river margins

2. Depressional - low spots on the landscape.

• saline

• glacial potholes (intermountain and prairie)

• ephemeral ponds

• wet meadows



3. Lacustrine Fringe - associated with lakes or deepwater habitat.

• mudflat fringe

• lake, reservoir and pond margins

4. Slope - groundwater discharge areas on a topographic gradient.

• wet meadows
• subalpine/montane

• fens

• springs/seeps

5. Artificial - supported hydrologically by human-related activities.

• irrigation-supported

• transportation corridor-related

• livestock impoundments

Functions and Benefits of Tribal Wetlands

Wetlands serve highly important ecological, economic, recreational, and aesthetic

functions. In Montana, wetlands mitigate flood impacts, enhance water quality, improve

biological productivity, increase recharge of ground water and provide direct human
benefits. These benefits are described below:

FLOOD IMPACT MITIGATION

Wetlands reduce the volume and physical energy of water by;

Flood Peak Reduction. Wetlands store large volumes of water during snow melt and

heavy rains, reducing stonn peak runoffs and slowly releasing runoff over a longer time

period Drainage of wetlands and conversion to other land uses removes this "sponge"

effect, causing rapid runoff in a short period which can intensify flooding and may result

in stream channel instability.

Shoreline Stabilization. Wetland vegetation acts as a buffer which absorbs and

distributes flood waters, slows water currents and dissipates wave energy, thereby

lessening the potential for shoreline and floodplain erosion. The root systems of wetland

vegetation bind the floodplain and shoreline soil to further resist erosive forces.

Pollution control. Wetlands provide retention for sediments and toxic substances.

Suspended solids and chemical contaminants such as pesticides, petroleum and oils and

heavy metals may be retained and deposited in a wetland. Deposition of sediments can

ultimately lead to removal of toxins from the environment through burial or assimilation

into vegetation. Microorganisms can fijrther break down the pollutants into stable

harmless components.

Nutrient Removal and Transformation. Wetlands act as natural water purification

mechanisms. They remove silt and filter out and absorb nutrients such as nitrogen.



phosphorus and potassium through oxidation, reduction, assimilation or other

biochemical processes. In some parts of the nation, wetlands are sometimes used in

wastewater treatment.

Waterfowl Habitat. Wetlands are vital to many species of ducks, geese, shorebirds and

swans for nesting, food, and cover. They use specific wetland types during different life

stages such as reproduction, molting, migration, and wintering. Over 12 million ducks

nest and breed annually in northern U.S. and south-western Canadian wetlands. This

area, which includes Montana, the Dakotas, and similar habitats in the Canadian prairies

accounts for up to 70 percent of the continent's breeding duck population. As an

example, waterfowl banded along Montana's Highline have been recovered in all four

flyways, including locations in Canada, Mexico, and several Central American countries.

Wildlife Habitat. Wetlands provide habitat for numerous species of birds, mammals,

reptiles, amphibians, fish, and shellfish. Depending upon the size of the wetland, the

vegetative composition, and the requirements of the specific animal, wetlands can

provide some or all of a species' life requirements. For example, dense vegetation of

wetlands can provide important winter cover for both mammals and birds. Over 300

migratoiA' bird species rely on prairie wetland habitats for breeding, feeding, and resting

during migration and more than 50 percent of Montana's birds require wetland habitat.

Freshwater Fish. Nearly all freshwater fish require shallow water provided by wetlands

at some stage of their lives for spawning, shelter from extreme environmental conditions,

and feeding. Many wetlands, where connected with deepwater habitats, provide ideal

fish brooding and rearing habitat. In Montana, wetlands provide important habitat for

trout, bass, catfish, pike, bluegill, sunfish, perch and crappie

Habitat for Threatened and Endangered Species. Almost 35 percent of all rare,

threatened and endangered animal species in the U.S. are either located in wetland areas

or are dependent on them, although wetlands constitute only about 5 percent of the U.S.

land area Protecting habitat for these species helps the recovery process for those listed

and helps ensure that additional species do not become listed. Rare Plant Habitat. Both

of Montana's federally listed plant species occur in wetlands.

Nutrient Cycling. Wetlands enhance the decomposition of organic matter, incorporating

nutrients back into the food chain.

Recreational Opportunities. Wetlands offer unspoiled, open space for the aesthetic

enjoyment of nature as well as activities such as hiking, fishing, hunting, and

photography. Montana residents spend countless hours reaping the recreational benefits

of wetlands.

Education Opportunities. Wetlands provide opportunities for nature study and

developing knowledge, skills and childhood memories.



Agricultural Benefits. Wetlands provide water and forage for livestock; some wetland

areas produce excellent hay crops.

Economic Benefits. Housing near water bodies and wetlands is more desirable and

increases property values.

Wastewater Treatment. A few small communities in Montana use constructed

wetlands for municipal wastewater treatment.

Property Damage Reduction ft-om Floods. Wetlands store large amounts of water

which moderate flooding and thereby can reduce property damage.

Recharge Wells and Aquifers. Wetlands recharge groundwater by holding surface

water long enough to allow the water to percolate into the underlying sediments and/or

bedrock aquifers replenishing groundwater supplies.

Low Flow Augmentation. Wetlands release water to adjacent streams or water bodies

during low periods of the year and during drought.

Groundwater Discharge Buffering. Wetlands enhance the quality of groundwater by

acting as a natural biochemical water treatment system. Aquifers can be tapped for

human consumption or irrigation.

III. DEVELOPING TRIBAL WETLAND GOAL

Wetlands have recently become a controversial natural resource issue. Tribal members
depend upon opportunities for economic growth, the ability to grow food for an ever-

increasirrg world population, and the ability to do these without undue restrictions of
personal freedoms. At the same time. Tribal members value the vast natural resources of

their lands and the state's constitution guarantees all citizens a clean and healthfijl

environment. Developing a goals for protecting important wetlands is an important first

step for protecting tribal wetlands. A goal should promote consistency, provide a

benchmark for assessing progress, increase understanding of the issue, provide an

underlying purpose for all activities carried out as part of the strategy, and help transcend

changes in leadership.

National Perspective

Throughout much of U.S. history, wetlands were regarded as a hindrance to development,

virtual wastelands with little economic value. Since European settlement, Americans

have repeatedly enacted laws and devised programs that encouraged the filling,

damming, dredging or draining of wetlands for economic purposes such as farming,

water supplies, construction and vv'aterfront development.

However, government policy is changing rapidly and dramatically. W^etlands are now
recognized as valuable resources that support wildlife, purify polluted waters, check the



destructive power of floods and storms, provide diverse recreational activities, and

increase property values. President Carter in 1977 signed Executive Order fEO) 1 1990

which applies to federal agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management, Forest

Service, and Bureau of Reclamation. EO 1 1990 specifies that lands meeting the

definition of a wetland under the Clean Water Act and other federal and state laws, are

subject to all applicable federal, state and local regulations. This means that when federal

lands are proposed for lease, easement, right-of-way, or disposal to non-federal parties,

special protective requirements for wetlands must be made part of the package.

Presidents Bush and Clinton endorsed a federal policy goal of preserving the remaining

w'etlands, "No Net Loss." Recognizing the need to further efforts undertaken by previous

administrations, the Clinton Administration, in 1993, proposed a comprehensive package

of improvements to the federal wetlands program to reflect a broad-based consensus

among federal agencies. Entitled "Protecting America's Wetlands: A Fair, Flexible, and

Effective .Approach," this comprehensive package contained five principles for federal

w-etland policy. From these principles a number of initiatives were developed with the

intent to significantly reform federal wetland policy, while maintaining protection of this

vital natural resource. This new attitude is reflected by three decades of federal and state

laws and other programs that serve to preserve and protect remaining wetlands. (Table

l).

In 1989, Congress directed the Secretary of the Interior to determine the estimated total

number of wetland acres as of the 1780s and the 1980s in the areas that now comprise

each state (Dahl 1990). The resulting report concluded that the land area that now
comprises the lower 48 continental states originally contained about 221 million acres of

wetlands more than 53 percent of which was destroyed between 1780 and 1980. In the

lower United States, only an estimated 104 million acres of wetlands remained as of the

1980s. During the 20 years from the mid-1950's to the mid-1970's, wetland losses

averaged 458,000 acres a year. The losses are primarily attributed to agricultural

conversion and urban development. As of 1990, it was estimated that only 95 million

acres remain and wetlands continue to be lost at a rate of almost one-half million acres

each year. This computes to an acre of wetland lost every minute. Well over half of the

U.S. wetlands that existed in colonial times have vanished forever. While some trends

are very subtle, the above data on wetland loss provides a clear indication that continued

loss will jeopardize a valuable national resource.

National Goal

A National wetland goal evolved during meetings of the National Wetlands

Policy Forum. The Forum is a group representing all major interests in wetlands policy,

including government, agriculture, industry, and environmental advocates. In November
1988, after examining the wetland issue for a year, the Fomm published its final report.

It recommended that:

...the nation establish a national wetlands protection policy

to achieve no overall net loss of the nation's remaining



wetland base, as defined by acreage and function, and to

restore and create wetlands where feasible, to increase the

quality and quantity of the nation's wetlands resource base.

This goal has driven the wetlands policy debate since that time. President Bush and

President Clinton have endorsed the Forum's no net loss and long-term net gain goal

(referred to as NNL). The National Governor's Association unanimously endorsed the

NNL goal, and numerous states and several federal agencies. Tribal and local

governments have formally adopted NNL goals. The broad appeal stated by the Forum
and others for adopting the NNL goal is that it is a fundamentally balanced goal. The

NT\fL goal was adopted with recognition of the urgent need to stabilize the wetland base

and eventually increase the nation's wetland base to replace some of the wetlands which

have been lost in the last 200 years. The NNL goal acknowledges that some wetlands

will be lost due to natural events and necessary economic development. Those working

with this goal have determined that NTsIL can be achieved by avoiding and minimizing

wetlands losses where possible, and where losses are unavoidable, replacing lost

wetlands through wetland restoration, creation, or enhancement.

Montana's Wetlands - Status and Trends

Montanans' uses of wetlands are similar to those revealed in national trends over the past

100 years. For many years, wetlands in Montana were viewed as wastelands. With

support and encouragement from the federal government, ranchers and farmers converted

their marshes and

wetlands to what were then deemed more "productive uses"— pastures and croplands. No
definitive assessment of the numbers of acres of wetlands converted to these and other

uses has ever been completed. One commonly cited study (Dahl 1990), however,

estimates that 27 percent of the state's original wetlands have been lost since colonial

times. Because wetlands comprise less than 1 percent of the total surface area of

Montana, this loss estimate appears significant.

Today, some agricultural producers marvel that wetland policy now aims to reverse the

trend to convert wetlands for production and instead, protect, conser\'e and even restore

areas previously deemed to be of little value. What explains this shift? Advances in

scientific understanding of the many ecological ftinctions that wetlands provide and

changing social values emphasizing environmental protection, are two major forces that

have prompted a redirection in government policies toward wetland conservation,

protection and restoration.

It is now known that wetland loss and deterioration can be physical, chemical or

biological.

The major concern in Montana is physical loss of wetlands (MDHES 1982, 1988, 1992).

Most Montana losses were due to conversion of wetlands to croplands, particularly in the

prairie pothole region (USGS 1996). Additional losses of Montana's wetland base have

been due to construction of highways, railroads, dams, large reservoirs and irrigation

systems and urban expansion. Soil erosion and siltation, urbanization, recreational



development, mining, logging, oil and gas production, and intensive grazing also have

contributed to wetland loss in Montana (Hansen et al 1988, MDFWT 1992, Windell et al

1986).

Diminishing quality of remaining wetlands is also a concern. Fertilizers, pesticides,

sediments, and salts from farms and ranches, brine from oil-field activities, and saline

seeps induced by agricultural practices adversely affect the quality of water in some
Montana wetlands (MDFWP 1992, Reiten 1992, Miller and Bergantino 1983).

Cumulative losses are a significant concern to the overall fUnction and distribution of

wetlands in the state. To a farmer planting additional acreages, a local planning board,

landowner, or Realtor planning or reviewing housing developments, or a construction

firm building a highway interchange, the loss of a wetland or two in exchange for the

benefits of development seems like a reasonable tradeoff However, when these

decisions are multiplied many times over and hundreds of wetlands are altered or lost,

one at a time, the cumulative impact of wetland losses becomes significant.

Despite these trends in wetland losses and declines, a few positive steps are being taken.

The national rate of wetland loss has slowed since protective legislation and educational

programs were implemented in the mid-1980s (Dahl et al. 1991). Swampbuster

provisions in the 1985 and 1990 Farm Bills denied crop subsidy benefits to farm

operators who converted wetlands to croplands after 1985. The new legislation, private

individuals and organizations and government agencies have all contributed to the

creation, restoration and protection of some wetlands in Montana. Further, the-

construction of irrigation systems and reservoirs for livestock watering, especially in

eastern Montana, has improved waterfowl production and has contributed to the wetland

base (MDFWP 1992). However, these positive steps are only a beginning. To reverse the

trend of wetland loss will require a collaborative effort.

Proposed Tribal Wetland Goal

The Fort Peck Tribes have adopted the national wetland goal as the goal for their lands.

The proposed wetland conservation goal for Fort Peck Tribal Lands is to build a

wetlands conservation program to achieve no overall net loss of Montana's
remaining wetland base, in terms of quantity and quality, to conserve, restore,

enhance and create wetlands where feasible, and to increase Montana's wetlands

resource base.

The broad appeal of the no net loss and long term net gain goal is that it is a

fundamentally balanced goal. It recognizes the urgent need to stabilize and eventually

increase Montana's wetlands inventory, while acknowledging that some wetland losses

are inevitable because of natural events and legitimate development needs. It recognizes

that wetlands should be evaluated in terms of fijnctions they perform in addition to

acreage they occupy. It recognizes that conservation, restoration, enhancement and

creation of wetlands where feasible including respecting private property rights are



reasonable management approaches to wetland conservation. And it recognizes that the

long-term goal requires replacing some of the wetland losses in Montana.

The Fort Peck Tribes recognized that a comprehensive approach involving all

components of wetland conservation and management is vital to the success of achieving

the proposed goal. To that end, the following five objectives necessary to meet the

proposed goal were identified:

1. Improving the wetlands knowledge base.

2. Encouraging voluntary conservation on private land.

3. Enhancing conservation on all Tribal lands.

4. Providing resources: information and education, technical assistance and funding.

5. Improving regulatory program effectiveness.

rV. STR.\TEGY RECOMMENDATIONS TO ATTAIN
TRIBAL GOAL

This Chapter describes the five objectives and specific recommendations needed to meet

proposed wetland goal identified in Chapter III. Some of the recommendations are

intended to improve the effectiveness of existing programs or to strengthen coordination

and cooperative action. Other recommendations are for new initiatives or programs

which are needed to meet the proposed goal. Carr>-ing out these recommendations is

expected to result in significant progress in conserving wetlands and achieving proposed

wetland goal. The recommendations are intended to lay the foundation for long-term,

sustainable and coordinated wetland conservation.

Objective L Improving The Wetlands Knowledge Base.

Objective lA. Inventory of wetlands.

Background
In general, little is known about the location or nature of wetlands in Montana or on

Tribal lands, what wetlands are being lost or gained and other basic questions. A sound

inventory of the Tribal wetlands is vital to wise resource management for both voluntary

and regulatory programs. Without an inventory, the Tribes lack the ability to track

wetland losses and gains, assess how well the state's wetland goals are met, and

determine the effectiveness of the Conser\'ation Strategy.

Recommendation #1

Endorse and facilitate the completion of a voluntarj' baseline wetland inventory,

such as the non-regulator>' National Wetlands Inventory for Montana.
The Tribes do not have an inventor\' of wetlands. Without such a comprehensive

inventor)', neither managers and or regulators will be able to measure the success of

wetland conservation and protection efforts. Inventories should be performed to rank

individual wetlands and wetland areas in terms of conservation values.



Recommendation #2

Establish and coordinate a wetlands tracking protocol to track wetland losses and

gains for Tribal jurisdictions which includes a reporting requirement for approved

wetland permits.

Currently, the Tribes has no centralized wetland tracking system and does not track

wetland losses and gains. As a result wetland losses and progress in meeting wetland

goals are difficult to determine.

Recommendation #3

Establish a Tribal Clearinghouse for wetland data collects and work with Montana
Wetland Information Clearinghouse at the Montana State Libraiy, Natural

Resource Information System.

Currently there is no centralized, accessible source for information on Montana or Fort

Peck Tribes wetlands. Improved access to information is essential for increasing the

awareness of wetland issues and concerns. Inventories, projects, and programs for the

purpose of wetland conservation all require accurate and relevant information. Use and

sharing of data are equally important to research and the collection of new data. Accurate

reports on the status of Tribal wetlands are only possible with reliable access to verifiable

information.

Recommendation #4

Establish a wetland monitoring program.

Wetland monitoring is needed to determine if a wetland is changing, or if wetlands that

have been created, enhanced or restored are performing the way they are expected to, and

to determine if management actions (such as re-vegetation, preservation) have the desired

resuh. Effective management of wetlands is important for ensuring that the quality and

quantity of wetlands are sustained and improved.

Objective IB. Encourage research to add to the wetlands knowledge base.

Background

Sound research on wetlands provides important information on which to base wetland

protection policies and programs. Such research should cover wetland functions,

techniques for wetland restoration and creation to offset losses, and other related topics.

Recommendation #5

Search for additional funding sources for wetland research.

Current programs for fianding wetland research include the EPA's Wetlands State

Development Grants and Non-point Source Pollution Prevention Programs. Additional

fiinding should be sought to expand wetland research in Montana.

Recommendation #6

Establish a process to discuss and recommend wetland data collection, research and

information priorities and needs for the Fort Peck Tribes.

A comprehensive evaluation of research needs will help direct limited fLinding to the

highest priorities.



Objective IC. Identify unique, high qualitj' wetlands.

Background
Limited information is a\-ailable on exceptional wetlands in Montana or on Fort Peck

Tribal Lands. Certain unique, high-quality wetlands deserx-e a higher level of protection

because of the public benefits and ecological functions they provide. Conservation of

unique high-quality wetlands should be given greater emphasis and recognition than

preservation of restored, enhanced or created wetlands.

Recommendation #7

Identify, determine the functions and values of, and prioritize unique exceptionally

high quality wetlands for protection.

Recommendation #8

Develop a coordinated and prioritized program for wetlands conservation,

protection, and acquisition using available funding programs and sources.

A coordinated approach should help ensure that priority wetlands are identified and

protected through voluntary efforts.

Recommendation #9
_

~

Develop criteria for wetlands or candidate wetlands for designation as Outstanding

Resource Water in accordance with Montana Nondegradation Rules (ARM
16.20.707(18)).

Outstanding Resource Water's (ORW) includes state waters within national parks,

wilderness areas and primitive areas, and can include state waters that have been

identified as possessing outstanding ecological significance and been classified as ORW.
Designation of wetland with outstanding ecological significance on Tribal lands could be

used to protect such wetlands.

Objective ID. Better define "no overall net loss" and "long term net gain".

Background
No overall net loss and long-term net gain can mean different things to different people.

Establishing a procedure for determining and defining net loss and long temi net gain of

wetlands will serve to more clearly define Tribal goals and ensure that progress in

attaining those goals can be measured.

Recommendation #10

Develop guidance to better define "no overall net loss" and "long term net gain" of

the remaining wetland base.

This recommendation would resolve issues such as a definition of no overall net loss and

long term net gain, would provide a time line and possible quantification of a net gain

goal, and develop a tracking system to determine how well we're meeting the no net loss

and long term net gain goal.

Recommendation #11

Establish specific protocols for determining thresholds for cumulative impacts of

wetlands to determine if a loss of wetland function or value has occurred.



Wetland loss can occur by incremental degradation and deterioration to the extent that the

wetland no longer function.

Recommendation #12

Define the strategy in which, over the long term, loss of wetland area or functional

capacity is offset by gains due to wetland restoration, enhancement, preservation, or

creation.

Recommendation #13

Decide on the types and functions of wetlands that can be created or restored to

compensate for loss of similar wetland types and functions and determine the

geographic area where these efforts should be undertaken.

Recommendation #14

Develop an interim plan and a long-term plan indicating steps that need to be taken

to achieve a net gain of wetlands on Tribal lands.

Objective 2. Encourage Voluntar}^ Conservation on Private Land.

Background
Cooperative, voluntary, non-regulator>' mechanisms are likely to provide the greatest

opportunity for wetland conservation. Unlike regulatory activities such as permitting,

non-regulatory actions are voluntarily initiated. Voluntary actions can include a wide

range of options and can be very successful in advancing Vv'etland conservation goals.

These voluntap>' actions can complement and enhance the effectiveness of regulatory

programs by targeting activities or types of wetlands not covered by regulatory programs.

For numerous reasons, voluntary programs are an important component of an overall

wetland conservation strategy and play a critical role in wetlands conservation:

Objective 2A. Encourage voluntary measures to protect, conserve, restore, enhance

and create wetlands.

Background

Achieving a stable and eventually expanding wetland base requires significant effort

beyond the regulatory programs. Voluntary measures can include protection and

conservation of existing wetlands, the restoration and enhancement of degraded wetlands

and the creation of new wetlands. The restoration of degraded wetlands and the creation

of new wetlands are often associated with the mitigation requirements of regulator^'

programs. Beyond governmental regulatory programs however, broad nonregulatory

voluntary programs often can increase or enhance the wetlands base, thereby playing an

important role in a statewide strategy. Effective management of existing, restored and

created wetlands also is important for ensuring that the quality and quantity of wetlands

are sustained and improved over time. Private voluntary efforts are critical to help

maintain and increase the wetland base and should be encouraged and supported.

Recommendation #15



Identify, evaluate and promote existing voluntary', non-regulatoiy wetlands

protection measures.

Many voluntary non-regulator\' programs to aid wetland conservation and management

are already in place. Descriptions of wetland programs available from federal, state, and

local governments as well as those available from private conservation organizations and

corporate interests are included in Appendix E. Information materials including public

service announcements, computer based information, videos and printed materials should

be developed to explain and promote these programs.

Recommendation #16

Work with and strengthen private efforts to voluntarily conserve wetlands including

the work of individual private landowners, corporations, recreational,

environmental, hunting and fishing organizations, concerned citizens, and private

land conservation organizations.

Identify and publicize voluntary wetland conservation projects both in Montana and other

states to provide as examples and encourage successftil partnerships and projects.

Recommendation #17

Compile and evaluate information concerning existing voluntary restoration and

compensator^' mitigation projects to determine project successes. Use this

information to encourage and direct future projects.

Identify existing successfiil partnerships among landowners, nonprofit organizations,

corporations or government agencies to restore degraded or destroyed wetlands and

evaluate opportunities for additional partnerships.

Objective 2B. Promote public/private, partnerships for on-the-ground wetland

conser\'ation.

Background
Partnerships are critical because of the shared responsibility for wetlands conservation

and management among state and federal agencies, county and city planners, non-profit

conservation organizations, corporations and ultimately thousands of private landowners

who make day-to-day decisions about the management and use of wetlands.

Recommendation #18

Identify and invite private industries to build wetland conseiA-ation partnerships

with state, federal, and local conser\'ation groups.

Many American companies and conservation organizations have made land available and

contributed substantial resources to create and improve wetland habitats. Montana

industries or conservation organizations that might be interested in partnerships should be

approached.

Objective 2C. Initiate a private lands and property rights wetland working group.

Background
A majority of wetlands in Montana are on private land and private landowners are likely

to identify both barriers to and practical suggestions for wetlands conservation on private

land. Wetland conservation and private property rights are serious topics. Land owners,



conservation groups, and regulators could benefit from honest discussions, evaluation and

research into practical balanced solutions incorporating both reasonable wetland

conservation and management and protection of private property rights.

Objective 2D. Research and develop incentives and disincentives.

Background

Both incentives and disincentives can be either financial or nonfmancial. Financial

incentive programs encourage wetlands protection by offering landowners a financial

incentive such as lower tax rate on property preserved for wetlands. Disincentive

programs discourage the destruction of wetlands by providing landowners with a

financial disincentive such as loss of eligibility for government funds if a wetland is

converted. Incentive and disincentive mechanisms usually are in the form of tax policies

and subsidies. Incenfives can be used to complement regulatory programs by targeting

wetlands that are exempt from regulatory review such as small, isolated wetlands.

Awards and recognition programs also serve as nonfmancial incentives, acknowledging

exemplary land stewardship or conservation work.

Recommendation #19

Develop a nonfinancial incentive awards program to recognize individuals,

companies, or government agencies that have voluntarily protected wetlands on

Fort Peck Tribal Lands.

Objective 2E. Promote and enhance acquisition and easement programs.

Background
Both public and private entities can protect wetlands by acquiring them or placing them

in conservation easements. Protecfion can be achieved through a purchase of all or some

property rights or through techniques such as donation or leases. Acquisition can be

tailored to specific needs of the landowners and acquiring organization by using complete

or "fee-simple" acquisition, which involves acquiring fiill ownership of the land and all

the rights associated with the land, or partial acquisition, which involves acquiring only

some of the rights as in a conservation easement. Voluntary acquisition programs can

help resolve regulatory conflicts by offering incentives, for example, to developers to

protect wetland areas or acquire wetlands on potential development sites. Easements can

be used to ensure the protecfion of a resource while the landowner retains most of all

other ownership rights. Acquisition and easement programs can be quite flexible and are

available at the federal, state, local and private level.

Recommendation #20

Develop partnerships with land trusts to help publicize and encourage the use of

such trusts in wetland consenation.

Local land trusts are private, nonprofit organizations devoted to the preservation of

locally significant natural areas and open spaces. The trust receives land from indi^'idual

landowners through gifts, donations and bequests or through purchase. A voluntary

board of directors runs the land trust and membership is open to the general public.

Montana has at least five local land trusts.



Recommendation #21

Evaluate federal, state, local and private land acquisition programs for increased

wetland acquisition or easement opportunities.

Recommendation #22

Develop fact sheets on voluntary acquisition and easement programs available to

private landowners.

Recommendation #23

Research and recommend opportunities to coordinate acquisition programs with

other organizations and mechanisms such as tax incentives, planning and research.

Recommendation #24

Evaluate local waste water treatment programs and projects for wetland restoration

and creation potential.

Recommendation #25

Make recommendations to include protection for all components of a healthy

functioning wetland in consei'vation programs.

For example, while land acquisition or easement may protect wetlands from physical

alterations, off-site impacts such as water pollution or water availability cannot be

controlled by land acquisition alone.

Objective 3. Encourage Consenation on Private Land.

Objective 3A, Identify opportunities for public participation.

Background
Public involvement is crucial to wise resource decisions. Many actions require public

involvement, but often the public is overwhelmed with the length of documents to

review, unaware of the opportunity for public comment, or unaware of the potential

impacts of the proposed action.

Recommendation #26

Identify opportunities and actively encourage public involvement in land

management decisions affecting wetlands.

Possibilities include a wetlands newsletter or computer site which identifies public land

management decisions which affect wetlands.

Objective 3B. Use planning as a tool to encourage wetland conservation.

Background
Planning should be part of all wetland conservation efforts. Comprehensive planning

involves analyzing the needs of a particular area and setting goals or priorities for

meeting those needs. Plans are based on the past and present situation and, most

importantly, on the desired future for the planning area. Coordinated, continuous

planning should lead to better-informed decision making.



Recommendation #27

Encourage local governments to incorporate wetlands protection into public works,

parks, local zoning ordinances, planning and development programs.

Local land use plans, watershed plans, open space planning, development of green belts,

floodplain management, and local comprehensive land use plans are all tools for wetland

conser\'ation.

Objective 4. Providing Resources: information and education, technical

assistance and funding.

Objective 4A. Increase wetlands information and education to local governments,

land owners, industrj', the public and schools.

Background
Public awareness and understanding of the importance of wetlands are critical if wetland

conservation goals are to be achieved. Information materials can help people understand

the functions and values of wetlands. Education, training and technical assistance can

encourage citizens to conserve, protect and enhance these resources. The purpose of the

Information and Education portion of the Strategy is to facilitate development and

dissemination of information materials and educational programs to build capacities for

informed stewardship of the Fort Peck Tribe's wetlands over the long-term.

Considerable effort has been invested in wetlands information and education in Montana.

One example is the Montana Riparian Education Committee, which has produced

publications, workshops and videos to advance citizen knowledge and management of

riparian areas in Montana. Wonder of Wetlands (WOW) workshops for teachers have

been conducted andwill continue to be available through Project WET Montana.

Agricultural landowners and schools and organizations have participated in local

wetlands restoration and education projects. Environmental organizations have provided

information and resources to encourage wetlands preservation and protection. .A. Catalog

of Wetlands Education Resources, which lists a wealth of wetland information, is

available through the Montana Watercourse or the Natural Resource Conservation

Service.

In spite of the availability of these materials and programs, there continues to be a need

for balanced, factual information about Montana's wetlands. Local citizens and decision

makers are sometimes uninformed and uncertain about the fijnctions and values of

wetlands. Landowners, developers and others can find permitting processes bewildering

and frustrating. Resource professionals and agricultural producers seek information and

technical assistance about best management practices and other wetlands issues. Local

decision makers need technical training to enhance their knowledge of wetlands and to

advance their capacities for informed decision making regarding wetland use and

management.

Information and education are positive, non-regulatory steps to realize long-term

wetlands conservation goals. They can prepare citizens for informed stewardship of



wetlands. When delivered in appropriate ways to diverse adult and youth audiences,

information and education may be the most enduring approach available to enhance

wetlands for the long-term. Wetland information, training workshops and technical

support are needed to:

• build broad public awareness of the benefits, fLinctions and values of wetlands,

• describe and clarify wetlands permitting procedures and regulatory guidelines for

specific audiences,

• inform Tribal members of the Conservation Strategy for Wetland' s and what it

means to them,

• describe or view activities that are allowed in wetlands,

• address public concerns and dispel misconceptions about wetlands,

• promote cooperative, voluntary wetland enhancement, restoration and

stewardship, and

• advance the capacity of landowners, decision makers and resource professionals

to conserve and protect local wetlands.

Recommendation #28

The Fort Peck Tribes should work with the Education Work Group of the Montana
Wetlands Council can help develop a coordinated wetlands information and

education effort.

Several wetlands information and education efforts are underway in Montana. A
coordinated effort should include the following; compile existing wetlands education

information and education opportunities; strengthen communication among groups and

agencies involved in wetlands education; assess public perceptions, interest, knowledge

and educational needs regarding wetland issues on the Fort Peck Tribal Lands; identify

deficiencies or gaps in existing education and information and evaluate the effectiveness

of existing educational information for different audiences; develop an information and

education matrix which identifies audiences, lead educators, types of education, advisors,

and technical support, to facilitate coordinated wetlands information and training;

identify new and improved ways to disseminate information.

Recommendation #29

Existing educational programs (for example MSU Extension, Montana Riparian

and Wetland Association's Education Committee, Montana Watercourse, Project

WET Montana) should continue to obtain, develop and distribute wetland

information.

Wetlands information and educational needs are constantly changing as a result of factors

such as new legislation and demographics. A landowner's guidebook on wetland

permitting procedures and regulatory guidelines should be developed. Citizens need

improved access to materials that clarify which activities are allowed in wetlands and

which activities are not allowed.

Recommendation #30

Existing information and education programs should be encouraged to employ a

variety of approaches to develop and deliver public information materials and

training programs for multiple audiences statewide



Employ multimedia and diverse approaches for wetlands information and education such

as: Public Service Announcements for television and radio; brochures; booklets; videos;

newspaper articles; workshops and tours; and demonstration projects,

Reconiniendation #31

Develop information identifying the value and functions of wetlands and importance

of healthy wetlands.

Objective 4B. Seek Technical Assistance.

Background

Wetland science is a complex field which requires training in wetland plant

identification, wetland soils and geology, wetland ecology and wetland bird and wildlife

biology. The knowledge that state and federal government staff has acquired in wetland

science should be used and shared to further the Fort Peck's Tribe's wetland goals.

Recommendation #32

When community, public or organizations express interest, state and federal agency

staff should provide assistance in the form of technical documents, information,

flnanciai support (through existing grant programs), and staff expertise. Agency
staff should work in partnership with local groups to tailor activities to meet local

conditions and needs.

Technical assistance and outreach encompass many options for wetlands protection at the

local level. Federal and state agencies should be actively involved in promoting non-

regulatory activities for wetland protection and make sure local governments and others

are aware of technical and financial assistance which is available to them.

Recommendation #33

Seek technical assistance to alleviate river/stream flood flow peaks by promoting

spring- time flooding of wetlands and fields to retain flood waters, and thereby also

enhance wetland habitat and conserve soil moisture.

Objective 4C. Seek wetland conservation funding from a diversity of sources.

Background
The methods that local groups and the state can use to address wetland issues may be

determined in large part by the fijnding available to implement the recommendations. In

light of the tight fiscal constraint that most states face, nontraditional sources of funding

are of growing importance. Money from these sources often is not specifically intended

for wetland conservation.

Recommendation #34

Identify and publicize existing wetland consei-vation funding sources.

Recommendation #35

Prioritize wetland conservation needs and target the limited funding available to

address these priorities.



Objective 5. Improving Regulator} Program Effectiveness

Objective 5A. Improve coordination among regulatory programs and identify,

assess and correct program inefficiencies, gaps and duplication.

Background
Increased coordination and evaluation of current policies and programs will lead to more

effective wetland protection and conservation. Coordination and links among programs

involves capitalizing on opportunities for enhanced wetland protection through a

coordinated and complementary approach rather than working in isolation. Coordination

helps to define conservation priorities, create better use of available finances, staff and

expertise and can help minimize duplicative efforts and inconsistencies at all levels of

government.

Recommendation #36

Evaluate opportunities to streamline regulatoiy programs.

For example, making application forms more user-friendly, shortening permit-processing

time, providing helpflil handbooks to guide citizens and consultants through the

permitting process, installing special telephone-access service and database management

systems to help applicants track the status of their permit applications, and establishing

coordinated state-federal mitigation and permit-processing standards.

Recommendation #37

Increase coordination and links between non-regulator>' and regulatory programs.

For example, high priority wetland sites which are identified for non-regulatory

protection, restoration and enhancement actions also should receive consideration when

mitigation is required under the regulatory process.

Recommendation #38

Strengthen coordination and consistency of agencies with enforcement

responsibilities.

Objective 5B. Develop a Montana wetland mitigation (see wetland mitigation

policy, appendix A) and mitigation banking policy.

Background

A mitigation policy would provide guidance for those involved in the development of

consistent and effective recommendations to protect and conserve wetlands. Application

of the policy would be intended to enable federal, state and private developers to

anticipate recommendations and incorporate mitigation measures into the early stages of

the planning process, thus helping to preclude unnecessary project delay, litigation, and

other problems. Federal policy guidance provides for the establishment, use and

operation of mitigation banks for the purpose of providing compensatory mitigation for

authorized adverse impacts to wetlands and other aquatic resources and to facilitate

wetland mitigation in advance of project impacts in order to offset fijture wetland losses.

Local procedures are needed to implement banking and provide guidance to Montanans.



Recommendation #39

Establish and define the required sequence of alternatives that must be considered

for mitigation of wetlands impacts.

Recommendation #40

Establish guidelines and methods of selecting ecologically desirable and practicable

alternatives which are consistent w ith sequencing and other laws and regulations.

Recommendation #41

Define methods, to be used prior to formulation of mitigation recommendations, for

analyzing and evaluating impacts and elements of a mitigation proposal.

Recommendation #42

Define and establish criteria for in-kind and out-of-kind mitigation and success

criteria and monitoring requirements for mitigation.

Recommendation #43

Develop local mitigation banking procedures, in cooperation with agencies and the

public, to help achieve consistency and flexibility in evaluation of mitigation

banking recommendations throughout the state of Montana.

Recommendation #44

Establish local conditions for banks.

For example, allow for the use of mitigation banks only'when the bank is in the same

hydrologic unit as the affected site.

Recommendation #45

Establish criteria to measure and monitor mitigation banking effectiveness

statewide.

Recommendation #46

Develop guidelines for public review and comment in the development of the

provisions of banking agreements.

V. ASSESSING STRATEGY SUCCESS

The Fort Peck Wetlands Conservation Strateg>' has identified numerous

recommendations to better manage and conser\'e wetlands. Without adequate monitoring

and feedback, not only will progress in achieving goal's be unknown, but there will be

recognition of programs that are particularly effective and those that are not. An
evaluation feedback loop is vital to ensuring that limited staff and financial resources are

being used wisely and effectively.

This section describes the two parts of the Strategy implementation. The first concerns

biennial action plans, how they will be developed, monitored and evaluated against the



recommendations outlined in this document. The second involves the actual monitoring

of wetlands to ultimately measure the success of the Strategy.

Action Plans

The Fort Peck Tribes will develop a detailed action plan based upon the action items

identified in the Strategy. The action plans should outline the specific activities that will

be accomplished to

meet the objectives set forth in the Strategy. Action plans should cover a 2-year period.

Information in the action plans will include:

• The action that will be undertaken;

• The agency or organization or private party bearing primary implementation

responsibility;

• Cooperating agencies and organizations;

• A time line for when the action will be completed;

• Funding needs and resources; and

• An evaluation process.

APPENDIX A.

FORT PECK TRIBES WETLAND MITIGATION POLICY
GUIDANCE

I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This document addresses several priority issues involved in assessing wetland mitigation

proposals. Because of the national priority given to wetlands, that is the habitaj type

emphasized in this guidance. However, many of the principles described herein can

logically be applied to the mitigation of any habitat of concern within tribal lands.

The objective of this policy guidance is to promote consistency when evaluating

mitigation recommendations, while providing flexibility to do what is ecologically

appropriate. Further, this Policy provides direction to help achieve consistent and

effective application in developing mitigation recommendations to protect and consei've

valuable fish and wildlife resources. Application of the Policy is intended to enable

governmental and private developers to anticipate Tribal recommendations and to

incorporate mitigation measures into the early stages of the planning process, thus

helping to preclude unnecessary project delays, litigation, and other problems.

This guidance should be used in conjunction with the Environmental Protection Agency's

Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines of the Clean Water Act (40 CFR 230. 10(a)) and should be

consistent with the provisions and intent of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act

(16U.S.C. 661 et seq.) and the Endangered Species Act (16 U.S. C. 1531 et seq.).

n. BACKGROUND



As clarified by the Memorandum of Agreement between the Department of the Army and

EPA, entitled "Mitigation Guidelines," dated February 6, 1990, compliance with

40 CFR 230.10(d) requires application of a sequence of mitigation in the following order:

A. Avoidance

B. Minimization

C. Compensation (i e., compensator^' mitigation)

Compensatory mitigation is required to offset unavoidable wetland impacts which remain

after all appropriate and practicable avoidance and minimization have been applied. The

Tribal Mitigation Policy, adopted herein, identifies four resource categories that indicate

a recommended level of mitigation consistent with the value of the habitat in question to

an evaluation species. It identifies when habitat may be irreplaceable and when
mitigation of habitat "in-kind" is recommended. The general preference for onsite

mitigation also is addressed.

m. FORMS OF COMPENSATORY MITIGATION

The focus of any mitigation must be the wetland functions that have been affected,

regardless of the approach chosen. Compensatory mitigation may include restoration of

filled, drained, or otherwise altered wetlands; enhancement of existing wetlands, and

creation of wetlands in uplands.

On Tribal lands, the general order of preference for compensator)' mitigation is

restoration, creation, and enhancement. Use of habitat preserv-ation for compensation

normally should be reserved for special situations. Kruczynski (1990b) believes that,

wetland preservation usually should not be considered for compensatory mitigation

because it results in a net loss of wetland fijnction and acreage. Kruczynski maintains

that presei"vation is acceptable only to protect unique and valuable wetlands in danger of

destruction by development, for similar reasons, preservation is generally discouraged as

a form of mitigation. Preferably, it should only be used in conjunction with the other

three forms of mitigation when needed to develop a habitat complex of various wetland

types. Even in such cases, 1 ; 1 credit is usually not appropriate for the preserved acreage

because the values already exist, and merely preserving them makes no contribution to

the Nation's goal of "no net loss" of wetlands. The objective is to offset wetland losses

(see Section IV. B.). However, if opportunities exist to enhance the preserved wetlands,

that option may be more desirable.

Preservation is also acceptable when a potential site constitutes important habitat for a

listed threatened or endangered species. This latter use is appropriate when consistent

with recovery objectives and when the project impacts do not affect listed species. If the

species may be affected, appropriate consultation steps must be undertaken in accordance

with the implementing regulations for section 7 of the Endangered Species Act

which does not authorize "mitigation" per se.



Two or more of the following criteria should be met before deciding that preser\-ation is

an appropriate mitigation approach;

A. The proposed preservation site performs significant physical and/or biological

functions, the preservation of which is very important to the ecosystem or

watershed in which the wetlands are located.

B. The preservation site is relatively rare, of high value to the evaluation species,

and difficult to replace.

C. The site is under imminent threat of loss or degradation due to natural

phenomena or human activities that cannot or likely will not be controlled

through Federal, State, or local regulatory programs, including zoning. The

existence of imminent threat should be supported by substantial clear evidence

of destructive natural phenomena or land use changes which have been

demonstrated by local or regional land use trends.

D. Preser\'ation will be used in conjunction with a more comprehensive

mitigation package involving other mitigation efforts (i.e., creation,

restoration, and enhancement), such that preserx'ation will increase the overall

value of the mitigation area and facilitate effective and efficient management

of a habitat complex.

E. The impacted wetlands are of poor quality and fall under Resource Category 3

or 4 definitions of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Mitigation Policy.

F. The amount of impacted habitat is relatively small.

Where habitats are protected, restored, or targeted for protection or restoration under

Federal programs designed to increase the Nation's wetlands base, the Tribes will not

recommend, support, or advocate the use of such lands as compensator^' mitigation for

habitat losses authorized under the section 10/404 wetlands regulator)' permit program.

This policy extends to Federal programs that protect or restore fish and wildlife habitats

on private lands, and includes, but is not limited to, easement areas associated with

inventon,' and debt restructure properties under the Food Security Act of 1985, as

amended. It also includes lands protected or restored for conserx-'ation purposes under

FSA fee title transfers, lands protected by a habitat management agreement, or wetlands

protected by programs authorized by the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act,

as amended.



rV. METHODS TO QUANTIFY COMPENSATORY MITIGATION NEEDS

A. Scientifically Based Models—Prior to formulation of mitigation

recommendations, tiie impacts of the proposed project or action needs to be

analyzed and evaluated. When applicable, the "Habitat Evaluation

Procedures" or other evaluation systems may be used as a tool for assessing

the effects of wetland impacts (Solomon and Sexton 1993). In order to

achieve general consistency, the use of a scientifically based habitat

assessment methodology is recommended when time and resources allow.

King et al. (1993) suggested that field offices use a standard methodology for

requiring mitigation ratios. That methodology should take into consideration

fijture with-project and fiiture without-project scenarios over time, this will

account for temporal loss of habitat value.

King and Adler (1991) propose a method of detennining an appropriate

replacement ratio that is based on the level and rate of fianctional replacement.

It requires the use of wetland function assessment methods. The Corps of

Engineers, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Fish and Wildlife

Service, and Environmental Protection Agency are developing a method to

assess wetland flinctions that is based on hydrogeomorphic characteristics of

wetlands. This method will allow determination of mitigation ratios by

comparing ftinctional capacity units lost in impacted wetlands to FCU's
generated in compensatory mitigation wetlands (Smith et al. 1995).

The hydrogeomorphic method assesses wetland functions on an areal basis

and can be used to determine the amount of created or restored wetland

required for compensatory mitigation. For example, if the impacted wetland

has low flinctional capacity per unit area, a: restored wetland could have a

higher fijnctional capacity per unit area and compensate for the lost wetlands

with a smaller amount of area. The HGM may eventually replace the policy

of simple ratios for compensatory mitigation, but at this point, it is uncertain

whether HGM will live up to its intended objective as an effective rapid

assessment methodology.

You may choose to develop new methodologies with your interagency

counterparts that are tailored to specific area needs. It is recommended that

tribe coordinate with counterpart State and Federal agencies in attempts

to reach agreement on use of similar methodologies for evaluating wetlands

flinctions and \alues.

The Midcontinent Ecological Science Center, Biological Research Division

U.S. Geological Survey (formerly National Ecology Research Center) in

Ft. Collins, Colorado, can be contacted to aid in the development of reliable

assessment models, but they may require reimbursement. Contact the

Landscape and Habitat Analysis Branch, i e . Richard Stiehl at (970) 226-

9421.



B. Use of Ratios-The use of site-specific ratios in assessing compensatory

mitigation can be best applied in situations when tlie management potential of

a particular mitigation site has been assessed through scientific means and

when the types and quality of habitat affected by project impacts are relatively

consistent. However, that combination is uncommon.

When the same mitigation site is used to mitigate separate impacted habitats

that have equal habitat suitability value, the acreage tradeoff ratio will be the

same each time, thereby reducing the need for site-by-site determinations.

However, when the habitat quality of an impacted site is different from

previously evaluated areas, a site-specific habitat assessment of the impacted

area may be necessary to derive the appropriate amount of compensation

needed. In other words, impacted habitats that perform different levels of

funcfions and that have different values may warrant the use of different

mitigation ratios.

In view of the fact that staff time and funding are rarely available to do

adequate site-specific studies, to develop models, or even to interpret existing

models, the tribes have decided that general guidance and replacement ratios

need to be available for use by field biologists.

Neither the Corps, EPA, NRCS, nor the Service has an official national policy

that specifies replacement ratios for compensatory mitigation. Recently

published regulations for the establishment, use, and operation of

compensatory mitigation banks recommend the use of functional assessment

methods to determine the amount of compensator}' mitigation credits available

at a mitigafion bank and the debits created by filling wetlands and loss of

other aquatic resources. However, if an

appropriate flincfional assessment technique is not available, then acreage

may be used instead (Department of the Army et al. 1995).

The 1990 MOA between EPA and the Army regarding determination of

mitigation under the Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines states that

replacement ratios may be greater than 1 : 1 where the functions and values of

the area being impacted are demonstrably higher than the functions and values

of the replacement wetlands, or where the likelihood of success of the

mitigation project is low. On the other hand, it states that the replacement

ratio may be less than 1 ; 1 for areas where the functions and values associated

with the impacted wetland are low and the likelihood of success of the

mitigation project is high. The Tribes disagree with the latter option because

ratios of less than 1 : 1 do not contribute to the national goal of "no net loss"

and probably could not be justified on the basis of impacts to all the wetland

functions.



Kruczynski (1990b) proposes ratios based on the method of compensatory

mitigation used and the timing of the compensation Up front compensatory

mitigation that provides fijlly functional created or restored wetlands prior to

initiation of the permitted work would require all replacement ratio. If

performed concurrently, wetland restoration would require a 1 5;1

replacement ratio, while wetland creation would require a 2.1 replacement

ratio, and wetland enhancement would require a 3:1 replacement ratio.

King and Adler (1991) cite the following reasons for compensatory mitigation

ratios greater than 1:1:

1. Time is required for the created or restored wetland to replace the

functions lost in natural wetlands.

2. The functions performed by wetlands created or restored in the

future are not equal, in terms of present worth, to the impacted

wetlands.

3. Created or restored wetlands cannot always provide fiiU

replacement of fijnctions even if they are considered successful.

4. Created or restored wetlands do not always function as expected so

there is a need for some margin of safety to replace lost flinctions.

Replacement ratios of greater than 1 : 1 have been required because of the

uncertainty of wetland creation and the amount of time required to develop

fully functioning^ wetlands from either an area that will be allowed to

revegetate naturally or planted with seedlings of wetland species (Kruczynski

1990a and 1990b; Kusler and Kentula 1990). According to Kusler and

Kentula (1990), the most difficult wetlands to create or restore are isolated

freshwater wetlands, particularly forested wetlands fed by ground water,

because establishing the proper hydrology is difficult.

King and Bohlen (1994) report that little data is available on the cost

effectiveness of projects undertaken as mitigation under the section 404

program. However, the data that was available rex'ealed "that these projects

have been generally under fijnded and ineffective and have had extraordinarv'

high failure rates. Studies sampling mitigation projects in Florida, California,

and the mid-Atlantic States, for example, have found that over 50 percent of

mitigation projects failed."

The Tribes to take the position that it is usually appropriate to strive for

greater than 1 : 1 replacement ratio of habitat. To ensure achievement of full

replacement of functions, a minimum ratio of 1.5 acres to 1 acre should be

advocated when practicable. An appropriate exception would be where

restoration has been done in advance, the habitat is established, and the



desired functions have been scientifically assessed, or where there is a good
history of success of such projects (e.g., restoration of hydrology in drained

prairie potholes through plugging of drains).

Such an approach will ensure that other wetland functions, which are not

easily quantified, are taken into consideration in the context of no net loss of

overall wetland functions. It also will help account for the values lost through

time until the replacement habitat is fully functioning. Last but not least,

experience and follow up studies have shown that for a variety of reasons

mitigation rarely achieves the desired goal of "no net loss" and 1:1

replacement of lost or damaged functions. Key factors include inadequate

preconstruction planning and investigation (e.g., acquisition of necessary

hydrological data); inadequate fianding of initial development and operation,

maintenance, and replacement costs; lack of or inadequate monitoring; and
lack of contingency measures that can be readily implemented when problems

arise.

Acreage replacement ratios may be based upon wetland functions, value to

select species (as may be assessed by best professional judgment and current

assessment methodologies), acreage, and cover type of the wetland to be
altered. Also factors such as timing, type, practicability, and location of
mitigation to be performed may be addressed. See the flow chart in

Appendix C for the preference of mitigation strategies.

Tribal biologists should continue to use professional judgment on site-specific

applicability, but variances that would result in less acreage of mitigation from

the recommended ratios should be documented with appropriate rationale.



The guidance put forth here does not supersede existing Federal or State laws

or regulations Where Federal and State requirements differ, the more

stringent ratios should apply. These ratios also can be applied for

compensation of important upland habitat losses. When possible, mitigation

sites should be protected by title transfers or easements. The following ratios

are Fort Peck Tribes recommended minimum requirement :*

Advance creation 1.5

1

Concurrent creation 2

1.5

Advance restoration 1.5

1

Concurrent restoration 2

1.5

Advance enhancement 3

2

Concurrent enhancement 4

3

1 (forested, scrub-shrub)

1 (emergent)

1 (forested, scrub-shrub)

1 (emergent)

1 (forested, scrub-shrub)

1 (emergent)

1 (forested, scrub-shrub)

1 (emergent)

1 (forested, scrub-shrub)

1 (emergent)

1 (forested, scrub-shrub)

1 (emergent)

* these ratios are believed to be generally consistent with those in use m man>' parts of the

country.

PRESERVATION ratios will be determined on a case-by-case basis but usually should

be at least in the range of 4:1 to 5:1, depending on the value of the impacted habitat

compared to the preserved habitat. Exceptions as low as 2:1 may be made when the

preserved land comprises less than 50 percent of the total acreage of wetlands in a

comprehensive effort to restore and enhance a habitat complex (e.g., prairie wetland

types). Other exceptions may be made when the preserved habitat is rare, unique, and/or

essentially irreplaceable (e.g.. Resource Category 1), or when it provides important

habitat for a listed or candidate threatened and endangered species.

UPLAND habitat normally should be created or restored to offset losses of in-kind

habitat. However, sometimes upland habitat that is restored or created adjacent to a

wetland may be substituted for part of the replacement of previously degraded or altered

wetlands, if deemed critical for wetland fijnctions at the mitigation site. Examples of key

functions provided by uplands include buffering from disturbance, filtering of sediments

to prevent premature wetland aging, and enhancing bird habitat.

Most biologists recommend a minimum of 4: 1 upland grass cover to wetlands for

improving waterfowl brood habitat around seasonal wetlands and for nongame bird

habitat. However, large, contiguous, undisturbed blocks of dense cover (e.g., 300 acres

within 4 square miles) are needed to secure waterfowl nesting from predators. The

Conservation Reserve Program Rule allows a ratio of 6:1 acres of uplands, including

natural wetlands and restored prior converted wetlands, to be accepted under CP23 when

they surround a newly restored, cropped wetland.



However, substitutions of upland habitat for wetland habitat may not be acceptable to the

Corps or EPA unless a thorough fianctional analysis (e.g., HGM) documents the upland's

value.

The above ratios for scrub-shrub and forested wetlands are more stringent than those for

emergent habitat because it takes many years for planted saplings to duplicate the

functions and values of the mature vegetation that existed previously. Also, forested and

scrub-shrub compensatory mitigation sites generally have lower success rates than

emergent wetland systems. The ratios for enhancement account for the fact that the

habitat already exists and is fianctioning. Therefore, significant additions to existing

functions will be required to offset the net loss of productive wetland acreage.

V. COMPENSATORY MITIGATION TOOLS

A. Individual Mitigation Projects—Individual mitigation projects are those projects

which will compensate for impacts resulting from an individual or standard Corps

permit as defined in the "1990 MOA between the EPA and the Department of the

Army Concerning Mitigation under the Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1)

Guidelines " These projects have value and should be given full consideration when
selecting compensatory mitigation. However, be cognizant of the fact that

individual "band aid" mitigation projects, especially when small, are difTicult to

monitor; and, as demonstrated via follow up evaluations, they often fall short of

success. Thus, mitigation banking or other options may be preferred.

B. Mitigation Banking—Mitigation banking refers to the restoration, creation, and/or

enhancement of wetlands expressly for the purpose of providing compensation in

advance of or concurrent with proposed or ftiture wetland impacts. It requires the

interagency approval of a mitigation banking instrument. As such, this section of

the Tribal guidance does not apply to mitigation measures established by Congress

as part of the authorization for a federally constructed water project.

The Tribes strongly encourages use of a team approach to planning banks, establishing

procedures for debiting and crediting, and monitoring success. It should be used as a

general guide for all banking projects. Advance crediting may be necessary to enable

desirable banks to be established. However, it is recommended that such actions be

closely scrutinized, especially if creation is involved. Generally, the Tribes prefer that all

construction on the bank site be completed, the needed hydrology be established,

functional criteria set and habitat development at least begin to demonstrate success

before any credits are given.

At a minimum, advance crediting should be commensurate with the level of habitat

development in the bank as determined by the Mitigation Bank Review Team. For

example, if the hydrology has been successfiilly established, you may provide some
percent of credit (e.g., 15 percent) for that progress. Advance crediting also may be

appropriate where restoration will be used and past e.xperience indicates a high likelihood

of success in that ecoregion and habitat type.



Most compensator' mitigation banks require replacement ratios between 1 1 and 2:

1

(Environmental Law Institute 1994), According to the Environmental Law Institute

(1994), there are five reasons why compensatory mitigation ratios are used:

1. To compare values of dissimilar wetlands.

2. To encourage restoration over enhancement or creation.

3. To compensate for the uncertainty that created or restored wetlands will duplicate

the functions of natural wetlands.

4. In case the fully functioning created or restored wetlands will not function as well

as the natural wetlands that are impacted.

5. As an incentive to delay the use of mitigation bank credits until full functional

success has been attained at the bank site.

Mitigation banking can have some relevant advantages, particularly if (a) benefits are

provided up front and (b) larger, better funded, and better managed wetland projects can

be implemented. It is particularly useful for linear projects (e.g., highways and pipelines)

that have many small fills that are difficult to mitigate but which can be cumulatively

significant biologically. Depending on the terrain, it can be very difficult for such

projects to avoid all wetland impacts. Therefore, sound mitigation banking projects

should be encouraged, but they must be carefully planned and monitored. Also,

responsible owners must be in charge of such banks, and necessary operating and

maintenance fijnding must be legally ensured (e.g., via performance bonds).

Banks on public lands, other than National Wildlife Refuges, may be appropriate for

projects that impact public lands, that are surrounded by public lands, or that benefit the

public (e.g., highway projects), or where it is demonstrated to be a significantly

ecologically preferable alternative.

C. Mitigation Funds—Mitigation funds or in-lieu fee programs wherein contributions

from several mitigators are pooled to be used for one large fliture mitigation project

are not mitigation banking per se but may in certain cases be an acceptable form of

compensatory mitigation. It is mentioned as a type of mitigation to be considered

along with mitigation banking in the Corps' latest notice on Nationwide Permits,

published in the Federal Register on December 13, 1996 (Vol. 61, No. 241) (see

page 65922).



Establishment of a fund may be effective in mitigating small wetland impacts for

which the Corps routinely does not require compensator)' mitigation, or where

applicants are unlikely to develop adequate compensator}' mitigation projects on

their own. This type of mitigation has advantages similar to mitigation banks in

that several mitigators can combine efforts to create a more substantial and

effective mitigation project. However, there are inherent risks associated with its

use. For example, pooled contributions are often used for after-the-fact mitigation.

The Tribes must be convinced, after considering the risks involved, that the

mitigation project will be completed in accordance with a written proposal and in a

timely manner. The mitigation project must be identified and clearly defined. A
habitat assessment should be performed up front to determine mitigation project

benefits and the amount of contribution required from the applicants/mitigators.

An account must be established to hold monetary contributions until project

implementation. The Fish and Wildlife Foundation has provided that fiinction for

mitigation projects on National Wildlife Refuges. Nonprofit organizations, such as

the Nature Conservancy, State agencies, and county governments, also may be

capable of providing that fijnction.

Applicants must be willing to contribute money up front, so that the project will

begin as soon as sufficient startup funds are collected, and mitigation near the area

of impact is still preferred.

VI. ACCEPTABILITY OF OUT-OF-KIND/OUT-OF-BASIN COMPENSATION

The 1990 .Axmy/EPA Mitigation MOA states that in-kind compensatory mitigation is

preferable to out-of-kind compensatory mitigation. This MOA also requires the

consideration of functions and values lost from the impacted area and their replacement

through compensatory mitigation. In-kind compensation is defined in the "Mid-Atlantic

Regional Guidelines on the Establishment and Operation of Wetland Mitigation Banks,"

dated November 1994, as the replacement of a specific wetland type, based upon the

Cowardin classification system, with the same wetland type (Department of the Army
1996).

In-kind replacement refers to construction of a wetland that is hydrologically,

structurally, and functionally equivalent to the impacted wetland (Eckles et al. 1994).

The main goal of the replacement wetland is to perform the values and fimctions of the

impacted wetland, thereby achieving a no-net-loss goal.



The Tribes promotes comparable in-kind replacement of all important wetland functions,

taking into account temporal losses due to the time required for the compensated

wetlands to become fully functional. For example, Eckles et al (1994) agree that a long

time is required to replace forested wetland communities. Shortly after the replacement

wetland is constructed with the planned vegetation composition, it will probably not

resemble the impacted wetland in terms of age, community structure, vigor, and growth

potential. Therefore, Eckles et al. (1994) consider forested wetland replacement to be

out-of-kind compensator)' mitigation, at least in the short term, because there are

differences in wetland function and values between the constructed wetland and the

impacted wetland. Out-of-kind compensatory mitigation for forested wetland impacts

cannot be avoided, but it can eventually achieve in-kind replacement with careflil

planning, construction in compliance with the plans for the wetland, and long-term

management and monitoring (Eckles et al. 1994).

The construction of ponds, with or without palustrine emergent wetlands along the fringe

of the pond, is not in-kind compensatory- mitigation for impacts to forested wetlands. In-

kind compensation is generally recommended because it promotes compensation for all

wetland functions impacted. However, where a particular wetland type may be prevalent

in an ecosystem, it may be ecologically preferable to compensate in habitat types or

ecosystems that are more endangered or less common. Also, when in-kind habitat

replacement is impracticable or technically infeasible, out-of-kind compensatory

mitigation can be used. For example, out-of-kind mitigation may be acceptable if the

mitigation site will result in significantly higher habitat value than the wetland impact

site, or if the mitigation site is of equal habitat value, yet is more important to the overall

ecosystem or priority species.

Normally, mitigation should take place in the same basin where the impacts occur to help

ensure mitigation of affected flinctions. However, out-of-basin compensator}- mitigation

may be acceptable if it is beneficial to the impacted species, supportable ecologically, and

compatible with other Tribal mitigation objectives for the affected geographic areas.

Vn. ENDANGERED SPECIES ISSUES EV THE CONTEXT OF MITIGATION

To ensure that mitigation sites will not adversely affect listed or candidate species and/or

their critical habitat, the following must be considered:

A. Evaluate effects to threatened and endangered species when considering

compensatory mitigation proposals that result in habitat changes (i.e.,

enhancement and creation of wetlands).

B. Address all indirect, secondary, and cumulative effects of mitigation proposals;

keeping in mind a goal of beneficial, insignificant, discountable, or no adverse

effects on protected species.



C. When species may be affected, coordinate closely with field office endangered

species biologists regarding potential impacts and section 7 consultation

responsibilities.

D. Look for opportunities to benefit candidate as well as listed species, to help

preclude the need for eventual listing or to speed recovery.

Vm. IMPROVING CREATION AND RESTORATION SUCCESS

Kusler and Kentula (1990) summarize factors affecting the success of wetland creation

and restoration:

A. Restoration or creation of a wetland cannot completely duplicate a natural

wetland, but some wetland systems can be approximated. Individual wetland

fianctions can be restored or created.

B. Partial failures are common. Some of the reasons include;

1. Lack of basic scientific knowledge.

2. Lack of expertise in design.

3. Lack of supervision during implementation.

4. Improper site conditions, such as water depth, hydroperiod, substrate,

nutrients, and grades.

5. Exotic species colonizing the site.

6. Herbivory by geese, muskrats, and deer.

7. Destruction of vegetation or soil by catastrophic events.

8. Lack of adherence to project plans.

9. Failure to protect sites from human impacts such as sediments, toxics,

vehicles, livestock and water pumping.

10. Failure to maintain planned wetland hydrology.

1 1

.

Failure to monitor

C. Success varies with wetland type and goals for wetland functions and target

species.

D. Not all wetland functions can be created or restored to the same degree.



E. Short-term success may diflfer from long-term success because the constructed

or restored wetland may not continue to function over time.

F. The ability to assess, recreate, and manipulate hydrology is important for long-

term success.

G. Successful creation or restoration of wetlands depends upon the ability to

manage, protect, and manipulate the projects and surrounding land over long

periods of time.

H. Careful supervision and project design by knowledgeable personnel is

necessary for successfiil wetland creation and restoration.

1. Site-specific analysis of factors is needed for improving the chances of success

for each wetland creation or restoration project. There is no "cook book" for

creation or restoring wetlands.

Kusler and Kentula (1990) make several recommendations to improve the success of

wetland creation and restoration;

A. A wetland restoration and creation proposal must be reviewed with great care

because there are many factors affecting the potential success of the project.

B. Multi-disciplinary expertise and careful supervision are required for project

planning, implementation, and monitoring, with any necessary corrective

measures.

C. Well-defined, site-specific goals should be defined to determine proposed

wetland characteristics and flinctions.

D. Detailed plans of the project should be prepared in advance so that they can be

reviewed by the permitting agencies to evaluate the site-specific goals and

probability of success.

E. Assessment of the functions and values of the impacted wetland should be done

to help define the goals of the wetland creation or restoration project and

evaluate its success.

F. Wetland hydrology (e.g., water depths, hydroperiod. and nutrient

concentrations) must be carefully considered in the project design.

G. Created or restored wetlands should be designed to be self-sustaining for

lone-term existence



H. The design of the wetland should be considered in relation to other wetlands

and communities in the watershed.

I. Buffers, barriers, and other mechanisms should be considered to protect the

project site.

J. Wetland restoration should be preferred to creation because restoration has a

greater chance of success.

K. Monitoring and corrective measures, which are usually required for success,

should be incorporated into the project.

L. Long-term management may be required to ensure continuous functioning of

the project.

M. Compensation ratios greater than 1 : 1 should be used to account for the risks

and uncertainties inherent in wetland creation and restoration. Standards for

corrective measures also should be incorporated in the project plans and

designs.

X. STANDARD PERMIT REQUIREMENTS REGARDING COMPENSATORY
MITIGATION

A. Success Criteria and Monitoring Requirements--The Tribes should

encourage Corps Districts to develop standard monitoring requirements and

success criteria, when applicable. For example, a permit condition could

include the standard that an 80 percent revegetation success rate of target

species at target size (e.g., specified dbh) will be achieved by the end of the

second growing season. Furthermore, it could require provision of

photographic documentation after planting at 3- and 5-year intervals.

B. Performance Bonds—Performance bonding is typically used in mitigation

banking to ensure project success. However, performance bonds also can be

used to help ensure implementation of an individual mitigation project in those

situations where factors such as the following are involved: (a) the need for

expeditious permit issuance, (b) large projects, (c) very complex mitigation, or

(d) a developer with uncertain fiscal capability.

XL MITIGATION FOLLOW-UP

Follow-up evaluation of permitted compensatory mitigation is strongly recommended in

order to improve the effectiveness of Tribal recommendations. It also will be an

inducement for developers to meet their requirements and will provide useful information

for enforcement efforts. The following guidance can be used to assist in follow up

evaluations:



A. Randomly select previously permitted sites to review, and schedule time at the

beginning of the fiscal year to ensure these inspections will be completed.

During the year, also select ongoing, potentially problematic permit and project

actions that should be monitored. Time intervals for monitoring are at the staff

biologist's or field supervisor's discretion.

B. The results of follow-up and monitoring can be used to improve mitigation

success and recommendations made by the Tribe. Therefore, you may wish to

focus on important projects, complex mitigation, certain contractors, and where

experimental techniques and construction designs will be employed, especially

for creation and enhancement. Report the results to the Corps and EPA for

follow up actions or remedial measures as needed. The Corps is supposed to

take action if a permittee is not in compliance with mitigation requirements of

the section 404 permit, in accordance with 33 CFR 326.

C. When available, use Corps data bases (e.g., RAMS and LANS Systems) to help

track issued permits and to identify the type and timing of mitigation required

in the permit conditions.

D. When possible, conduct follow-up and monitoring studies with interagency

teams. Such an approach likely will result in more successful identification of

problems and initiation of corrective actions.

APPENDIX B.

DEFINITIONS OF FORMS OF COMPENSATORY
MITIGATION

A. Restoration—The process of returning the functions of a disturbed, degraded, or

totally altered site to its original status before it was damaged. The focus often is

restoration of the hydrology to the original contour and restoration of the original

plant community to the extent practicable. In most situations, this form of

mitigation yields the greatest benefit with the least amount of risk. Therefore,

restoration should generally be given priority over other forms of compensator^'

mitigation. Emphasis should be placed on restoring highly deteriorated sites where

benefits are greatest. An example of indirect restoration might be to fence wetlands

to preclude further damage from livestock and thus enable recovery. Other

examples of restoration include removal of silt caused by erosion to approximately

the original profile.

B. Enhancement—The process of improving one or more functions of an existing

wetland or improving the capability to manage the wetland to achieve certain

wildlife objectives (e.g., moist soil management). This type of mitigation also can

be achieved without too much risk of failure and can be valuable; however, it does

not usually yield nearly the level of increased overall benefits provided by

restoration. Because the area affected is already in wetland status, enhancement of

habitat value may not compensate partially or fully for loss of other wetland



functions such as floodwater storage or water purification (wliich may be a critical

element lost). Furthermore, conversion of one wetland type to another may be an

appropriate habitat management tool on reflige lands, but be careftil when giving

credit for enhancement on private lands. By converting a wetland you probably

have not contributed to the "no net loss" goal. You should document the benefits

versus the losses of functions or EPA or the Corps may not agree that this form of

compensation is acceptable.

Examples of enhancement include creating some open water in a cattail-choked

Vk'etland, installment of water control structures, construction of nesting islands,

bottom recontouring to provide a variety of water depths, construction of berins to

prevent flooding and sih deposition, acquisition or development of a more secure

water supply, or enlargement of a wetland. When enlarging a wetland, efforts

should be made to design the contours of the wetland so inundated temporary and

seasonal wetlands are replaced, when practicable and desirable from a wildlife

management standpoint.

C. Creation—The process of converting an upland site to a fiinctional wetland. This

form of mitigation sometimes has a high degree of failure in some complex

ecosystems (e.g., estuaries). Hence, it should generally not be considered unless

restoration opportunities are not available. However, this approach also has proven

to be a workable, preferable approach to enhancement in some other ecosystems

(e.g., in prairie wetlands and subirrigated meadows) and should be considered when
applicable.

D. Presen'ation—The process of ensuring perpetual existence of wetland flinctions.

Preservation may be implemented through structural means or changes in land

ownership and land use. Under exceptional circumstances, the preser\'ation of

existing wetland areas may be used as the sole or partial basis for compensating

wetland losses. While this mitigative form does not yield additional wetland

functions, it can be an effective tool in maintaining wetland values that surely would

be lost without such measures. It also is appropriate to use on a limited basis for

rare habitat types (e.g., saline wetlands in eastern Nebraska) and habitat types that

are difficult to create or irreplaceable (e.g., high elevation fens). However, Region 6

generally discourages this alternative, particularly when used solely.

APPENDIX D.

WETLAND CLASSIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT

Background
Wetland classification is intended to define different type of wetlands, while

wetland assessments are intended to evaluate the functions of a wetland. Sex'eral

classification and assessment methods exist or are being developed and refined. These

have been developed for different situations and/or different uses.

The purpose of the assessment is to determine the "importance" of a wetland and

then the potential need to protect, preser\'e, or maintain such importance if the wetland



was developed or modified in some way. This "importance" has typically been described

in terms of fUnctions and values. The functions of a wetland are those self-sustaining

properties of a wetland that exist in the absence of society. Functions can result from

both living and non-living components of a specific wetland. Functions relate to the

ecological significance of wetland properties without regard to subjective human values

or without a human value being placed upon that function. Values are benefits that derive

from one or more fijnctions and the physical characteristics associated with a wetla.nd.

The value of a particular wetland function is based on human judgment of the worth,

merit, quality or importance attributed to those fijnctions.

The following are some classification and assessment methods that are being used

or developed for Montana.

Hydrogeomorphic Functional Assessment (HGMA)
The HGMA method is being developed by the Corps of Engineers in conjunction

with other federal agencies and the academic community. This approach is based upon a

hydrogeomorphic classification of wetlands to assess wetland functions (Brinson). It

intends to satisfy technical and regulatory requirements, and a variety of other local

government planning and management situations requiring assessment of wetland

functions. Federal regulations require the use of the HGMA for all 404 permits where the

HGMA methods have been developed at the regional level. However, at this time, no

regional guidebooks are complete. Currently, two HGMA Guidebooks are being

developed in Montana for wetland assessments one for montane pothole and one for

riverine wetlands for the Northern Rockies Intermountain West Region. These

guidebooks are due out in the fall of 1997 and 1998.

Proper Functioning Conditioning (PFC)

The Bureau of Land Management and the Forest Ser\'ice are required to put all

riparian and wetland areas in proper fijnctioning condition using the principles in

Riparian Area Management, Process for Assessing Proper Functioning Condition on

running water (lotic) areas and for still water (lentic) areas. Areas are classified as

properly functioning, functional-at risk, nonfunctioning or unknown. The minimum
requirement for assessment is a qualitative, rapid assessment using a checklist.

A quantified, more detailed procedure has been developed by BLM and the

Montana Riparian and Wetland Association for running water (lotic), still water (lentic)

and large river systems. It's procedure is also being used by the Bureau of Reclamation,

Bureau of Indian Affairs, various Tribes, Fish and Wildlife Service, National Park

Service, National Resource Conservation Service, and private companies. Field data are

collected and the communities and habitat types are determined using Classification and

Management of Montana's Riparian and Wetland Sites (Hansen et al. 1995). The data are

used in a rating system and functioning condition of the area is calculated. The database

is available on internet (HTTP//:www. rwrp.umt.edu).

Cowardin Classification and tlie National Wetland Inventor^' (NWI)
In 1974, the U..S. Fish and Wildlife Service was directed to design and conduct

the National Wetlands Inventory to establish a wetland database for the entire nation.



This mandate came from a growing awareness that wetlands provide many ecological and

social values, and that wetlands are disappearing at a rapid but poorly documented rate.

NWl was designed with two goals in mind; one, classify and map the nation's wetlands,

and two, develop statistics with which to evaluate wetland status and trends. NWI is

based on the Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States by

Cov^'ardin et al. 1979. This classification is intended to describe ecological taxa, arrange

them in a system usefial to resource managers, farnish units for mapping, and provide

uniformity of concepts and terms.

Montana Department of Transportation Wetland Field Evaluation

Other methods have been developed to assess wetland factors in Montana. The

Montana Department of Transportation and other agencies have developed a Wetland

Field Evaluation Form for reviewing proposed transportation projects. This method is

used to evaluate small projects that have no more than minimal adverse impacts to

wetland resources.
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DRAFT
BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

FORT PECK RESERVATION RURAL WATER SUPPLY PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

Provisions of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (as amended) direct federal agencies to seek

to conserve tlueatened and endangered species and to ensure that actions authorized, ftjnded, or

carried out by them are not Ukely to jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or

endangered species, or result in adverse modification of their critical habitats. This Biological

Assessment (BA) documents the assessment of possible effects from the proposed Fort Peck

Reservation Rural Water Supply (FPRRWS) project on listed species and proposed designated

critical habitat known to occur in the affected area. It serves as the document under Section 7 of

the Endangered Species Act for consultation on the pallid sturgeon (endangered), piping plover

(threatened), interior least tern (endangered), bald eagle (threatened), and whooping crane

(endangered), and also for conferencing on the critical habitat for piping plover (proposed).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT '_

Congress authorized funding for the FPRRWS under PL 106-382, 1 14 Stat, 1451 at SI 75

million, with additional funding fi-om the state of Montana and the Dry Prairie water users

contributing another $17 million. Considering all funding sources, the total projected cost of the

project in 1998 dollars is $192 million. Because the project would be constructed over a 10-year

period, this authorized funding amount would be adjusted for inflation.

When completed, the project would serve a maximum of about 27,434 people. The population

of the service area in 1990 was 24,829 (10,722 in Fort Peck ser\'ice area and 14,107 in Dry

Prairie service area). The 2000 census shows that the population for the combined Fort Peck and

Dry Prairie service areas is 23,106 persons.

After the project is constructed, 25 full-time employees would be needed for operation and

maintenance of both the Reservation and Dry Prairie service areas, whh an annual budget of

$3,572 million.

The Fort Peck Tribes have federal reserved water rights for 1 million acre-feet from the Missouri

River dating from 1888. Most water rights in the western United States have priority dates based

on when water was first put to beneficial use (e.g., agriculture). However, federal reserved water

rights for Indian reservations and other federally reserved lands have priorities dating back to at

least as early as establishment of reservations, even if water use on the reserved lands began at a

much later date. The proposed project would use about 6,200 acre-feet each year. The Tribes

have agreed to provide the Dry Prairie service area water from tribal water rights at no cost for

the life of the project.

Major components of the proposed project include the following:



Intake Structure near Poplar

A screened intake would be constructed in the channel of the Missouri River near Poplar, for a

distance of about 1 50 feet, to withdraw water into two 42-inch, non-metallic pipes (see attached

figure). The intake and mesh size (0.25 inches or smaller) of the screen on the intake structure

would be designed so that water velocities entering the intake would not exceed 0.50 feet per

second. The intake structures would be placed in a sump and the 42-inch pipes would be placed

in a trench in the river bottom that would be excavated from a barge.

Raw water would be conveyed in the 42-inch pipes to a wet well located beyond the 100-year

floodplain. The gradient of the pipe would be designed so that water would be delivered from

the intake by gravity. The wet well would be constixicted to a depth of about 30 feet to allow

gravity flow from the intake. The wet well would be about 15 feet in diameter to accommodate
vertical turbine pumps placed in the well to lift water to the treatment plant. Pumping units

would be housed in a facility with heat and ventilation and would be equipped with cranes to

remove and repair the pumps. The water intake also would be equipped with air for delivery to

the intake screens to keep them free from debris that could restrict water intake.

The Department of the Interior (Bureau of Reclamation or Bureau of Indian Affairs) would
monitor the operation of the project for entrainment of sturgeon larvae and other small

organisms. The intake structure would be designed so that a small-mesh (1/8") modified fyke

net could be placed at the junction of the intake pipes and the wet well. The net would be
suspended in the water stream supplying the wet well to collect lar\'al fish, fish eggs, and other

small organisms. Sampling in this fashion will take place each year during the period ofMay 15

to July 30. The nets would be operated at least 5 times, no less than one week apart, with a

minimum of twelve hours of sampling time (nets would probably have to be removed and
cleaned several times during sampling time) per sample period. Larval fish would be retained in

the sampling nets, presei"ved, quantified, and identified to species. An annual monitoring report

would be prepared and submitted by the agencies to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. If pallid

sturgeon larvae are found in the intake structure (i.e., wet well), consultation would be reinitiated

under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act.

Water Treatment Plant

A conventional water treatment plant is proposed for the project. Conventional water treatment

involves coagulation/flocculation, sedimentation, filtration to remove suspended particles from
the raw water, and disinfection of filtered water to kill microorganisms. Other conventional

water treatments may also include activated-carbon absorption, alum and cation coagulation, pH
modification, corrosion inhibition, and fluoridation. The water treatment would be designed to

treat a maximum of 13.099 million gallons per day.

Pumping Stations and Reservoirs

Twenty primary pumping stations on the core pipeline system and 90 smaller pumping stations

on branch lines are proposed to move water throughout the project area. Each primary pumping
station would have four pumps. One pump would have the capacity to provide one-half the daily



maximum demand. Each primary pumping station would have backaip pumps that would be

available for emergency use.

Pumping stations would be operated by electricity from local distribution lines and would be

equipped with heating and ventilation equipment. Pumping stations with electrical demands

greater than 5 horsepower would require three-phase power, whereas smaller pumps would need

one-phase power. Three-phase power is currently available for pumping stations at all locations

on the main pipeline system. Some upgrades may be required on existing electrical distribution

systems along branch lines off the main pipeline system. The twenty primary pumping stations

would have a diesel backup generator in the event of electrical power failure. Pumping stations

would also be used as access points to add additional chlorine to the system if necessary.

Each pumping station would have an associated storage tank. Storage tanks would provide water

when short-term demands during peak-use periods are greater than can be supplied by the

pipeline.

Pipeline Transmission System

The pipeline for the project (Figure 2) would extend about 3,191 miles and have pipelines

ranging from 2 to 24 inches in diameter (Table 1). Approximately 1,370 miles of pipeline would

be placed in the Fort Peck service area and 1,820 miles would be in the Dry Prairie service area

(Table 1). Maximum pressures in the pipeline would be 200 pounds per square inch. Pipe sizes

were determined by use of a hydraulic model that analyzed projected water demands at various

locations, topographic features that affect pumping requirements, and electricity sources and

costs.

Table 1

Miles of Pipeline by Diameter, for the Fort Peck Reservation and

Dry Prairie Service Areas

Pipe Diameter



Construction would not occur within line of sight of occupied piping plover and least tern

nesting habitat during the critical time between nest initiation and fledging. This can be

expected to occur between May and August.

Monitor the intake annually for the presence of pallid sturgeon larvae.

Reinitiate consultation with USFWS if pallid sturgeon lar\'ae are found in the intake.

Reinitiate consultation is additional species are listed or species status changes.

To help ensure that these commitments are implemented and successful, a team of resource

specialists representing state and federal agencies and project sponsors will be assembled prior to

initiation of construction activities. This team will monitor construction and operation phases of

the project for compliance with environmental commitments.

PROJECT AREA DESCRIPTION

The project area for the proposed FPRRWS includes all or parts of Valley, Daniels, and Sheridan

counties - approximately 7,800 square miles - in northeastern Montana. Vegetation on the

Reservation and Dry Prairie ser\'ice area is typical of the northern Great Plains with an

interspersion of native plant conimunities and cropland (primarily hay and small grains). Within

the project area, approximately 60 percent is cropland, 30 percent is rangeland, 5 percent is

riparian/wetland, and the remainder is developed or barren land. Croplands produce mainly

small grains or hay, or are idle in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).

Because approximately 60 to 80 percent of native grasslands in the Northern Great Plains have

been converted to croplands, remaining tracts of prairie have become a valuable resource for

native plants of cultural and medicinal value and for wildlife habitat. Many wildlife species

associated with prairie grasslands have greatly declined 4n numbers and geographic range

because culti\-ation, overgrazing, and noxious weed infestations have eliminated or degraded

native grasslands.

Native prairie is present in relatively large tracts in the western and central parts of the

Reservation. One tract of native prairie, contiguous with federal lands adjacent to the

Reservation, is of national significance because of its large size, good range condition, and

diverse plant communities (Brian Martin, Nature Conservancy, pers. comm. 1998).

Woody vegetation is largely confined to floodplains of perennial rivers and streams (e.g.,

Missouri River, Milk River, Poplar River, Smoke Creek, Wolf Creek, Porcupine Creek and

Muddy Creek) (Hansen et al 1995) and woody draws that dissect uplands.

Large parts of the project area have been converted from native vegetation to agricultural fields,

primarily on fertile floodplains and upland benches. Most farmland is planted to small grains or

is in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). Wetlands are found along perennial and

ephemeral drainages, in association with reservoirs and stock ponds, and in poorly drained

depressions.



Fish populations of the Missouri River, from its confluence with the Yellowstone River to Fort

Peck Dam, have been described by Gardner and Stewart (1987) and Bergstedt and White (1997)^

Sport fish include walleye, sauger, channel catfish, northern pike, shovelnose sturgeon, and

paddlefish. Fisheries resource values within the project area are class I (outstanding). Montana

species of special concern include the blue sucker, northern redbelly dace, pallid sturgeon,

sicklefin chub, sturgeon chub, and shortnose gar. The river immediately below the dam is clear

and cold, unlike the warm, turbid Missouri that enters Fort Peck Reservoir. The river begins to

reassume prairie stream characteristics as it flows east and is joined by the Milk and Poplar rivers

that add warmer and more turbid water.

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species protected under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, that are known to

occur or have the potential of occur in the project area include the bald eagle (threatened), piping

plover (threatened), least tern (endangered), pallid sturgeon (endangered), and whooping crane

(endangered). Proposed critical habitat for piping plover is also present in the project area

(Federal Register Vol. 57 No. 55, March 21, 2002). If there are any additional species listed, or a

species' status changes, consultafion will be reinitiated at that time.

Pallid Sturgeon

The pallid sturgeon exists in the Missouri River upstream and downstream of Fort Peck Dam.

Populations of this fish in Montana are declining, with no evidence of natural reproduction.

Pallid sturgeon between Fort Peck Dam and Lake Sakakawea are an important portion of the

total population (Tews 1994). Adult fish in this reach are nearing the end of their life expectancy

and may attempt reproduction only another time or two (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2000a).

Pallid sturgeon move downstream from below Fort Peck Dam to below the confluence of the

Yellowstone and Missouri rivers in summer and tend to return to the Fort Peck tailrace in winter.

Most pallid sturgeon have been documented in the Missouri River downstream from its

confluence with the Yellowstone rivers (Liebelt 1998). No pallid sturgeon spawning sites have

been identified in the Missouri River above the confluence; however, there, may be suitable sites

in the Missouri and possibly in the Milk River. It is estimated that 50 to 100 pallid sturgeon

remain in the Missouri River above Fort Peck Dam, and 200 to 300 pallid sturgeon remain in the

Missouri and lower Yellowstone rivers between Garrison Dam in North Dakota and Fort Peck

Dam (Krentz 1997, Gardner 1994).

Mature pallid sturgeon eat primarily fish and aquatic organisms (Carlson et al 1985). It is

believed that immature pallid sturgeon mostly eat benthic invertebrates.

Pallid sturgeon spawn in spring and early summer (from April into July) releasing their eggs at

intervals. Spawning is triggered by increased flow fi'om runoff Increased spring flows also

initiate spawning by paddlefish and shovelnose sturgeon. Adhesive eggs are released in deep

channels or gi-avelly riffles and are left unattended. Newly hatched pallid sturgeon become
buoyant and active immediately after hatching, floating downstream with the current.



Observations of post-hatch pallid sturgeon in culture conditions (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services

2000b) indicate that lar\-al sturgeon are poor swimmers that actively swim upward in the water

column until exhaustion and then settle and drift. This activity is repeated until the larval

sturgeon develop sufficiently to maintain themselves in the current. It is estimated that larval

sturgeon drift 33 to 54 miles before developing sufficiently to maintain their position in the

current (U.S. D.I. 2001).

The Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1993) has identified four

priority areas on the Missouri River for recovery actions. These river reaches have remnants of

what is believed to be suitable pallid sturgeon habitat, provided the hydrology and chemical

elements of the aquatic ecosystem, such as temperature and turbidity, are restored. The recovery

priority areas are: (1) from the mouth of the Marias River to the headwaters of Fort Peck

Reservoir; (2) from Fort Peck Dam to the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea, including the

Yellowstone River; (3) from 20 miles upstream of the mouth of the Niobrara River to the

headwaters of Lewis and Clark Lake, and (4) from Gavins Point Dam to the Mississippi River.

Regulated flows from Fort Peck Dam coupled with lower water temperatures during spring and

early summer have failed to provide adequate spawning cues for pallid sturgeon in the project

area. The U.S. .Ajmy Corps of Engineers proposes to modify operations of Fort Peck Dam to

provide additional water from the surface of Fort Peck Reservoir to stimulate spawning and

optimize spawning habitat for pallid sturgeon and other native fish. A test release was scheduled

for 2001, but low reservoir levels precluded the test. If storage levels allow, the test will take

place in 2002 and a full release of 19,000 cubic feet per second will occur in 2003. A monitoring

program will be in place to evaluate effects of the spill.

In recent years, pallid sturgeon populations have been augmented by release of hatchery-reared

fish. In 1994 and 1997, 7,000 and 3,000 fingeriings were released into the Mississippi and

Missouri rivers, respectively. In 1998, 745 hatcher>-reared yearling pallid sturgeon were
released at three sites on the Missouri River above Fort Peck Reservoir and 750 yearling

sturgeon were released near the confluence of Yellowstone and Missouri rivers (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service 2000). Recently, the discovery of iridovirus at the Gavins Point National Fish

Hatchery, where pallid sturgeon are being raised, has resulted in cessation of the planting

program until the potential impact of the virus can be determined.

Piping Plover

Critical habitat for piping plovers has been proposed along the Missouri River (50CFR Part 17,

66:13). Proposed critical habitat in the project area would include sandbars in the Missouri River
from the community of Wolf Point downstream to the Montana-North Dakota border. Numerous
alkali lakes and Medicine Lake in the Dr>' Prairie service, in northeastern Sheridan County area,

have also been proposed as critical habitat for piping plover.

The piping plover is a small shorebird that occupies sand and gravel bars and beaches along

major rivers and around lakes, reserx'oirs, ponds, and alkali wetlands (Reel et al 1989). Females
nest in small depressions scraped in sand and gravel during March and April. Nests are

constructed on the higher parts of sandy shores away from the water line and vegetation.



The reach of the Missouri River from Fort Peck Dam to Lake Sakakawea has a small breeding

population of piping plovers. In the project area, piping plover nesting has been reported in the

Missouri River downstream from Wolf Point. Outside of the reservation they nest on Medicine

Lake and small alkali lakes in Sheridan County.

The Army Corps of Engineers (2001) estimates that there are 50.4 acres of piping plover habitat

along the Missouri River on the Reservation. This acreage is provides habitat for a very small

percentage the piping plover population that nests on the Missouri River. This area is counted

along with Fort Peck Lake, the river below Fort Randall dam, and Lewis & Clark lake in

Nebraska and collectively these areas account for 13 percent of that population (Army Corps of

Engineers 2001).

Interior Least Tern

Interior least terns are water birds that feed almost exclusively on small fish, crustaceans, and

insects they catch by skimming over the water surface or by hovering and diving from the air

(Reel et al 1989). Nesting of these birds has been documented on the Reservation on the

Missouri River from Wolf Point to the Reservation border. Tern populations on the reach from

Fort Peck down to Lake Sakakawea fluctuate with habitat conditions, as they do elsewhere in

their range. Numbers peaked in 1997 when other habitat along the Missouri River was inundated

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2000a).

Like the piping plover, the Army Corps of Engineers (2001) estimates that there are 50.4 acres of

least tern habitat along the Missouri River on the Resei"vation This acreage is counted in the

same fashion as piping plover (collectively with other areas of low percentage) and those areas

account for 14% of the least tern population on the Missouri River.

Fort Peck Resei'voir is at the northwestern limit of this tern's breeding range. The breeding

habitat along the Dry Arm portion of the reservoir has been surveyed annually since 1987 (U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Ser\'ice 2000).

Flows that scour vegetation from sandbars and build sandbars create least tern habitat on the

Missouri River. Construction of Fort Peck Dam has altered these conditions by reducing the

frequency of flooding downriver and minimizing sediment deposition. Erosion and inflows from

the Milk River have formed sandbars below its confluence with the Missouri as a result of

deposition of suspended sediment. The Poplar River also transports a considerable amount of

suspended fme sediments.

Bald Eagle

No known bald eagle nests have been reported on the Reservation by the Montana Natural

Heritage Program (search of data base) and there are no know nesting territories in the project

area. Bald eagles are most frequently observed on the Reserx'ation along the Missouri River

during winter and spring, where they are migrants. Bald eagles typically are attracted to open

water in winter because potential prey (i.e., fish and waterfowl) is present and available. Bald



eagles also prey on jackrabbits and feed on carrion (livestock and wildlife), especially deer killed

by vehicles. No known communal roosts or dense feeding concentrations of eagles are known

for the project area.

Of the more than 170 bald eagle nesting territories in Montana, at least 29 occur along the

Missouri River above Fort Peck Resen'oir. However, breeding records below Fort Peck are

scarce, although parts of the floodplain have suitable nesting habitat (i.e., large cottonwoods).

The Montana Bald Eagle Management Plan identifies a need for three additional territories in

this area. The only bald eagle management zone in Montana that has not met recovery goals

established in the Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan encompasses the Missouri River.

Montana ranks in the top 15 states in total numbers of wintering eagles. Wintering populations

on the Missouri River in Montana between 1993 and 1989 have ranged from a low of 54 in 1987

to a high of 171 in 1989 (U.S Fish and Wildlife Ser\'ice 2000a).

Whooping Crane

Whooping cranes breed in Wood Buffalo National Park in Northwest Tertitories, and winter

-along the Texas coast, primarily at the .\ransas National Wildlife Refuge. Some whooping

cranes migrate through the northeastern part of Montana, including the Reservation in spring and

fall. According to Berglund (1997), two whooping cranes were seen near Fort Peck Dam and in

Sheridan County in 1994. During migration, whooping cranes rest at wetlands and feed on

cultivated grains.

EFFECTS DETERMINATION

Pallid sturgeon

Adult pallid sturgeon may be present in the area during construction, but would be able to avoid

the construction activities and not be affected by them.

During operation of the project, the proposed water intake at Poplar is designed to prevent uptake

ofjuvenile and adult pallid sturgeon and other species offish. The mesh over the intake would

have openings no larger than 25 inches (6.4 millimeters), with intake water velocities less than

0.5 feet per second. While the intake would not likely entrain juvenile pallid sturgeon, it may
entrain larval pallid sturgeon if they were present.

Therefore, the primary' concern with pallid sturgeon is entrainment of larval fish by the water

intake in the Missouri River during operation. It is generally believed that pallid sturgeon have

not successfijlly spawned in the Missouri River upstream from the proposed intake at Poplar

since construction of the Fort Peck Dam due to altered stream flows and reduced sediment levels.

Under current operating conditions of Fort Peck Dam, it is unlikely that pallid sturgeon eggs and

juvenile fish would be present in the vicinity of the proposed intake.

With proposed operational changes at Fort Peck Dam to encourage reproduction of pallid

sturgeon (i.e., spring releases of larger volumes of water from the top of the reservoir), it is



possible that pallid sturgeon could find suitable spawning sites in the Missouri or Milk rivers

upstream of the proposed water intake at Poplar. If this were to happen, it is possible that the

current could carr}' larval fish downstream to Poplar, where they could be subject to entrainment

into the intake.

It is uncertain where pallid sturgeon might spawn if changes in dam operation were to induce

spawning. Due to the possibility of entrainment of lar\'ae, the monitoring program outlined in

the proposed action was designed to alert agencies if the project is entraining lars'al pallid

sturgeon. If entrainment is detected, consultation would be reinitiated at that time. Therefor, the

proposed project may affect, but would not be likely to adversely affect pallid sturgeon.

Piping plover

Piping plovers nest at some alkali lakes in Sheridan County (i.e.. Medicine Lake -Westby-

Plent>'\vood area) that would be near the proposed pipeline system for the FPRRWS. However,

no pipeline or other project facilities would directly encroach on breeding habitat (i.e., sparsely

vegetated shore of alkali lake wetlands). No constmction activities would destroy or affect

known or potential plover nesting habitat.

Although construction activities would not directly alter piping plover nesting habitat, noise from

construction could disturb nesting birds. To prevent disruption of nesting and brood rearing by

noise and associated human activities, no construction activities would occur within line of sight

of occupied nesting habitat during the critical time between nest initiation and fledging, which

can occur between May and August. Therefor, construction of the proposed project would not

likely adversely affect piping plovers, and it would not destroy nor adversely modify proposed

critical habitat.

Interior Least Tern

Interior least terns nest on sandbars within the Missouri River. Pipelines for the project would

not cross suitable nesting habitat for these species. No project facilities would affect habitat or

pose a mortality risk to interior least terns. No construction activities would occur within line of

sight of occupied nesting habitat during the critical time between nest initiation and fledging,

which can occur between May and August. The project would not likely adversely affect least

terns.

Bald Eagle

Migrant and wintering bald eagles might be present near the intake at Poplar; however,

operational activities would pose negligible risk. There are no active nests within the project

area. If an active bald eagle nest were to be found within the project area, construction

guidelines in the Montana Bald Eagle Management Plan vv-ould be followed. The project would
not affect bald eagles.

Whooping Crane



Pipelines and povveriines may cross habitat used by migrating whooping cranes Because the

pipeline system for the project generally parallels roads and highways, it is unlikely that

disturbances from the project would differ from those currently posed by use of existing roads.

Wetland and aquatic habitat would be affected only for the construction period with reclamation

quickly restoring affected habitat. The proposed project would have no effect on whooping

cranes.

CUMULATI\^ EFFECTS

Cumulative impacts are impacts to the environment that would result from the proposed action

when added to other past, present, and fliture actions. Cumulative impacts can result from

individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.

Cumulative impacts analyzed in this BA are the water releases from Fort Peck Reservoir

proposed by the Corps of Engineers and irrigation water withdrawals from the Missouri River.

Release of Water from Fort Peck Reservoir

Under current operation, Fort Peck Dam releases cold water from the depths of the Reservoir.

This cold water, relatively free of sediment, negatively affects spawning by native fishes

downriver and limits production of food and forage species. Releases of cold water low in

sediment will continue to limit pallid sturgeon recruitment and may also adversely affect food

supplies for bald eagles, terns, plovers, and pallid sturgeon. Current operations do not provide

adequate spawning temperatures in the river below Fort Peck Dam targeted for pallid sturgeon

recovery. Historically, pallid sturgeon spawned in an environment that gradually warmed in the

spring to temperatures above 60F (15.6 o C). Releases of cold w^ater from Fort Peck Dam prevent

attainment of optimum spawning temperatures downstream.

Higher spring flows and warmer water temperatures are needed to improve environmental

conditions for pallid sturgeon. The higher and wanner flows would provide the hydrologic cue

for pallid sturgeon and other native fish to spawn. Higher flows would also redistribute sand for

sandbars, inundate side channels, and connect backwater areas, providing additional nutrients,

forage fish, and insects needed for larval fish, terns, and plovers.

Higher flows and warm-water releases are needed, on average, once every 3 years. The
proposed Fort Peck releases would only be conducted in years of sufficient runoff and would be

timed to avoid lowering the lake during the forage fish spawn (approximately mid-April to mid-

May). Higher spring discharges would parallel higher spring inflows into the lake.

Peak discharges would range between 20,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) and 25,000 cfs and

persist for a minimum of three days. Warm-water releases should continue for at least 30 days.

Under current conditions, pallid sturgeon do not appear to reproduce in the Missouri River

downstream from Fort Peck Dam. Consequently, the proposed water intake at Poplar would not

adversely affect pallid sturgeon through entrainment of eggs and larval fish. With proposed

modification of operations at Fort Peck Dam to stimulate pallid sturgeon reproduction, pallid



sturgeon eggs and young fish could be carried in the current to the intake at Poplar. Thus it is

possible that operation of the water intake at Poplar may adversely affect pallid sturgeon, but

only if modification of operations at Fort Peck Dam successfully stimulates pallid sturgeon to

reproduce in the Missouri River upstream of the proposed intake. The monitoring commitment

would ensure that agencies are alerted if pallid sturgeon are adversely affected and consultation

would be reinitiated.

Irrigation Intakes and Diversions

Currently there are about 700 irrigation intakes and diversions drawing water from the Missouri

River between the Fort Peck Dam and the North Dakota border (Montana Department of Natural

Resources and Conservation file information 2002). There are 374 claims for water rights that

have been filed with the Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation for this reach of the

Missouri River, totaling 6,725 cubic feet per second (3 million gallons per minute). At any given

time in the irrigation season, irrigators with existing water rights could divert approximately this

amount from the Missouri River.

Like the proposed water intake for the FPRRWS project, these diversions have the potential to

entrain larval fish, fish eggs, and plankton. Many of these intakes and diversions probably also

entrain larger fish because they do not have protective devices such as small-mesh screening or

low velocities at intakes to prevent uptake of larger organisms.

Under normal operating conditions, the water intake for the proposed FPRRWS would withdraw

a maximum 13.1 gallons per day '(9, 133 gallons per minute) from the Missouri River. This

would be 0.3 percent of the total diversion that could be withdrawn from the Missouri River,

between Fort Peck Dam and the North Dakota border at any given time by irrigators. Impacts on

aquatic biota resulting from the FPRRWS project would have a negligible cumulatii'e effect

when considered with existing irrigation impacts.

CONCLUSION

It is the finding of this biological assessment that the construction and operation of the FPRRWS
would not likely adversely affect pallid sturgeon, piping plover, and least terns. The project

would not affect bald eagles or whooping cranes, and it would not result in the destruction or

adverse modification of proposed critical habitat for piping plover.
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